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ABSTRACT

IMPACT OF AFGHAN WOMEN'S COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION: AN

ETHNOGRAPHIC INQUIRY

Teri G. Lindgren, R. N., Ph.D.

University of California, San Francisco, 2004

Community participation is a key component in successful implementation of

community health programs worldwide, but research on its impact is limited. Using an

ethnographic approach, this study explored the impact of resettled San Francisco Bay

area Afghan refugee women’s long-term participation on the local Afghan community

and their own lives. Findings chapters are organized by four overarching themes.

Context of participation describes history, recent, personal and resettlement experiences,

and culture, articulated through Being Afghan, Afghan Way and Cultural Transitions.

Transitions and patterned responses identifies the nature, specific conditions and

outcomes of women’s participation at individual and community levels. Volunteering as

a cultural practice describes Afghan perspectives on its meaning, typology, cultural

aspects and challenges. Impact of September 11" describes community and participatory

changes wrought by this overwhelming event in three phases: Initial shock, Regrouping,

and Returning to center. Afghan women’s participation has increased their own

knowledge, skills and participatory strategies and impacted the community through the

creation of four active community volunteer organizations that provide a range of

culturally appropriate programs and services. Despite their effectiveness, the community

faces some significant challenges to the continued participation of its members.

September 11"highlighted the strengths of women's participation and their organizationsp p



while straining their resources, contributing to the community’s challenges. Implications

include using Transition Theory to identify outcomes and discussing community health

practice and future research.

** </~~~~ Date: e//,
C/ Z

Juliene Lipson, R.N., PhD., FAAN

Dissertation Chairperson
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

Forced international migration due to wars, civil strife and political instability is

increasing worldwide. Toole (1997) stated that the number of refugees worldwide

increased from 5 million in 1980 to 20 million in 1994 and current estimates are 22

million (UNHCR, 2002). These estimates reflect refugees in acute crisis situations and do

not include those who have been resettled in many western countries. Between 1980 and

1998, over 1.9 million refugees were granted lawful permanent residency status in the

United States (UNHCR, 2001).

International migration places people in precarious positions that often

compromise their health and well-being and refugees are considered to be the most

vulnerable of those who migrate to another country (Carballo, Grocutt, &

Hadzihasanovic, 1996; Emami, Torres, Lipson, & Ekman, 2000; Ivey & Faust, 1999;

Toole, 1997). Eighty percent of refugees are women and children, many living in very

dangerous situations with high incidence of sexual assault and violence (Ashford & Huet

Vaugh, 1997; UNHCR, 2002). As such, refugee women are considered to be the most at

risk in both flight and resettlement experiences (Muecke, 1992b; Vann, 2002). In the

context of refugee research on health needs and practices, access to health care, life

challenges, and stressors, there is limited but increasing research on refugee women, their

specific needs, beliefs, experiences and coping (Aroian, 2001; Lipson & Meleis, 1999;

Vann, 2002). However, there has been little research on refugee communities or refugee

women’s roles in their community.



Refugee discourse has portrayed the process of flight and resettlement as

isolating, disconnecting refugees from family, friends and all that is familiar (Uehling,

1998). However, when possible, refugees locate or relocate near extended family and

friends, creating refugee communities within larger host communities. The Afghans of

Northern California are a case in point. Although they have settled in large numbers in

Alameda and Contra Costa counties, the center of the community is the City of Fremont

in which a section of the city is referred to as Little Kabul (Robson, Lipson, Younos, &

Mehdi, 2002).

Recent history, including September 11, the bombing of Afghanistan and the fall

of the Taliban has, once again, placed Afghanistan and Afghan refugees on the world

stage. These events have affected millions of Afghan refugees residing in Pakistan, Iran

and Western host countries, especially the United States. Estimates indicate that 60,000

80,000 Afghans were resettled in the U.S. and 40,000 of them live in the San Francisco

Bay Area (Robson et al., 2002). Afghan refugees experience physiological,

psychological, emotional and social problems both in flight and in resettlement and their

problems and needs are documented. Afghan women, as victims of oppression, have

received a lot of public attention but their ability to survive and even thrive in

resettlement deserves more articulation (Lipson & Miller, 1994).

Refugee communities can have healthy and unhealthy influences on community

members' health and well-being but there is little research that has investigated the impact

of refugee communities' functioning on community health. Community participation, a

conceptembedded in the Primary Health Care (PHC) model, is considered to be the key

to improving the health and well-being of communities (McElmurry & Keeney, 1999).



Yet the concept is not well-studied. Indeed, much of the published literature on this

concept continues to be in the form of commentary on its presumed value or anecdotal

reports of successful or unsuccessful projects, including “lessons learned” by health care

providers in trying to stimulate community participation (McElmurry, 1999; McElmurry

& Keeney, 1999). There is little empirical literature that has tested the assumptions about

the impact of community members' participation on themselves and the community as a

whole. Participation of refugees in their own communities has received very limited

attention and there are few studies exploring the experience of refugee women who

participate in their communities.

Purpose of study

The overall purpose of this study is to examine community participation among

Afghan refugee women and identify related individual and community changes. Based

on findings from the author's pilot study, the initial goals of this research were to:

1. Describe the experience and meaning of community participation for Afghan

refugee women living in the San Francisco Bay Area.

2. Identify intergenerational differences and similarities in Afghan women's

participation.

3. Understand the meaning of Afghan community and Afghan identity for

women participating in their community.

4. Explore ways to evaluate the impact of Afghan women's participation on the

Afghan community.

However, September 11, 2001 constituted an overwhelming intervening event that shifted

the focus of the research somewhat. While Being Afghan, Afghan community and



generational differences are explored in this study, the study also focused on identify the

changes wrought by women's participation and September 11" on individual participants,

their organizations and the community as a whole.

This dissertation is organized into eight chapters with this introduction

constituting chapter one. Chapter two reviews relevant literature on community

participation, refugees and refugee communities and describes the theoretical framework

used in this study. Chapter three articulates the methodology used to explore Afghan

women’s participation, describes the research field and research participant

characteristics, and explores methodological issues related to qualitative rigor. Chapters

four through seven present the major findings under the themes of context of

participation, transitions and patterned responses, impact of September 11" and

volunteering as a cultural practice. Chapter eight discusses the findings in light of

previous research and theoretical conceptualizations, focusing on some key areas, and

concludes with implications for community health practice and policy, research and study

limitations.



CHAPTER TWO

LITERATURE REVIEW AND THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

Community health has long been a concern of western nursing. Early nursing

leaders based their practice within communities, recognizing that social, economic and

political conditions significantly impacted the health of individuals, families and the

community (Anderson, 2000; Clark, 1996; Swanson & Nies, 1997). The unit of care and

practice for community health nurses is the community as a whole, which is more than an

aggregate of individuals and has its own unique properties and intentions (Davis, 2000;

Kulbok, Gates, Vicenzi, & Schultz, 1999; Swanson & Nies, 1997). Although

marginalized in the past half century in the context of institutional nursing that

emphasizes the individual as the unit of care, there are recent calls to refocus nursing

interventions on communities and investigate community health concepts (Anderson,

2000; Sawyer, 1995; Swanson & Nies, 1997). One community health concept that needs

further investigation is community participation.

Refugee health, long relegated to the periphery in healthcare literature, has

recently garnered increased interest as a focus of nursing and medical research (Aroian,

2001; Lipson & Meleis, 1999; Muecke, 1992a). Studies exploring refugee experiences,

health beliefs and practices, and health care needs, including access issues, are

proliferating. It is clear that refugees face significant transitional changes in their

experiences of flight and resettlement in a new culture, which impacts their health and

well-being (Aroian, 2001; Lipson & Meleis, 1999). Also evident is the formation of

refugee communities within larger host communities (Gold, 1992). However, there is

limited research that has investigated refugee communities, refugee participation or



refugee transitions. This chapter reviews the concept of community participation, refugee

communities, refugee participation and suggests transition theory as a conceptual

framework to explore Afghan women’s participatory experiences and the impact they

have had on the San Francisco Bay area community.

Community Participation

Community participation has its origins in community organizing and

development. Community organizing and community development emerged from two

different paradigms, socio-political and socio-economic. Community organizing

revolves around communities or groups coming together to effect socio-political change

through social action (Rothman, 1996; Swanson & Nies, 1997). The desired goal of

community organization is to encourage individuals or groups to raise their voices in

resistance to the status quo, forcing change. As such, it requires active participation by

the people, however you define them, or it becomes merely rhetoric with no action

(Kahn, 1994)

Community development evolved out of the desire to effect economic change in

the developing world through the application of western technology and capitalistic

economic theory (Rapley, 1996). The early economic development model stressed

externally imposed development strategies designed and directed by western

professionals to improve agricultural methods, water access and industrial outputs.

However, many of these projects failed and professionals recognized that participation of

community members was needed if real change was to take place. This realization has led

to a reconceptualization of development variously called alternative development,

people-centered development or the most recent, participatory development (Chambers,



1997). Community development is now ideally defined as an active participatory process

that emphasizes the establishment of a collaborative relationship with community

members to help them define their own goals, mobilize their own resources and develop

plans to address perceived community needs (Lindsey, Sheilds, & Stajduhar, 1999).

It is from the experience in development and organizing that community

participation became a component of the primary health care model (PHC), which was

proposed as a means to address the inadequacy of the western model of health care for

much of the developing world (Norr, McElmurry, & Misner, 1999). The World Health

Organization's declaration of primary health care defined it as "essential health care made

universally accessible to individuals and families in the community by means acceptable

to them, through their full participation and at a cost that the community and country

could afford"(WHO/UNICEF, 1978). Since the declaration, there has been an ongoing

debate about the meaning of, the methodology to ensure, and the way to measure ‘full

participation.’ Health and development literature has been replete with discussions about

community participation and its importance to heath and development but with little

published empirical research testing the concept or its anticipated outcomes (McElmurry

& Keeney, 1999). One reason for this is the lack of consensus on the definition of

community participation (Morgan, 2001). As a concept, it seems to defy any single

attempt at definition or interpretation, and resists generalization or blue printing (Cahn &

Cahn, 1968; Spiegel & Mittenthal, 1968). In fact, even the term is not universally used.

Several other terms that reflect the same phenomenon are community involvement,

community mobilization and community partnership. The difficulty with the concept of



community participation, whether used in health or development, is that it is

multidimensional, having two main components, community and participation.

Community

Answering the question, what precisely is a community, has been somewhat

problematic for both community health practitioners and development professionals.

There are many perceptions of the meaning of community, what constitutes it, who is

included and who is excluded (Raymond & Patrick, 1988; Zakus & Lysack, 1998). Some

authors have considered community to be synonymous with the public or a portion of the

public, like "the poor" and therefore a faceless, amorphic entity (Spiegel & Mittenthal,

1968). For others, community is a complex interacting social system with many different

parts coming together to function as a whole (Clemen-Stone, McGuire, & Eigsti, 1998;

R. Davis, 2000; Swanson & Nies, 1997). From the perspective of community health

nursing, community has always been seen as more than the sum of its parts, having its

own unique properties and functions (Clark, 1996).

Although community has been defined in rather idealistic terms that imply agency

and intentionality (Kulbok et al., 1999), most definitions of community fall into two main

categories, locale and relational (Clemen-Stone et al., 1998). Communities defined by

locale are usually geo-political ones with recognized physical, economic and/or political

boundaries such as villages, towns, and cities. Relational communities include several

different types of communities, which are connected by a shared ‘something,’ such as

heritage, language, refugee or immigrant status, socio-economic status, occupations, or

being at risk for some disease process (R. Davis, 2000; Meleis, 1992). Both locale and

relational communities can and often are defined as such by outsiders for the purpose of



addressing common problems. However, research has shown that outsiders’ perceptions

of community often do not correspond to community members' perspectives.

A key perceptual component missing from the above definitions of community is

a sense of community, a certain "we-ness' or solidarity that derives from some form of

individual and group identification with the community as a whole (DeSantis, 1997;

Meleis, 1992). This solidarity may be based upon a shared characteristic, experience,

knowledge, or interdependency but is not necessarily discernable from the outside; nor

does locale or some other shared characteristic, such as socio-economic status,

automatically confer solidarity among community members.

Communities can also be sites of struggle, reflecting competing agendas and

issues of control. Clark (1996) indicated that community member identification, seeing

oneself as part of a whole, might be necessary for communities to participate in actions

for the common good. Conversely, participation may create a context from which a sense

of community emerges.

Health research on communities has occurred primarily in western societies, often

from the perspective of public health and healthy cities and often reflecting dominant

cultural frameworks (DeSantis, 1997). However, what is known about minority

communities, or more specifically, refugee communities?

Refugees and refugee communities

Refugees and asylees constitute a particular group of people who migrate

internationally. The category of refugee is a relatively recent construction that emerged

from political discourses around the issues of nationality, human rights, nation states’



responsibility for their citizens and political asylum (Gold, 1992; Uehling, 1998). For the

purpose of this study, refugee and asylee are defined as follows:

Refugee: is a person who leaves his/her country of origin or residence due to a

"well founded fear of persecution on account of race, religion, nationality or social or

political ties" (UNHCR, 2002).

Asylee or asylum seeker: is a person who is residing outside his/her country of

origin and cannot return due to a well founded risk of persecution.

Refugees are forced to flee their homes and countries due to threats of or

experiences of persecution. Most flee to a neighboring country that becomes the place of

first asylum. Some refugees remain in the country of first asylum while others seek more

permanent asylum or resettlement in another country, usually a western nation.

Determining refugee status is very political as it carries with it certain legal obligations

on the part of countries providing asylum (Frontieres, 1997). Legally defined refugees

and asylees are eligible for assistance in housing, food, health care and family

reunification from host countries and this political-legal definition is what frames the

perspectives of most health and social service providers (Kramer, Tracy, & Ivey, 1999).

The formation and impact of immigrant communities has long been discussed in

anthropology, sociology and health literature but information on refugee communities is

less evident (Gold, 1992). Although the term community is used in the literature on

refugees, the language used by the United Nations and organizations involved in refugee

assistance implies isolation, not community (Uehling, 1998).

Due to circumstances of their forced migration, refugees are often settled in small

groups among a larger, unfamiliar community in their host countries. Despite refugees'

10



lack of control over their initial place of resettlement, they tend to relocate near family

and friends, enacting a pattern of chain migration. From such aggregates of refugees,

businesses, such as stores, restaurants, and places of religious worship develop that

provide familiar foods and places to congregate. Additionally, refugee groups or

organizations are created that provide a means for members to socialize or assist each

other in some form of a social network. Research shows that such organizations may

meet the economic, social or religious needs of their members but they often lack

coordination with other community organizations (Gold, 1992). While there is some

indication that these community-based refugee groups concern themselves with non

members, they tend to reinforce such pre-migration socio-political structures as class and

political affiliations, which can affect some refugees' access to health and social services

(Ganguly-Scrase & Jullian, 1998; Gold, 1992). This seems particularly true for women

but there is limited research on the impact of these organizations on women or studies of

refugee women's organizations.

Despite the frequency with which the term community is used in refugee

literature, there is limited research with refugee organizations or communities as units of

analysis; rather researchers define populations as communities by virtue of shared

common characteristics, such as country of origin, without exploring the refugees'

perspective or sense of community. As such, studies have looked at specific issues, such

as Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD), within the context of particular refugee

populations (Foss, 2001; Fox, Cowell, Montgomery, & Willgerodt, 1998; Hauff &

Vaglum, 1995) but few studies have explored refugees' conceptualization of their

community or its impact on the health and well-being of community members.

11



Baker and colleagues 1994) conducted phenomenological research with ethnically

diverse refugees living in Canada who were culturally isolated and found that, in the

absence of an ethnocultural community, resettlement was stressful, promoted

discontinuity between past and present and heightened refugees' sensitivity to others.

DeSantis (1997) indicated that a uniting quality for immigrant and refugee communities

is solidarity based on ethnic identity and shared experiences of survivorship in the new

social environment. Korac (2003) explored the lack of an integration policy on

Yugoslavian refugees living in Rome, Italy. Echoing DeSantis’ (1997) view, she found

that the refugees, regardless of ethnic background, forged dynamic social networks to

meet their integration needs. These networks later gave rise to similar networks with

Italians.

Two researchers, Lipson and Omidian, conducted extensive ethnographic research

with the Afghan community of the San Francisco Bay area of California. In their work

they explored the problems faced by elder Afghans (Omidian & Lipson, 1992), identified

the health concerns of community members (Lipson, Hosseini, Kabir, Omidian, &

Edmonston, 1995), investigated changing social roles for women (Lipson & Miller,

1994), articulated intergenerational issues faced by Afghan families (Lipson & Miller,

1994; Omidian & Lipson, 1992) and described attempts to create an Afghan community

coalition (Omidian & Lipson, 1996). Throughout their research, the authors highlighted

Socio-cultural structures and practices, such as social status, political division and

distrust, that facilitated and impeded community members' adjustment to their new socio

cultural environment.

*-** ------
** - - -

*** -

sº- -

* ------"
*** -- - -

*a*- -
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Kulig's (1995) ethnographic study of family planning in a Khmer community

identified the supportive and constraining effect of refugee community norms and gender

expectations on decision making surrounding reproduction and women's access to birth

control. Ganguly-Scrase and Julian's (1998) critical feminist study of a Hmong

community in Australia demonstrated that idealized Hmong cultural values framed the

re-construction of the Hmong community in Hobart as patriarchal with gendered

expectations of the separation of public and private. These re-established cultural norms

were contextually unrealistic and restrictive, creating barriers for Hmong women's
:

functioning and integration into Australian society that potentially impacted their health |

and well-being.

Participation

Participation is derived, in part, from Western philosophical principles that

expected citizens to be involved with political processes to ensure the effective

functioning of the community or state, making citizen participation a defining

characteristic of Western civilization and culture (Chambers, 1997; Putnam, 1995).

Participation is also connected to discourses on oppression centered on Paulo Friere's

(1970) desire to "give voice to the voiceless" and his outlining of popular education and

concienciao as a means to transform societal power relations. Participation in health

arose from this history of citizen participation, development and popular education, with

their multiple perspectives, to become integral to the model of primary health care as a

means of assuring health for all. These perspectives frame the ways the concept is

defined, conceptualized and, most importantly, utilized in health projects worldwide.

13



Several authors have suggested that participation in health projects exists along a

continuum from passive to active community involvement (McElmurry & Keeney, 1999;

Morgan, 2001; Sawyer, 1995; Zakus & Lysack, 1998; Zimmerman & Rappaport, 1988),

reflecting Arnstein's (1969) token participation to true participation ladder. Participation

in a health project has been operationalized as receiving expert defined health knowledge

(passive) to designing, implementing and evaluating interventions to ameliorate

community defined health problems (active). Despite the varied perspectives and

meanings attributed to participation, effective participation does have some consistently

identified characteristics. Rifkin, Muller and Bichman (1988) indicate that effective

participation must be active, that it involves choice, that there must be some perception of

the effectiveness of participation, and that one needs to consider participation in five

areas: leadership, management, needs assessment, resource mobilization and

organization. Additionally, participation must be grounded in issues of equity if it is to be

useful.

Rifkin (1996) noted that health research with communities using participation

employs two main approaches, target oriented and empowerment oriented participation.

Target oriented approaches tend to use an expert driven model requiring more

passive/token participation. Much of the community level research on disease prevention

and health services uses target oriented approaches, with community members expected

to listen to health education programs, assist in health/environmental assessments and/or

carry out the expert derived action plans (Arcury, Austin, Quandt, & Saavedra, 1999;

Aryeetey et al., 1999; Crabtree, Wong, & Mas'ud, 2001; Elkins, Maticka-Tyndale,

Kuyyakanond, Miller, & Haswell-Elkins, 1997; Rojas, Botero, & Garcia, 2001).
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Empowerment approaches ideally stimulate more active/true participation on the

part of community members. Health development and participatory action research use

this approach, where community members are taught to read, form coalitions or micro

business projects, develop their own plan to address community needs or organize around

a particular occupational risk (Arcury et al., 1999; Caudill, 1999, 2000; Manderson &

Mark, 1997).

Considering that participation is considered key to "actualizing primary health

care," and that it has been used as an "intervention" strategy for over 20 years

(McElmurry & Keeney, 1999), there is surprisingly little research that has investigated

the concept from an experiential perspective or that has tested the outcome assumptions

of participation at the community level. One of the problems is that participation has

been perceived as both a process and an outcome (Meleis, 1992). As such, it has been

operationalized in projects in many different ways making it difficult to test the expected

outcomes embedded in the philosophical underpinnings of the concept.

Despite the wide variation in the use of participation as an intervention in health

related projects and studies, all levels of community participation are expected to

promote similar conceptual outcomes. These outcomes include: enhancing the

effectiveness of prevention efforts for such diverse problems as malaria and lack of

prenatal care (McFarlane, Kelly, Rodriguez, & Fehir, 1994; Rojas et al., 2001),

increasing the sustainability of community health programs, and fostering community

empowerment and competence by developing the capacity of communities to assess their

own needs and deal with them (Caudill, 1999; Eng & Parker, 1994; Manderson & Mark,
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1997). However, discerning the actual impact of participation on communities remains

problematic.

Impact of community participation

Fundamentally, participation should engender change at the community level that

will promote healthy life styles and/or provide cost-effective health care delivery systems

(Morgan, 2001; Rifkin, 1996; Zakus & Lysack, 1998). However, demonstrating such

outcomes has proven difficult, since community change is not easily measured and

indicators used are frequently too complex to identify small/micro or moderate/meso

level changes.

Quantitative evaluation of the effect of participation has not been very successful.

Researchers have attempted to measure the impact of participation at the community

level but have been hampered by too small an effect size (Amin & Li, 1997), seasonal

variations not taken into account (Crabtree et al., 2001), inadequate pre-project data for

post project comparisons (Rojas et al., 2001), and indicators without sufficient variation

(Eng & Parker, 1994).

Qualitative research has provided more empirical evidence on both the experience

and impact of participation. Participation as an individually empowering process

emerged from Kieffer's (1983) now classic phenomenological study of citizen

participation. Subsequent research supported his conclusions that participation increases

the participant's skills, self-confidence and commitment to the cause or community

(Lazzari, Ford, & Haughey, 1996). Several researchers qualitatively evaluated individual

and multiple women's projects utilizing community participation, presenting their

findings in stories that reflect individual and group changes, changes in relationships with
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the community as a whole, and translation of skills learned in one project to address other

community problems (Kassam, 1998; Manderson & Mark, 1997; McFarlane et al., 1994).

These stories demonstrate, to varying extents, actual and potential changes at the

community level as assessed by outsiders but not what the women or the communities

themselves think about these changes.

Caudill (1999) used participatory rural appraisal (PRA) methods to evaluate the

impact of multiple village level empowerment projects in Nepal. The research team

worked with community members to develop contextually relevant capacity indicators

and a visual Likert type scale that participants then used to assess their communities'

progress. The research demonstrated that illiterate villagers were capable of assessing the

projects' impact on themselves and their community. Additionally, the community

members were able to qualitatively evaluate their pre-project community capacities and

indicate areas in which valued change had occurred.

Although there is some evidence that participation effects changes at the

individual and group level, impact at the community level remains unclear. However,

these studies highlight two important aspects of community participation. First,

participation does not take place in a vacuum; rather it is continuously constructed in

interaction with others in a dynamic environment. As such, outcomes defined when the

research began may have little relevance to the real outcomes at the end of the

intervention, making comparison measurements virtually useless. Secondly, participation

emerges from within a socio-cultural and historical context and derives its meaning from

that context. For outcomes to be meaningful to those who participate, they must reflect

discernable changes that community members value.
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Another problem with studies that have investigated participation as an

intervention is the lack of a coherent conceptual framework, particularly one that reflects

the expectation of community change. Commonly used change theories describe phases

of change but do not identify characteristics that engender or support changes (Anderson,

2000), nor do they articulate what constitutes an outcome of the change process.

Meleis, Sawyer, Im, Messias and Schumacher’s (2000) proposed middle range

transition theory fills this gap, especially for nurses, since it identifies facilitating

transition as a nursing function. Although it has not been used to investigate refugee

communities or participation, it potentially provides a much needed conceptual

framework to study this concept.

Transition Theory

Transition has been defined as a passage from one life phase, condition or status

to another and is, therefore, intimately connected to the concept of change. However,

Meleis and Trangenstein (1994) differentiate between change and transition, indicating

that change is abrupt while transition is a process that takes place over time and includes

flow and movement. This perspective reflects a Heideggerian view of the world where

one could define transition as a change in one’s lifeworld or one’s way of being in that

lifeworld that is due to some breakdown in one’s normal everyday flow of living

(Heidegger, 1962).

Transitions as a concept for nursing science and practice emerged relatively

recently, evolving from Meleis’ (1975) conceptual work in role supplementation where

she looked at role transition as either adaptable or dysfunctional. She perceived that

transitions made people more vulnerable to risks that could impact their health and well

;
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being. Subsequent research and theorizing led to the articulation of the transition theory

that includes four dimensions: the nature of transitions, transition conditions, patterns of

response and nursing therapeutics (see Appendix A).

The nature of transitions includes the types, patterns and properties of transition.

Four types of transitions are conceptualized: developmental, situational, organizational

and related to health or illness. Pattern of transitions can be single, multiple, sequential,

simultaneous, related and unrelated or a combination of patterns. Properties of transition

include: awareness of the transition, engagement with it, change and difference, time

span and critical points and precipitating events.

Transition conditions include both facilitators and inhibitors and are broken down

into personal, community and societal conditions. Personal conditions are related to the

meanings attributed to both precipitating events and the transition process itself, cultural

beliefs and attitudes, socio-economic status and preparation and knowledge. These

conditions can both support successful transitions and impede them. For example,

refugees often have little time to plan their flight or have little control over where they are

permanently settled, which can inhibit their transition process, prolonging their sense of

discontinuity.

Community and societal conditions are not as well articulated but could include

the presence or absence of community resources or networks, and political, economic or

social structures in the host country. Patterns of response include both process and

outcome indicators. Process indicators identified from research are: interacting with and

feeling connected to others and health care providers, from which meaning and response

emerge, location and being situated through comparisons, and developing confidence and

.
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coping. Outcome indicators are mastery of new or blended skills and fluid integrated

identities.

Migration research and theory have shown that refugees have to deal with

multiple, simultaneous and interrelated changes that are at least situational but often

include health and illness and developmental processes (Berman, 1999a; Brettell &

Hollifield, 2000; Emami, Benner, & Ekman, 2001). Although refugees in flight are faced

with sudden, unprepared for changes, the asylum and resettlement process occurs over

time and space encompassing flow and movement. All migrants are vulnerable to

unhealthy transitions because of inhibiting conditions at the personal, community and

society level, but refugees are at greater risk for poor outcomes due to their lack of

preparation, low socio-economic status and marginalization by the Society at large

(Aroian, 2001; Lipson & Meleis, 1999; Muecke, 1992a).

Refugee Transitions

Lipson and Meleis (1999) reviewed nursing research on immigrants and refugees,

using transitions as their framework. Although the authors found little research that

focused on refuge transitions, they found a fair body of literature that explored refugee

and immigrant women’s experiences in the United States, Canada and Australia. These

experiences can be separated into two major categories: refugee experiences that address

the whole spectrum of becoming a refugee, and resettlement experiences.

Refugee Experience

The refugee experience has been clinically and evocatively well articulated. From

the clinical perspective, the experience is framed around risks and problems related to

communicable diseases, injury, malnutrition, exposure and trauma or torture (Frontieres,
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1997; Simmonds, Vaughn, & Gunn, 1983). Refugees' stories paint vivid pictures of the

lived experience of conditions precipitating flight, journeys to relative safety and

struggles to survive. From the perspective of refugees, the refugee experience is filled

with fear, betrayal, hardship and profound losses but also perseverance and unexpected

strengths (Ellis, 2000; Susott & Levy, 1987).

Early refugee literature, based primarily on the experiences of Southeast Asian

refugees, did not differentiate between the experiences of men and women, but men's

stories predominated. With the exception of maternal/child issues, refugees’ needs and

experiences were perceived to be universal (UNHCR, 2002). More recently, women's

stories demonstrate that their experience of pre-migration trauma, flight and refugee

camp life is different from men's and may be more problematic. Torture and trauma for

refugee women is more likely to be sexual and the effects longer lasting (Allodi &

Stiasny, 1990; Ellis, 2000). Additionally, women often lead more restricted, isolated and

controlled lives than in their premigration environment with domestic abuse expected and

accepted (Ellis, 2000). Davis' (2000)phenomenological study demonstrated that the

refugee experience was critical to the consciousness of resettled refugee women and

continued to frame the meaning of their everyday world in resettlement.

Resettlement Experience

Permanent resettlement is an oft-stated refugee goal and seems to reflect a

successful end to the refugee experience (Ellis, 2000; Frontieres, 1997; Toole, 1997).

However, resettlement is, itself, a transition experience. There is little research and only

few anecdotal stories that capture the resettlement experience from the refugees'

perspective; rather, a large body of health literature has characterized the resettlement

;
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experience as pathogenic, problematic, risky and difficult. Researchers have extensively

explored the health status, health care access, health risks, health beliefs and behaviors

and various physical and psychological difficulties of refugees and immigrants who have

migrated from non-western traditional societies to resettle in western countries (Aroian,

2001; Foss, 2001; Frye & D'Avanzo, 1994; Hauff & Vaglum, 1995). Refugees have been

described as suffering from communicable diseases and psychological problems, such as

Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD), depression and anxiety, and in need of assistance

to acculturate, adapt or adjust to the host society (Foss, 2001; Itzhaky & York, 2000; Ivey

& Faust, 1999).

Research has also framed refugee women's resettlement experience around

maternal/child issues, language problems, lack of education and poor employment skills,

all of which lead to reduced mobility, limited interaction with the host community, social

isolation and lack of knowledge about or access to community resources (Beiser & Hou,

2001; D'Avanzo & Barab, 1998; Rice, 2000). The limited literature on nursing

interventions for both refugee and immigrant women has addressed ways to reduce social

isolation, provide support, and teach women how to shop, use public transportation and

access health services (Chow, Bester, & Shinn, 2001; Fox et al., 1998; Laverentz, Cox, &

Jordan, 1999).

Research with both refugees and immigrants also indicates that intergenerational

differences in experiences and ease of adjustment create conflict in families, with adults

fearing that their children will "lose their culture" (Fox et al., 1998; Hattar Pollara &

Meleis, 1995; Omidian & Lipson, 1992). The literature suggests that age at migration

may impact the resettlement experience and highlights different refugee problems and
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strengths. Additionally, there is some evidence that the resettlement experience differs

between refugees who were resettled early in the crisis and those who came later (Gold,

1992).

Refugee voices are more evident in qualitative research and these studies have

articulated the resettlement experiences around language difficulties, cultural differences,

"not knowing the rules," unmet expectations, poverty, and host country contextual factors

such as discrimination, marginalization and insensitive health and social service

providers (Allotey, 1998; Berman, 1999a; Lipson et al., 1995; Lipson & Omidian, 1997).

However, refugees also demonstrate remarkable resilience and ability to survive through

hard work and maintaining a hope for a better life (Berman, 1999b; R. E. Davis, 2000;

Kulig, 1995; Lipson et al., 1995).

Research on refugees demonstrates that refugees experience multiple types and

patterns of transitions as well as inhibiting conditions, such as language on a personal

level, and the lack of resources on a community level (Allotey, 1998; D'Avanzo & Barab,

1998; Fox et al., 1998; Hauff & Vaglum, 1997). Socio-cultural contexts in flight and

resettlement also frame much of the transition experience of refugees. However,

discerning either process or outcome indicators as patterns of response is more difficult.

Shepard and Faust (1993) demonstrated some skills mastery with Khmer women who

learned relaxation techniques that decreased their anxiety and improved their sleep.

Thompson (1991) showed how Khmer women were able to use group dream

interpretation as a possible way to integrate their lives in Cambodia with their lives in the

United States.
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Lipson and Meleis (1999), in their review of literature, reflected on community

involvement and participation as a concept/intervention used in some of the studies, but

participation in these studies was primarily evident in the project’s assessment process,

reflecting expert-driven, passive participation. What is known about refugee participation

in their communities?

Refugee participation

Studies have looked at participation in refugee communities, both in refugee

camps and in resettlement, but few have explored refugee community organizations,

refugee women's experience of participation, or identified community impact. Beirouk's

study with Polisario women in North African refugee camps indicated that refugee

women felt that participation fit with their cultural heritage and was accepted by the

community as a whole. The study also showed that the women's participation changed

the lives of the participants and the way the community interacted and made decisions.

However, it was unclear if these changes would persist in the long-term and the Polisario

women wondered if they would be able to maintain their new ways of

interacting/participating upon their return to their pre-migration community.

Research conducted in western countries on refugee or immigrant participation

falls into two categories: people who participate in research or in health programs, such

as breast cancer screening, and groups who participate in their own communities

(Choudhry, Srivatava, & Fitch, 1998; Neufeld, Harrison, Hughes, Spitzer, & Stewart,

2001). Choudhry et al (2002) used participatory action research methods to work with

South Asian immigrant women in developing action plans to addressed identified needs.

The author perceived an increase in self-confidence and self-reliance among the women
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participants but the initial impact on the community was quite limited. MacFarlane and

colleagues (1994) described an empowerment project with Hispanic women initially

designed to increase their use of health services; however, the women ultimately formed

three community coalitions that expanded their activities in the community beyond the

originally defined problem.

Lipson and Omidian (1996) described the formation of the Afghan Women's

Association, International (AWAI) in Northern California. It was created by a group of

Afghan women who came together initially to raise funds and supplies for refugees still

living in Pakistan. Their early success encouraged them to continue to work to meet the

needs of Afghan women both in Pakistan and the San Francisco Bay Area. While this

study documented the beginning of AWAI, understanding the experience and the

meaning of participation and identifying community change were not the foci of this

research.

Lindgren and Lipson (2004) described a qualitative pilot study that was conducted

with five participating women from the San Francisco Bay area community that began

the exploration of Afghan women's experiences and meaning of participation. This small

study revealed two processes in their participatory journey, becoming active and being

active. Becoming active encompassed their stories of home, flight, resettlement, learning

and coming together. Being active reflected what they were doing at the time of the study

and why they continue to participate. Nascent themes related to their conceptualizations

of being Afghan, Afghan community and generational differences emerged but needed

** articulation and determining impact was not addressed. However, the pilot study

"med the basis for the current research questions being explored in this study.
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Conclusion and Gaps in Knowledge

Community participation has a long history in social science and health and

carries with it many assumptions about its impact. Research, particularly qualitative, has

demonstrated that participation impacts the individuals who participate, stimulating a

transitional process that can transform participants through increasing their knowledge,

skills and community interactions. A few studies suggest that participation of refugee

women also impacts the lives of those who participate, but research on resettled refugee
>-

women's participation remains limited. *... --are

*a- -------

There is some evidence that individuals' participation in their communities rºº

- - - -

*- :
changes the groups through which they participate. Research exploring refugee women's *** * *-*

*** *-*.
organizations and the impact of these organizations on the community as a whole is *** -----

limited. Additionally, while a few studies suggest refugees’ community participation may º

impact community function and well-being, there is limited research that has investigated *

participation in resettled refugee communities. Indeed, despite the years of use of
--------

community participation as an intervention method for community health projects world

wide, community level outcomes of participation remain unclear. However, qualitative

research has provided the best evidence of individual and community changes related to

community participation.

Finally, it is clear that refugees experience multiple transitions in becoming a

refugee and resettling in a foreign land. Participation can also be viewed as a transitional

process. As such, determining the impact of participation on refugee women requires a

conceptual framework that reflects the change process inherent in the concept. The
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transition theory is proposed as a conceptual framework to explore the impact of Afghan

women’s community participation.
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CHAPTER THREE

METHODOLOGY

How does one capture the experience and the impact of participation on

individuals and communities? Despite the use of community participation as an

intervention strategy in health and development projects for over 20 years, evaluating the

impact of participation remains difficult. Quantitative evaluation has not been very

successful in demonstrating change at the community level due, in part, to measurement

issues and lack of control over the environment. Qualitative evaluation has provided

better evidence of the impact of participation possibly because the experience is best

understood from within the context that produced it and the effect of that participation

may be identifiable through people's articulation of their experiences and observations of

community change.

Qualitative research is an umbrella term for different methodologies that

reflect a more experiential perspective of the world. It does not seek “the truth”

but accepts that truth varies depending on participants’ perspectives and realities.

Qualitative researchers begin with fewer assumptions about the phenomena under

study and they seek to understand the meaning of the concept and thereby

uncover the constituents of the concept (Guba & Lincoln, 1994; Morse & Field,

1995; Thorne, Kirkham, & MacDonald-Emes, 1997).

For evaluation, qualitative research is a useful methodology to

contextually explore people's experiences in community-based projects, describe

conceptual outcomes, clarify strategies or concepts, analyze relationships, and

perhaps develop explanatory models or theories. Indeed, it may be the only way
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to effectively demonstrate potential micro outcomes of projects. Questions, data

collection and analysis in qualitative research are driven by the methodology

chosen. Although there are many methods of qualitative research, three

methodologies, ethnography, grounded theory and phenomenology, are most

commonly used in nursing research (Morse & Field, 1995; Thorne et al., 1997).

Ethnography, or more correctly ethnographic inquiry, was chosen for this project

as it is primarily concerned with describing phenomena within a particular socio

cultural context (Hammersley & Atkinson, 1995).

This chapter discusses ethnography, ethnographer as instrument, describes

the research field, and explores issues of entrée and field relations. Data

collection methods used, including participant observation, informal and formal

interviews, additional data sources, and recruitment issues are also articulated.

Finally, the data analysis process, including sample description, and issues related

to ethnographic rigor are described.

Ethnography

Ethnography, rooted in anthropological traditions, seeks to describe and analyze

the routine ways in which people make sense of their worlds. It is a form of naturalistic

inquiry that is based on the assumption that culture is a system of knowledge used by

human beings to interpret experiences and generate behaviors, and that human behavior

can only be understood within the context in which it occurs (Agar, 1996; Hammersley &

Atkinson, 1995). The most characteristic forms of ethnography involves the researcher

participating, overtly or covertly, in people's daily lives for an extended period of time,
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watching what happens, listening to what is said and asking questions (Hammersley &

Atkinson, 1995; Schensul, Schensul, & LeCompte, 1999).

Since Afghan refugee women are living, interacting and participating in multiple

cultural frames, ethnography was an excellent methodology to investigate the aims of this

study. Ethnographic methods included prolonged participant observation, informal and

formal interviewing, and formal and informal written documents and media data. This

study primarily employed participant observation and informal and formal interviews, but

other available sources of data were utilized to clarify and expand on themes.

Ethnographer as research instrument

One of the key aspects of ethnographic research is the researcher as instrument for

both data collection and analysis (Hammersley & Atkinson, 1995; Schensul et al., 1999).

Unlike quantitative research that uses tools to collect data for analysis, ethnographers are

themselves the tools through which data is derived. Therefore who the ethnographer is

and what she/he brings to the research process is important and needs to be articulated to

clarify potential biases that might influence the interpretation.

Philosophically, I do not believe that true neutrality is possible (Flyvbjerg, 2001).

One always observes and asks questions from a certain place, a certain perspective. I

agree with Strauss(Strauss & Corbin, 1994) and Heidegger (1962) that meaning is

derived in interaction with self, others and the environment and, therefore, is reflected in

both words and actions.

My personal background factors relevant to this study include: academic and

experiential knowledge of Near Eastern history, Islam and cultural shock. I am also a

nurse, trained in American health care and public health, and I tend to view health, illness
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and healthy/unhealthy behaviors from a western perspective. At the same time, I

understand and often embrace other conceptualizations of health such as balance between

yin and yang or hot and cold. As an ethnographer, I bring these attributes and

perspectives to the research field and they frame the way in which I view all aspects of

the research process.

Description of the field

Fieldwork was conducted primarily in Fremont, California, a small city east of the

San Francisco Bay in Alameda County (see Map 1 & 2, Appendix B). Most of the study

participants live in the tricity area of Hayward, Union City and Fremont, but the

organization, through which much of the participant observation was conducted, is

situated in Fremont, the hub of the Afghan community. In fact, the area around Central

Avenue and Fremont Boulevard is called “Little Kabul” since a number of Afghan

owned businesses are located in this area, including grocery stores that sell Afghan

products and fresh naan (Afghan bread), restaurants that serve simple and complex

Afghan food, rug and jewelry stores, insurance and travel agents and a Sufi mystic book

store (see Map 3, Appendix B).

There are two national languages spoken in Afghanistan and in the local

community as well as a variety of other languages and dialects. Dari, a dialect of Farsi

(Persian), is spoken by the various tribal groups) who live in northern Afghanistan and

along the Iranian border (see Map 4, Appendix B). Pashtu is spoken mostly by Pashtun

tribes that reside in Southern Afghanistan. Although Afghan kings and advisors are

ethnically Pashtun and come from the Southern regions, the language of the court has

been predominately Dari, as it was the language of learning, both secular and religious,
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trade and the arts. Most Pashtuns educated in Afghanistan are fluent in both Pashtu and

Dari but Afghans that come from the North often speak only Dari well.

Although exact numbers are not obtainable, residents believe that approximately

20-30,000 Afghans live in Fremont and the surrounding small cities. Fremont is also the

center for a number of community-based organizations. This research focused primarily

on three non-profit Afghan organizations, Afghan Women’s Association International

(AWAI), Afghan Coalition (AC) and Society of Afghan Professionals (SAP) but also

included interactions with two other important organizations, Afghan Elders Association

(AEA) and Afghan-American Entertainer’s Association (AAEA). Afghan Women’s

Association International began in 1992 and is the only organization that focuses

primarily on women. AWAI began with approximately 20 women and the membership

waxed and waned since it began. There are now nearly 30 women involved in AWAI

and most members have been participating, to some extent, since its founding. The

Afghan Coalition began in 1998 as an umbrella organization and its members are Afghan

organizations, not individuals. However, the coalition is itself a non-profit organization

and receives funding for its own programs as well as supporting those of member

organizations. AWAI was a founding member organization of the coalition and the

president of AWAI is also the executive director for the coalition. Currently there are

nine Afghan organizations that are members of the coalition. They include: AWAI,

SAP, Society of Afghan Engineers (Northern California chapter), AAEA, Virtual Nation,

Afghan Student Union (Berkeley), Afghan Domestic Violence Prevention, Afghan

Friends Network, and Institute for Afghan Studies.
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The Society of Afghan Professionals was formed in 1999 and joined the coalition

in January, 2000. Its members are young Afghan women and men, most of whom came

to the United States as children and have, in effect, been raised in the U.S. culture. All

have attended college and have entered the professional workforce to some degree.

Approximately 40 young Afghans constitute the membership of SAP but only 10-20 are

regularly active. Many SAP members live in the Fremont area but a number come some

distance to participate in SAP programs. Active SAP members live in the Northern

California cities of San Jose, Concord, Tracy and even as far away as Sacramento.

The Afghan Coalition has an office at the Fremont Resource Center, near city hall

and other city offices. The Fremont Resource Center was begun in 1998 to bring together

multiple resources for the diverse communities of Fremont, including childcare, school

family liaison support, the Laotian center and Hispanic support programs. It is here that

Afghan community members can come to get needed assistance from coalition staff and

is, in effect, a one stop shopping place for assistance programs for refugees, immigrants

and low-income families and elders. Because the coalition has an office in this center,

they are able to provide space for community meetings and small events.

The Afghan organizations in this study are all voluntary associations. AWAI and

SAP are totally run by volunteers but the Afghan Coalition now has “paid” staff

members. There are three “full time” staff members and tow “part time” ones. All of the

staff members began their community participation as volunteers and, even though they

receive some payment, they still provide voluntary service. Payment comes from grants

for specific services and one grant, from the city of Fremont, pays for administrative

costs of running the coalition office, including rent, utilities, phones and copying. As
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such, staff members are paid to manage particular granted programs but they are also

expected to carry out duties that are not paid for in any grants. For example, one staff

member is being paid to help “newcomer” refugees access assistance, find housing, get

Medicaid and generally adjust, but he is also the president of the coalition and must do

the work of board and keep the coalition connected to the Afghan and Fremont

communities. All of the staff, regardless of position, provide any and all assistance to

Afghans who come to the office. Some also provide long-distance assistance to Afghans

living in Southern California, Texas and sometimes even East Coast communities.

Entry into the field

Initial entrée to the field occurred during the pilot study conducted between

September 2000 and March 2001. Dr. Lipson had conducted ethnographic research with

this Afghan community from 1987-1997 and had maintained contact with some

community members, particularly those involved with Afghan Women’s Association

International (AWAI). She facilitated my entrée by introducing me to the president of

AWAI, who was willing to be interviewed in the pilot study. Through her I was able to

recruit other AWAI members and also the former president of Society of Afghan

Professionals.

Re-entry began in July 2002 when I attended a community meeting in which one

of the women I had previously interviewed was presenting on her experience

participating in the recent Loya Jirga, or Afghanistan-wide “council” meeting held to

vote on a new interim government for Afghanistan. At this meeting, I reintroduced

myself and asked if I could come and talk about my proposed research with the Afghan
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community. She was amenable and invited me to speak with her and the president of the

Afghan Coalition in Fremont.

At this first meeting, I gave them my written proposal and then talked about the

aims and methodology of the research. I offered my services as a volunteer at the

coalition office, anticipating that this would provide participant observational

opportunities. This was acceptable to both of the officers of the coalition and I began my

participant observation soon after this first meeting.

Initially my volunteer work consisted of helping create lists of donors for AWAI

and coalition fundraising efforts and I helped to organize a community event to

memorialize the tragedy of September 11". Through this process, I was able to observe

how the staff interacted with community members who came to the office and I began to

be invited to community meetings and events.

Field Relations

Philosophically, I believe that community research should benefit the community

in which it is conducted, especially when community members are giving their time and

energy to the research (Greenwood, Whyte, & Harkavy, 1993; Minkler, 2000). As such, I

decided that becoming a volunteer for an organization would both provide me with a

legitimate excuse for participant observation and allow me to give my services, such as

they were, back to the community.

Knowing that this community was Muslim, I was aware that I had to be fairly

conservative in my dress and interactions, but I did not dress as an Afghan. Generally

speaking I wore long pants and short sleeved or long-sleeved tops and sat with my legs
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crossed or closed. I did not cover my head. I paid attention to interactions in the office to

discern appropriate, respectful greetings and ways of conversing and observing.

Since I was building on previous research with this community, I was aware that

the Afghan community was divided politically. I realized that by entering the field

through a particular community organization, Iran the risk of being connected to this

organization, which might impact my ability to get a ‘balanced’ view of the community.

Even though the Afghan Coalition tries to provide “an apolitical and safe place” for all

Afghans to get assistance, it is seen as representing one part of the community. I

intended to interview people who were not part of this umbrella organization and

managed to reach several who agreed to talk to me. However, two of the three that I

interviewed were directors of their own particular community based organizations and I

was not able to access others in their respective organizations.

Prolonged engagement with the Afghan Coalition provided me with unique

opportunities to observe and discuss many aspects of their participation that was not

evident in individual interviews. For example, the sheer scope of what they do to assist

community members only emerged in hearing about Afghan women's problems, talking

about potential solutions with community participants and editing/writing reports and

letters. As such, my data was enriched by engaging the field through the umbrella

organization.

Data Collection Methods

This study used four ethnographic data gathering techniques: participant

observation, formal and formal interviewing and miscellaneous written and video
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information. This section articulates how these methods were applied, demographically

describes the formal interview participants and discusses recruitment issues.

Participant observation

During the course of this study, from July 2002 to December 2003, I spent 450

hours in participant observations. For the first six months I volunteered in the coalition

office twice a week and then reduced my time to once a week. The hours spent per visit

varied from 6-10 hours, depending on what was happening in the coalition, but I

averaged 8 hours per visit. Observational locales included the Afghan Coalition office,

board meetings for both the coalition and Afghan Women’s Association International,

Afghan Elders Association program, Afghan businesses, meetings with funders, and

grant meetings with other non-Afghan organizations. Additionally, I attended a variety of

community meetings and events. Sometimes these events occurred on the same days that

I was volunteering but often required an additional trip to Fremont. These events included

a memorial for September 11" that I helped organize, fundraising for AWAI, SAP and

Rotary programs, community information meetings regarding housing and Fremont city

Services, meetings with officials from Afghanistan about reconstruction, community-wide

dialogues on health and social issues, interfaith/intercultural meetings, Saal-e-now

(Afghan New Year) celebrations, art exhibits, musical evenings and booksignings. I also

presented on diabetes for the women’s health program and was “thanked” at a volunteer

appreciation program. Finally, I observed participants during formal interviews.

Volunteer services provided to the coalition changed over time and depended on

the needs of the coalition staff, but usually involved assisting in writing reports, grants,

newsletters, thank you letters, editing speeches and letters to various governmental
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agencies, and assisting in the organization of various events. Since April 2003, I have

been the secretary for the Board of directors of the Afghan Coalition. I offered my

services to other organizations including the Afghan Elders Association, the Society of

Afghan Professionals and Afghan Women’s Association International but only the last

organization utilized my skills.

Extensive field notes were kept on each participant observation opportunity.

Notes were taken during the interactions when possible or as soon as possible afterwards

and whole field notes were transcribed within 24 hours of the observation while my

memory was still fresh. Participant observation continued until I found myself recording

the same information as in previous field notes, i.e. the data became repetitive.

Over the course of the study, I became a common and expected sight and was able

to fade into the background. Additionally, as I developed rapport with coalition staff

members and frequent visitors to the coalition, participants were more open with me and

felt comfortable talking in front of me and with me taking notes during my participant

observations. As such, I became party to more discussions of issues, problems and

COncCITIS.

Interviews

Interviews included informal discussion during participant observation, informal

discussions before and after formal interviews, and scheduled, semi-structured interviews

with individual participants

Informal interviews

Over the course of participant observation, I conducted over 75 informal

interviews with various community members and coalition staff. Although demographics
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were not collected during these informal contacts, I interacted with a wide range of age

groups, including young women with small children, 20-30 year old professional men

and women, middle-aged and older women and men and elderly. These interactions

often occurred at the coalition office but some happened at community events, while

traveling to meetings and events, and at local restaurants. Many of the Afghans who

come to the coalition office are relative “newcomers” who need assistance in navigating

the U.S. system, but those I met at events were mostly Afghans who have lived here for

at least 15 years. The majority of those who came into the coalition office spoke Dari but

a few spoke only Pashtu and both languages were at least minimally represented at

community events. These interviews touched on personal histories, history of

Afghanistan, religion, politics, relationships between women and men, marriage,

participation projects, family issues, health problems, community problems, domestic

violence and personal and professional losses and were captured in participant

observation field notes as they came up.

Formal interviews

Nineteen Afghans, sixteen women and three men agreed to a more formal semi

structured interview. Inclusion criteria were simple: 1) adult Afghans, 2) actively

participating or involved in the community, 3) spoke English well enough to be

interviewed, and 4) were willing to be interviewed. The interviews ranged from one to

2.5 hours and included open-ended questions on personal histories, past and present

experiences of participation, reasons for participating, descriptions of the community

when they first arrived and perceptions of the community now (see Appendix D). For the
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most part, little probing was necessary because once participants got started, they kept on

going with few interruptions.

Prior to the interview, the participants received an information sheet about the

study, in lieu of signing a consent, that described the study and measures to protect

confidentiality. Signed consents were waived as some Afghans would perceive this

requirement as insulting (see Appendix C). All interviews were conducted in English and

all but one woman agreed to have the interview taped. The woman who refused taping

stated that she didn’t feel that her English was good enough to be taped.

Interview participants chose the locale for the interview. Initially I had expected

to interview most of the women in their homes, but only four participants asked to be

interviewed in their homes. Ten were interviewed at their place of work or community

participation, two at a coffee shop, two at a local bookstore and one in a restaurant. Some

of the environments were quiet and produced good recordings and several were rather

noisy, which compromised the audibility of the interview. Notes were also taken during

the interview and these were used to augment taped interviews that had poor quality due

to the locale of the interview and to clarify questions that arose in transcribing the

interviews.

Description of interview sample

Basic demographic information was collected on the 19 interviewees, which

included: age, marital status, number of children, educational level, age at flight, years in

the United States and residency in the San Francisco Bay area. Based on the pilot study, I

expected to find differences between three generations of women, young, middle-aged

and older or elderly. I hypothesized that middle-aged who had come here in their early
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twenties and raised their children in the U.S. would participate differently from women

who older when they first arrived. However, this difference was not evident in the data so

middle-aged and older women (aged 46-63) became one demographic group that I refer

to as older women or older generation.

Younger women (aged 21-31) did participate differently from older women as

expected and constituted a second demographic group. However, I unexpectedly

uncovered a potential third group between these two distinct age groups that seemed to

bridge the two generations and reflected participatory practices of both groups; but this

group included only two participants, aged 37-40, and did not provide sufficient data to

make a clear distinction between them. As they appeared to participate more like the

older women did, I included these two women in the older generation category. The

participants were grouped into three categories based on gender and they way they

participated: older women, younger women and men (see Appendix H).

The men were between the 50-55 but women reflected a much broader age range,

from 21-63 years. All of the men and most of the older Afghan women were married at

the time of interview. Two older women were widowed and one divorced. The majority

had married before arriving in the United States and one married within a few months of

her arrival. All of the older women and two of the men had children ranging in age from

5 to 27 years. Three of the women had grandchildren. None of the young women

interviewees had been married nor were they engaged.

The participants were well educated, receiving their education in both

Afghanistan and the United States. All of the older generation had completed at least a

high school education in Afghanistan before fleeing, and many had begun or finished
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college studies as well. Additionally, several of the participants had engaged in advanced

education in other countries, including Denmark, Russia', Germany and the United

States. Upon arrival in the United States, all of the older generation attended some

college level courses, but only a few sought advanced degrees.

Young Afghan women had fled as children and some were very young when they

left. Two had attended elementary school in Afghanistan but all had received the bulk of

their education in the United States. Young Afghans participants have at least a

Bachelor's degree and a four have completed or are engaged in graduate work.

The vast majority of the participants left Afghanistan early in the communist

regime, between 1979 and 1985, and gained entry into the United States as refugees or

asylees. Only two left after Russia (USSR) withdrew and civil war broke out. The

majority of the participants waited less than a year outside of Afghanistan before

receiving asylum in the United States. They resided in various countries while they were

waiting to be sponsored to come to the U.S. including: Pakistan, India, Germany and Italy

Only three spent time in a refugee camp before receiving their visas to come to the U. S.

The length of time in the U.S. ranged from four to 24 years but 79% have lived in

the United States for at least 18 years. Residence in California was more variable. The

majority of participants came directly to the San Francisco Bay area and remained in this

region. Five of the 19 people interviewed had originally ended up in different areas of the

country and moved to the San Francisco Bay area within the last five to ten years.

Among the older generation, both men and women, 12 worked professionally in

Afghanistan before leaving. They had been teachers, nurses, administrators, secretaries

and consultants, but were not able to convert their education and experience into similar

'Participants used Russia to denote both Tsarist and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR).
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jobs in the United States. In California, the majority work for local or state governments,

school districts and non-profit organizations and two have their own businesses. Among

the young Afghan women, two work part time while going to school and three work in

financial institutions.

As a group, most of those participating in the community come from the upper

class of Afghanistan and only two came from the professional middle class. For the most

part, their families were wealthy and well connected to government officials and/or had

government contracts. The women's husbands and fathers were generally important in

the power structure in Afghanistan and two participants worked for foreign companies

and/or foreign embassies. In other words, the participants all represented the elite strata

of Afghanistan, socially and professionally; it was these aspects that put them at risk for

persecution, imprisonment and execution during the communist regime and framed their

reasons for seeking refuge or asylum.

The majority of the participants came from Kabul. Two came from Herat and two

from Kandahar, but one woman said that even though she was Herati, she had lived her

whole life in Kabul before leaving Afghanistan. All of the older generation spoke Dari

and three specifically stated that they also spoke Pashtu. Among the young Afghan

women, four spoke Dari at home with their parents and one spoke Pashtu.

Initially, ethnicity was not included as a demographic variable as no one in the

pilot study brought up her ethnic background. However, three participants used their

ethnic heritage as part of how they defined themselves, saying "I'm Pashtun, you know"

or "I'm Tajik." Therefore, I began to ask ethnic background during the interview but I had

already completed eight interviews and was not able to re-contact five of the previous
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participants; therefore, ethnicity data is incomplete. Of those who responded to this

question, seven stated that they were all or predominately Pashtun, five stated that they

were Tajik and two were bi-ethnic, Pashtun and Sayyed and Tajik and Sayyed.

Recruitment issues and problems with formal interviews

Women were recruited for formal interviews through several mechanisms. The

first women interviewed were recommended to me by the president of AWAI or the

president of SAP. Others were identified through observations at various community

events. For example, if I saw a woman more than once at a community event, I asked to

be introduced by someone I had already interviewed as this was a culturally appropriate

way of approaching Afghans. I explained my research briefly and then asked if she were

willing to be interviewed. Most agreed to be interviewed but not all of these agreements

turned into actual interviews.

The women participating in their community are incredibly busy. They have

families, jobs, are going to school and do volunteer or unpaid community participation.

They are also very mobile. Five additional women agreed to be interviewed but

ultimately I was not able to arrange a definite time. On several occasions I made

appointments that had to be canceled because the woman had to fly East to a funeral or

left unexpectedly for Afghanistan and did not return for six months. I also had difficulty

contacting some of the women by phone as they didn’t have answering machines and I

could never find them at home.

Based on observations from the pilot study, I actively sought women from three

generational groups, young, middle aged and elderly, though I had no set age limits for

these classifications. I had a sense from the pilot study that these groups might
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participate differently. I was able to recruit nine women in the middle age group and five

from the young category but was only able to interview one woman who was over 60.

Most of the elderly refused to be interviewed formally as they did not feel that their

English was good enough. However, they did talk with me informally on several

occasions.

As the study progressed I realized that most of the women in the study had come

to the United States early in the crisis and therefore had lived here for 20+ years. I

wondered if the experience of participation and perception of the community might be

different for those who had been in the U.S. for less than 20 years. I actively began to

recruit women based on this criteria and located five women who fit into this category.

Finally, I began to look for women who only started participating recently. Most of the

women had been participating about ten years and I wanted to see if the experience of

those who came to participating within the last five years was different or similar, but this

proved to be more difficult as I was only able to recruit one woman in this category.

Male key informants were recruited to provide a different view on women’s

participation and community changes. I had planned to talk with five men but was only

able to interview three. Several men agreed to be interviewed but, like the women, they

had difficulty finding time for a 1–2 hour interview. It proved impossible to recruit a

broad age range of men. The young men with whom I interacted were willing to talk with

me informally and even formally but they kept leaving the area for business or to visit

relatives.

Beyond recruitment difficulties for formal interviews, I also encountered some

unexpected obstacles. First, since I had briefly discussed my research aims with the
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women during the recruitment process, a number began to talk about their participation as

soon as I arrived, before I could give them the information sheet or set up the tape

recorder. I tried to either write down what they said while simultaneously setting up the

tape recorder but often had to reconstruct this portion of the interview from memory.

Interestingly, some of these women were more open in their comments before I turned on

the tape recorder. Even when I asked a question to try and elicit a similar comment or

story, I found that they were more guarded in responding than previously. Similarly, I

found that participants would ask questions and make comments after the interview had

been completed, for example as they walked me to the door of their house or my car.

Again, like pre-interview discussions, I tried to write down their words as quickly as

possible to capture this part of the interview. These notes became part of the interview

field notes.

Additional Data Sources

To provide contextual information and validate themes, accessible written

organizational documents such as grant applications, organizational reports, and meeting

minutes were reviewed. Pamphlets, brochures, information sheets, flyers, newsletters

and websites were included as data. Since September 11th, a number of AWAI and

Afghan Coalition members have been interviewed for radio, television and local

newspapers; these interviews and videotapes of participants’ experiences in Afghanistan

were also included in the data.

Literature on Afghan history was utilized, particularly Louis Dupree's

Afghanistan, as several participants indicated that he presented a fair and accurate

description of Afghan history. Additionally, poetry and articles in the on-line Afghan
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Magazine and the published journal Afghana were reviewed and two recently published

books by Afghan authors that provoked some community controversy were used to

elarify themes. These books are Gender Equity in Islam by Farid Younos and a novel,

The Kite Runner, by Khalid Hosseini.

Data Analysis

Ethnographic data analysis is an inductive, iterative and recursive process that

should have a funnel structure, becoming progressively more focused over the course of

the study (Hammersley & Atkinson, 1995; Schensul et al., 1999). Data analysis began

upon entry into the field in the form of questions or areas that might need attention.

Broad categories that occurred frequently or in different venues emerged early in the field

notes and became the basis for my first attempts at understanding the phenomena. These

initial analyses led to changes in the interview questions. For example, all of the women

with whom I was interacting and interviewing were volunteers but I kept hearing that

‘volunteering is not Afghan.” Because of this apparent inconsistency, I began to ask

about volunteering in the Afghan culture.

As other potential categories or domains began to emerge or re-emerge, I started

memoing my thoughts, musings, questions and ideas about possible categories and how

categories might be related. Early memos included ideas about volunteering, the impact

5f September 11", social class, education and “Being Afghan.” All of the memos were

dated so I was able to track my thought processes. Additionally, new questions and

bossible categories that came up during participant observation or interviews were

addressed in field notes and then later became memos.
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Coding of documents was done using Atlas.ti software as a data manager and

organizer. Early codes used both participants’ own words and more conceptual/abstract

words to describe what I was observing. However, after coding five interviews and 15

field notes, I had over 150 codes and began to collapse codes and look for patterns in the

data. Returning to the research questions, theoretical framework and earlier memos

assisted in reducing the data and theoretical memos about the data on change, observable

transitions and cultural contexts emerged. Additionally, grouping codes and categories

under early emergent themes demonstrated that they still held up in the analysis.

This process required comparing interviews across participants and with field

notes. Because I was still in the field, as further questions came up, I was able to clarify

my patterns, codes and themes. These usually informal discussions/interviews proved

helpful in crystallizing concepts or verifying analyses. For example, I had written three

memos on volunteering and had been asking about it in interviews but was still struggling

to understand what about volunteering was “not Afghan.” One casual conversation with a

participant suddenly opened up a way for me to analyze the data related to volunteering

as she began to talk about how collective volunteering existed in Afghanistan but that

there was no “structured” volunteering similar to what is practiced in the U.S.

I continued to code data but used more codes that reflected particular patterns that

had emerged in earlier analysis. In comparing patterns and categories, four main themes

became apparent. Two themes reflected early categories and two came out of theoretical

memos but all had been refined over the analysis period. Some codes, particularly those

that used participants’ own words, articulated patterns in certain themes and remained

part of the analysis. For example, the Dari word, ashar, reflects one particular pattern of
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Afghan volunteering. Other patterns were derived from collapsing codes into more

abstract patterns such as women’s stories of when they began to participate were

encapsulated into “readiness to participate.”

Additionally, I compared some data from this study with data from the pilot

study, particularly under the themes of transition and September 11". This comparison

helped me to articulate what changes have occurred over the last three years. Two books

assisted me in contextualzing and refining my analysis. Dupree's Afghanistan allowed me

to understand discussions about Afghan history, its relationship to current events, and

how participants fit into the former power structure in Afghanistan. It helped me situate

my participants within their own history and socio-cultural framework. Hosseini’s book,

The Kite Runner, created a lot of controversy in the community, and by reading it and

comparing the book to my field notes of his community presentation, I was better able to

understand some of the divisions and positions that exist in the community.

Analysis continued throughout the data collection process and intensified during

my gradual withdrawal from the field. Discussions with student colleagues who were also

conducting qualitative research helped to clarify themes and my perceptions of

relationships among categories. I also discussed my analyses with my dissertation advisor

and another valuable committee member. Questions raised during these discussions of the

analysis led me back to the data to again compare my analytical codes, patterns and

themes, helping to further refine my analysis.

Unlike quantitative research where one analyzes the data using some form of

statistics and then writes the findings, ethnographic writing is itself part of the analysis

process. Indeed, writing is at the heart of ethnographic research (Hammersley &
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Atkinson, 1995) and creating the text is always a reflexive endeavor. In writing the

findings chapters, the thematic elements became more defined. I found that some codes

and patterns potentially “fit” under more than one theme and it was during the writing

process that decisions about these patterns and connections to themes were made. I also

found that writing produced, to a certain extent, a narrative of Afghan women's

experiences of living and participating in their community. However, writing the text of

this study also brought forward issues related to qualitative rigor.

Ethnographic rigor

Quantitative research bases its evaluation on objectivity, reliability, validity and

generalizability, all concepts that reflect the decontextualized nature of this form of

research (Harding, 1999). To be accepted as scientists, qualitative researchers have tried

to identify similar criteria to evaluate qualitative research. Lincoln and Guba (1985)

proposed four categories of rigor in qualitative research--credibility, confirmability,

transferability and dependability-- that roughly corresponded to quantitative criteria.

Proposing these categories sparked a useful discourse that critiqued the idea of

developing qualitative criteria that is akin to quantitative ones, since quantitative and

qualitative research come from very different philosophical paradigms. Over the last

twenty years, a number of different ideas have been proposed to look at the issue of

qualitative evaluation or rigor. Most recently the discussions have coalesced around the

issues of authenticity, voice and reflexivity (Lincoln, 1995; Lincoln & Guba, 2000).

Authenticity and Voice

Guba and Lincoln (Lincoln, 1995) state that authenticity refers to the fairness of

the researchers' representation of the perspectives of the research participants and the
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usefulness of the interpretation in addressing the questions under study, or what

LeCompte and Schensul consider the relevancy of the interpretation. Voice is also about

representation as one must consider whose voice dominates in the study, the researcher’s

or study participants’ (Fine, Weis, Weseen, & Wong, 2000).

Hammersley and Atkinson (1995) state that analysis of social life cannot be

divorced from the way an ethnographer writes about it. Van Manen (1997) describes four

components of writing findings that increase authenticity: analysis of the phenomenon is

presented in a way that speaks experientially to readers, that it elicits readers’ reflection

on the experience, that the language and words used intensify the experience, that it

affects readers, provoking an epiphany. This research reflects Afghan women’s stories

and, as such, I tried to write the findings as a narrative of their lives and experiences of

community participation using their own words and actions as categories or to articulate

patterns. Their quotes add vividness to the text and hopefully brings out Afghan

women’s voices as they reflect on participation in their lives. However, in trying to

maintain their voices in writing the data, Iran into some difficulties surrounding

confidentiality and readability.

Confidentiality

The traditional mechanisms for maintaining confidentiality were used in this

study. Recorded data were kept in a locked office and electronic data, including field

notes and transcribed interviews, were kept secure on a password-controlled computer in

the same locked office. But these protections did nothing to address the issue of

confidentiality in writing the text.
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All of the participants in this study know at least some of the other participants

and many have participated in the community for 10 years; therefore their biographies are

known to others in the community and both of these situations could compromise

respondents’ confidentiality. To minimize this, I used fabricated names only when

necessary and provided no background information on the participants in the text except

when it was important for readers’ understanding. I also combined some women’s quotes

to clarify patterns and reduce possible recognition by community members.

Readability

For most of the participants, English is a second, third or even fourth language.

As such, their grammar at times detracted from the readability of the text. Therefore,

when appropriate, I corrected the language while striving to maintain the meaning of the

quote. Additionally, Afghans have a tendency to make a point in a discussion and then

come back later in the interview to make the same point in a slightly different way. In

these situations, I combined quotes from different parts of the interview to clarify their

perspectives.

Reflexive self

Social research is not carried out in some insulated, neutral realm but in

interactive worlds of people and objectives. There is a reflexive relationship between the

subject under study and the production of the textual findings (Hammersley & Atkinson,

1995). However, since in ethnography the research tool is the ethnographer, it is critical

that she/he be reflexive about the entire process of ethnographic research. Throughout

this study, I used reflexive memos to try to clarify my own involvement, concerns of

representation and potential biases.
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Prolonged engagement in the field, while important in garnering an in-depth view

of the phenomena, also creates some potential risks to the research process. I become

attached to participants and increasingly concerned for their welfare. As a nurse, I

intervened when participants began to ask me “health” related questions. I interpreted lab

results, discussed certain disease concerns, like diabetes, talked about “healthy” diets and

discussed symptoms that warranted a visit to a physician. Although I was not “going

native,” I realized that I was running the risk of “over rapport” with my participants. I

knew before I started that this community was politically divided and expected different

views on the participation of community members but I found myself feeling defensive

when individual participants or the organizations with which they were involved were

criticized. I never talked with community members about what was going on in the

coalition and when I was asked rather pointed questions, I tried to keep my responses fair

and balanced, not taking anyone’s side. However, in one instance these questions and

comments occurred just after I turned on my tape recorder for an interview and my

responses were recorded. In reviewing this interview and field notes, I realized that my

response was not neutral as intended, and that my supportive stance was evident at least

to me.

Second, I began the study with a “self-conscious awareness” of my research role

in participant observation. I therefore paid attention to what was happening even as I was

doing work for the coalition as a volunteer. However, over the course of the study, I

found myself at times focusing more on my volunteer role than my researcher one. When

I was observing for extended periods of time, eight to ten hours, I would get tired and

lose my awareness as an observer and just become a worker. This made writing up some

º-º-º-º-º-º:
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field notes about experiences more difficult as I had to consciously reconstruct what

happened that particular day in order to capture observations.

As previously noted, I did not come into this study as a “clean slate.” I have an

historical and religious understanding of Middle Eastern communities and have

experience living and working in Islamic cultures. Therefore, I knew how to dress and

how to act politely and respectfully. This background also allowed me to understand

some aspects of their lives and experiences with limited questioning. For example, in

discussing one respondent’s ethnic background, when she told me that her family was

Sayyed, I knew without asking what this meant within the socio-historical context of

Islamic tradition. Sayyed peoples can trace their family directly back to the Prophet

Mohammed and therefore, these families are highly respected in most Islamic

communities. Although I verified my interpretation of her statement with a simple

question, she was not required to provide a lengthy explanation or appear boastful about

her family connections. Prolonged engagement in the field, coupled with my basic

understanding of some socio-religious traditions, led to a subtle change in field relations.

I began to move from an outsider to an almost insider.

Becoming an insider

Since I came regularly to the coalition office and to community events, I

established my reliability. My understanding and acceptance of cultural differences

increased their trust and they began to be more open about their feelings, experiences and

perspectives on participation and community work. As one person repeatedly said, “you

are almost an Afghan” and they began to treat me differently, as a friend or even a sister.

This increased trust and acceptance enriched my data as they informally spoke of many
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aspects of their lives and they naturally included me in insider and outsider meetings,

which allowed me to see how they interacted with each other and with non-Afghans. One

woman began to use me as a sounding board for her concerns and ideas for the future. I

found myself helping her think through possible options and on occasion, giving her

advice.

This increased trust and acceptance made me more aware of the importance of not

betraying their trust. For example, on more than one occasion I heard participants make

what one could categorize as negative comments about “those Afghans” but I recognized

that this was reflective only of their frustrations in that moment and not their feelings

about their community. Nor did these comments limit their engagement with or their

desire to help all Afghans.

Becoming an insider fostered my rapport among community members with whom

I regularly interacted and it enhanced my understanding of their worldviews. However, it

also increased the community’s perception of my connection to a particular segment of

the community, which in turn, potentially limited my study.

Study limitations

There are several limitations to this study that are related to the process of data

collection, analysis and uncontrollable events. Becoming an insider, while it increased the

depth of my study, also limited its breadth to women involved in the three main

organizations, Afghan Women's Association International, Afghan Coalition and Society

of Afghan Professionals. Experiences and perceptions of change from other community

groups were limited to three interviewed participants and observations at a few large

community events.
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Not speaking Dari or Pashtu also limited this study, particularly in the exploration

of potential participation differences of more elderly Afghan women. I was only able to

interview one woman over the age of 60 as all others I approached refused a formal

interview because they felt that their English was not adequate. Additionally, most of the

Afghans who came to the coalition office seeking assistance discussed their problems in

Dari or Pashtu; I had to rely on participant observations, a few understood words and

synopsis of their problems provided by coalition staff/volunteers.

The busy schedules of the participating women proved to be a greater barrier to

formal, in-depth interviews than I expected. Although data saturation was achieved with

interviews and participant observation field notes, I would have liked to interview more

women under 30 and more women between 35-45.

September 11" proved to be both a limitation and an unique opportunity to

observe transitions stimulated by an unexpected, intervening event. The impact of

September 11" limited the possibility of teasing out the effects of women's participation

from the more overriding impact of this overwhelming, historical event. Most

participants talked of change in relation to pre and post 9/11, not pre/post women's

participation. September 11" and its subsequent opening up of Afghanistan to

reconstruction also increased the difficulties in recruiting interview participants as

Afghans began to travel back and forth to Afghanistan. However, September 11"

produced an unexpected transitional context that allowed for observations of the impact

of an international event on a resettled refugee community.

Finally, this study is culturally and historically situated, limiting its transferability.

Despite political divisions, this Afghan community is perhaps more united and has more
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resources than other Afghan communities in Western countries; therefore, one cannot

claim that the San Francisco Bay area Afghan community is typical of other Afghan or

even refugee communities. Additionally, ethnographic analysis is an interpretive and on

going process. As such, these findings represent interpretations reflective on this

particular place and time.

Conclusion

Ethnography proved to be an excellent methodology to explore both Afghan

women’s experiences of community participation and its impact on their lives and

community. This chapter explored the methodological issues in this study,

demographically described the study participants and articulated the research field.

Despite problems related to the process of data collection and uncontrollable events that

potentially limited the study, prolonged engagement with community participants,

participant observations and informal and formal interviewing produced in-depth data

that was reduced into four overarching themes and multiple sub-themes and categories.

These themes are: Context of participation, transitions and patterned responses, impact of

September 11" and volunteering as a cultural practice. The next four chapters describes

these themes and strives to answer the primary question of this study: what is the impact

of Afghan women’s participation on themselves and their community?

º-º-º-
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CHAPTER FOUR

CONTEXT OF PARTICIPATION

Community participation is constructed by participants in interaction with each

other and their environment. As such, it takes place within a particular complex,

dynamic context that describes the general transition conditions under which Afghan

women began and continue to participate in their community. Participant observation,

informal and formal interviews/discussions situated participation within two large

domains, Afghan history and Afghan/American culture. History, ancient, modern and

recent, is writ large in Afghans’ daily discourse and participant interviews. Culture,

Afghan and American, frames their experiences of resettlement and the way they live

their lives in America. It also situates and constrains their community participation.

Both of these domains are linked by participants, history explains culture and culture

reflects history. This chapter demonstrates how both of these large domains are

manifested in their stories and how they articulate their context of participation.

History as context

History situates both the lives of Afghans in the San Francisco Bay area and

women’s participation in their community. It was expected that recent Afghan history

would be important in the storied lives of Afghan refugees. Personal histories of loss,

persecution and flight derive from the historical events of the late 1970’s and 1980’s.

However, in this research, almost from its inception, it became clear that Afghan history

in its entirety, not just recent events, formed the foundation in which Afghans talk about

their lives in America and their community involvement. History, from ancient to recent,

was frequently discussed at lunch, during quiet times at the coalition office and at

* -, ---
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community events. Recent history played a more significant role in the interviews as it

directly reflects upon their personal histories of former lives, flight and resettlement.

History also plays a role in the formation of the Afghan community in the Bay area. As

such, five categories emerged: ancient, modern, recent, personal and community

histories.

Ancient History (300 BC-1700 AD)

At various times, participants casually and intensely discussed the impact of

Alexander, Genghis Khan and Tamerlane on the region that is now Afghanistan. All ~
*-*-

destroyed parts of Afghanistan but they left legacies in the form of trade routes and º

contributions to the diversity of the Afghan peoples. For example, the fair colored º º
* - A

Nuristani are said to be descendents of Alexander’s Greeks and the Hazara are from the tº
Mongols. -*-* * *

When talking about their heritage in art, literature and scholarship, they reflect º: ---

back on the glories of Balkh as part of the Silk Road. They also claim the mystic Sufi º
* - - -

poet Rumi as their own. One woman spoke earnestly about how her hometown had been ---
a center of learning and culture 500 years ago. The length and depth of their history is a

source of pride for Afghans and they use it as a way to contrast past glories with current

problems and the image of Afghanistan as a developing nation. In effect they are saying

that it hasn’t always been like this; once we were important centers of learning and

power.

The introduction of Islam has played a lasting role in their history and culture.

The region has sometimes been the site of conflict between Shi'a and Sunni sects of

Islam and the tombs of Muslim martyrs are revered. There is even a belief that Ali,
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cousin and son-in-law of the Prophet, is buried in Afghanistan. Despite the struggles

between the different sects, the Sunni Haanafi sect has been the official religion of

Afghanistan for several centuries. However, other sects of Islam, including Shi'a sects,

and other religions have traditionally been tolerated and respected. This respect was

evident in the coalition when staff members brought to work a dish traditionally served to

commemorate the death of Hussein at Karbala in the 700's. Hussein, son of Ali, is a very

important person in Shi'a theology but not in Sunni theology. As one Sunni Afghan

explained, "We don’t celebrate him as a saint, but as a good and righteous man".

Islam emerged from within a Bedouin social structure that is reflected in many

Afghan tribal norms, including respect for elders’ wisdom, provision of hospitality to

strangers and the importance of family or kinship. Islamic law, or Shari'a, has been

woven into the legal practices of various empires that have ruled the region from the

800's. Islamic traditions related to prayer, dress, eating habits and morality were evident

in participants’ interactions with each other and in their discussions about themselves and

their community. For example, wearing “hejab” is considered to be Islamic as the

Qur’an enjoins men and women to be modest in dress; this means that all should be

covered except the face and hands. Although I saw few men wearing “hejab,” a number

of women, both young and old, wear at least a modified “hejab,” covering their arms,

legs and wearing a scarf on their heads, especially on the street. However, some wear a

more strict form or “true hefab,” that requires a more enveloping scarf that is pinned

around heads and necks, so only faces and hands are bare.
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Modern History (1747-1979)

All of the participants indicate that modern history begins with the founding of

the Afghan empire by Ahmad Shah Abaldi/Durrani in 1747. Durrani was able to unite the

various Pashtun tribes that lived in what is now Southern Afghanistan. Since that time,

different Pashtun families have fought for control of the land of the Afghans but all of

them are descended from the Durrani tribes. The exiled King Zahir Shah traces his

lineage back to the founder of the Durrani Empire. Interestingly, the family names of

many participants are found throughout Afghan history of the 18", 19" and 20" centuries

as they too can be traced back to the original Durrani tribes. It is clear that modern

Afghanistan remains primarily tribal in nature and “ethnic” differences reflect tribal

affiliations. The main Afghan groups, Pashtun, Tajik, Uzbek and Hazara all indicate

tribal regions and family connections rather than racial or cultural differences per se.

When exploring the issue of women's rights, several participants casually talked

about King Amanullah (1919-1929), who attempted to modernize Afghanistan and told

women to remove the veil, but his reforms ultimately failed and he died in exile. One

memorable lunchtime discussion revolved around why Ataturk's reforms created a

"modern" Turkish state but Amanullah's did not. Both of the women in the discussion

wondered what would have happened if his reforms, which included educating girls,

would have been implemented. The constitution that Amanullah wrote was also a subject

of discussion in light of the new constitution being proposed; the women were concerned

about whether his wording that all Afghan citizens have equal rights is sufficient or does

the new constitution need to more explicitly state that men and women have equal rights.
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They also spoke about the exile of King Zahir Shah by his cousin Daoud. The

exiled King is considered, by all who mentioned him, to be a good man who is concerned

about his people. The participants felt that he would have been welcomed back by most

Afghans and would have been a uniting force, even if only as a figurehead. Stories of

"back home" reflected history under the rule of King Zahir Shah with his more gradual

introduction of "western" ideas and values. The women and men talked nostalgically and

at length about their experiences wearing western clothes, going to school with co

- - - - - - ****
-

educational classes, working in mix gender environments and even going to the *** * --
* -- ~~

* ---a -

Swimming pool where boys and girls mixed. Young Afghan women have taken up their * : *

parents’ stories and present a rather “modern” and glowing view of Afghanistan before -
* -e.

the communists took over: ---
---

Before the communist, women were entitled to their rights, ºw- -

women were equal, they did not have to wear ‘hejab,” it º
was totally optional for them actually to wear it. I have ----.
pictures of my mom where she’s wearing clothes in the -- -
60s; she’s wearing the mini-skirt! Of course, the wealthiest -
wore the best clothes because they could afford it and the * ----,

middle class, you know, were more conservative but they * * ~~. . . .

did have their right to freedom just like the upper class did. *-ºs-------

Most of the participants portray Afghan women in the 60's and 70's as educated and

advanced, with many in positions of some power as teachers, professors, judges and

department managers. One Afghan commented that all these stories were true “but that

was in Kabul, it wasn’t like that other places.” Even in their reminiscing about the way

things were, the older participants recognized that the freedoms and rights they enjoyed

did not extend to rural women and as the above quote indicates, it was really the upper

class women who enjoyed these freedoms. However, it is also clear in their discussions

that women’s social roles had not changed a great deal. Despite their involvement in
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public workplaces, their main roles remained as wife, mother and manager of the home

and few were involved in any form of participatory activity. Nevertheless, women’s

memories of the way things were for them were held up as an ideal past that has now

been lost in the rubble, pain and loss of 24 years of war.

The Afghans in this study also spoke of their modern history as a buffer state and

take pride in defeating two of the modern superpowers, the British and the Russians. The

Afghans have historically played competing powers against each other, searching for the

best deal for Afghanistan and balancing agreements so that no one country felt it was in

control of Afghanistan. As such, young elite Afghans were sent to a variety of countries

for higher education including Britain, the United States, Germany, France, Denmark and

Soviet Russia. One young woman believes that students sent to Russia in the 60’s and

70's were “brainwashed” into accepting communism as a good mode of government,

which precipitated the confrontational events that led to recent history. President Daoud,

who had exiled the former king in 1973 by joining forces with Russia to oust his cousin,

has been blamed by both Afghans and Westerners for allowing the communists into the

government. However, some Afghans now state that “he was a good Afghan that just

made mistakes” and his belated attempt to distance Afghanistan from the communists and

Russia led to the communist coup and his execution.

Recent History (1979-Present)

Recent history is critical to understanding the whole refugee and resettlement

context and the formation of the community. It also frames women’s participation and the

emergence of community based organizations, as women initially came together to try to

help Afghan refugee women living in Pakistani camps.
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Much of their discussions on the current situation, both in Afghanistan and the

U.S., are situated in recent history. Public discourses about the needs and problems of

Afghan women and Afghanistan are often prefaced with "as you know, the last 24 years

of war." Privately they also discussed this period extensively but frequently separated it

into the Russian/communist occupation and the civil war amongst the mujaheddin

groups.

The 1978 coup that installed a communist government in Afghanistan disrupted

the lives of all who lived in Afghanistan and significantly broke with previous history, as

the ties to the Durrani Empire were effectively broken. For those who had been in

positions of power, life became unsafe. One young Afghan woman recounted the story

heard from her grandfather who apparently witnessed the execution of President Daoud

and his whole family:

My grandfather was one of the upper hands of the
government, he actually saw everything happened. (He)
was actually hiding under a table watching all this happen.
He saw the president and the whole family getting lined up
and blown up. He had to hide there for a couple of days,
until it was safe.

The situation remained unstable both for former powerbrokers and for the new

communist regime as well. There were two main factions of communists that briefly

worked together to take over the government but then began to fight each other internally

for power. The early communist regime took control of Kabul and surrounding areas but

had difficulty extending their power into the more rural areas. They “invited” the Soviet

Russians to help them prop up their new government. In 1979, the Soviet Russian

military entered Afghanistan, effectively “invading and occupying” the country. This

action precipitated the largest refugee migration in the history of the modern world.
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The communist take over formed the bases of many participants’ need to seek

asylum outside of Afghanistan and demographic data indicates that the majority of the

people interviewed left early in the crisis. Most of the Afghans actively participating in

their community came from the elite strata of Afghan social, political and economic life.

As a group, the participants are well educated; seventeen came from the upper class and

two came from the professional, middle class. For the most part, their families were

wealthy and well connected to government officials and/or had government contracts.

Most of the women's husbands and fathers were generally important in the power --"

structure in Afghanistan. Their social and professional standing in the community made * : * ~~

**- : *
them targets for persecution, imprisonment and execution during the communist regime. * = . . .

º
- ** - - -

Others were deemed dangerous because they or family members had been educated in - - -

western universities or they had attended schools in Afghanistan with western influenced === <--~~~

- -
º

curriculums and western teachers. Some also had to flee because they worked with *--~~~~

western colleagues in U.S., French, or German sponsored projects or companies. --
-

Three sub-categories help to describe the effect of recent history on the lives of • * * -- a

participating Afghan women. These include: personal histories of flight, resettlement

experiences and community history.

Personal histories

Personal histories of this time frame are evident in their stories of flight and to a lesser

extent their pre-flight lives. Some are told calmly with little description and others tell

more detailed stories that reflect some of their fear and pain. Stories of flight were filled

with fear, loss and required walking away from everything. All described various forms

of loss: loss of spouses, of close family members including fathers, brothers, uncles, of
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possessions, of their way of life, and ultimately, loss of homeland and culture. One

woman’s father was imprisoned, killed and then his business was confiscated, leaving her

mother with no way to support herself or her children. Another woman spoke about her

father who had been a general and was taken early in the coup and never seen again. She

and her family members were under surveillance, “they followed us everywhere,” so she

knew they had to leave. For those women who fled as adults, the fear and losses are

personally experienced, with vivid memories that some will discuss and others just

mention almost in passing.

Fleeing required leaving everything; they just walked out of their houses and left

them open because they feared reprisals if anyone knew they were trying to leave. One

older women who had tried to stay in Afghanistan after her husband was “assassinated”

said that after one year she realized things were not good for her children so she decided

to go. She had been a teacher and she had to keep quiet about her plans:

I paid a lot of money for the passport because the Ministry
of Education they didn’t let me to go out and I didn’t tell
them. I took my children and everything and just I closed
the door, like that. I didn’t clean up, I didn’t sell anything.
I just walked away, and came by airplane. When I came to
the airport, I thought, ‘oh, my God, they are going to
know(that I am trying to leave). One of them (soldiers)
said, ‘you can’t go, your children, one is 17, another is 15
and they have to go to the Army.” I said, ‘I’m sick, my
husband was killed, and my other two children are very
young. I can’t stay here. And fortunately one of the police
officers knew my husband and he helped me to leave.

A young Afghan woman told a similar story of her family’s secret flight and their need to

leave everything behind:

My father did not tell anybody in the family, nor did my
mom, that we were leaving and coming to America because
we were afraid that someone was going to tattle; someone
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was going to tell and something was going to happen; so
my parents left everything, just took a couple of pictures,
just a sleeping bag or something, just important things and
left.

Young Afghan women’s memories of flight are vaguer and are more based on

their parents stories mixed with some memories, but they too reflect hardship and fear.

One woman stated that their long trip into Pakistan included traveling by car, camel and

on foot and that she was afraid of the camels. Another woman who left when she was

only three years old remembers it this way: >
*-

* * *-**
We packed our stuff, sold a couple of things to have the f. * ---
money to pay people on our way to Pakistan. We slept in * -- ~~
caves for days and it’s funny but it’s very very true, I --- º: :
would never forget. When I was 3 years old, we were on a -- " -
donkey, crossing the mountains of Afghanistan going to * ~ *.
Pakistan and I kept falling off the donkey, and I cried. My ~~ º ---

father said “it’s OK.” He held my hand and we were
-

º:
walking all the way to the mountains and he was so amazed ºs-sº a .

because his little girl wouldn't sit on the donkey but walked º
for miles and wasn’t tired. My parents took turns sleeping 3------->
because they were so afraid, you know; they didn’t know -- - -
what was going to happen; they didn’t want somebody to - -
do something to their kids. * ------- "

Recent history also includes what happened in Afghanistan after the Soviet **** - - -

Russians left Afghanistan and the mujahedeen leaders began to fight amongst themselves.

One woman tried to stay in Afghanistan but left after the Russians pulled out because the

situation had become so unstable that it was dangerous for her children, primarily her two

older daughters. Girls were being kidnapped, raped and/or forced into marriages with

different mujahedeen fighters. Additionally, Kabul, as a focal point in the power

Struggles, was being shelled by multiple groups. This woman tearfully recounted what

Wappened to precipitate her family's flight:
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I knew from that night that (we had to leave). Rockets
were coming in Kabul, and we had a two-story house but
the second floor was already hit. There were bullets in our
bedroom so we never wanted to go up there. We were
downstairs and the rockets were coming in that time and
the people were saying La ila illallah, (there is only one
God but Allah, the profession of faith for Muslims). Some
of these rockets, just part of them, they just came to our
house and landed in our yard. They were so loud. I put my
arms around two of my daughters and was thinking ‘we are
going to die any minute.”

Just as the occupation of Afghanistan united, to a certain extent, the mujahedeen

fighters, it also formed a common bond among Afghans who fled. However, when civil

war broke out, different factions developed in the local community as one group

supported a certain mujahedeen leader and another supported his rival. The rise of the

Taliban was heralded by some as a stabilizing Afghan influence. As one woman stated,

“at least the Taliban were our own Muslims, our own Pashtuns, our Afghans.” Others

condemned Taliban’s oppressive policies, particularly regarding women and human

rights issues. As such, politics based on recent Afghan history divided the local Afghan

community because “everything that happens in Kabul is felt here.”

Recent history continues to reverberate in people lives and Afghans who

participate have to listen and bear witness to others’ pain. One morning, a woman who

came frequently to the coalition office was sitting talking to a young Afghan woman who

was working with the coalition. This woman always came dressed in black "hejab" and

fasts 2-3 days every week. She was speaking calmly to the coalition volunteer as I was

Working on a computer problem. I looked up and saw that tears were running down her

cheeks but her voice remained calm, seemingly expressionless. After she left, the

Volunteer recounted her story. She was related to the mujaheddin leader who was
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assassinated September 9, 2001 and she had to go to Pakistan to prepare his body, as

there was no one else to do it. Her description of how his body was mangled was

horrific, even told second hand.

Personal histories also reflected pre-flight lives that often focused on their

professional experiences and responsibilities. Both the women and the men talked about

their educational backgrounds and their accomplishments, not from the perspective of

boasting but as part of their identity in Afghanistan. Pre-flight lives were described in
*=.

contrast to their lives and jobs in the United States. One woman, who had been a ; :
***

teacher, talked about the respect accorded to teachers in Afghanistan and the relationships º
between teachers and students’ families. She was held in high regard and parents sought º º:

" ** º

her advice on raising their children but she said “its not like that here where teachers are º &
º

more distant.” Similar to discussions of ancient history, these stories are used to validate ==----->

their self-worth in the resettled environment. ‘.. ------.
*** - - - -

Resettlement experiences º: * -
* +-----

Regardless of their experiences of flight, resettlement in the United States was a -º

difficult transition that they refer to as "adjusting to the new life." Older women talked of

having to "start from scratch, with nothing, zero" and their struggle to survive. Critical

points emerge early in the transitional experience: getting assistance, learning English,

finding a job, and getting education, both for themselves and their children. Afghan

education, status and family connections, important aspects in every day functioning in

Afghanistan, were not particularly useful strategies for getting things done in the U.S.

environment; but learning from other Afghans, even strangers, remained critical. One

Woman's story of coming to California reflects many others’ experiences:
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When my family came we brought $5,000 cash with us,
you know, we sold furniture and stuff (in Afghanistan).
And so, that money was going to be finished, in paying the
rent, and buying the stuff that we needed. So I didn't know,
we didn’t know English or how to get a job. Our cousins,
they came differently, so they didn't know either. Somehow
one Afghan guy who was living in Oakland, somehow he
got to know us and he told us about some social services in
Oakland that we need.

Despite the services available for refugees in California, many had difficulty availing

themselves of them as they "didn't know." Some women had an easier time as they had

family or friends already here who could connect them with American sources of

information. One woman stated: "we were lucky that we had a couple of friends before

we came and they helped us, showed us where to go." For many, the need to work

became paramount and women with advanced education took on menial jobs, like

washing floors at fast food restaurant, or sought training for blue-collar positions. A

woman who was a judge in Afghanistan now works in a factory. Another who was a

teacher trained to be a hairdresser because “this was all I thought I could do.” All of

them struggled and continue to struggle to learn English so they can survive and help

others to make the needed adjustments to the new environment.

Young Afghan women talked about their struggles to adjust to the educational

system and be accepted in school. One woman, who started school near the end of the

School year, told about how she came home upset. When asked why she was crying, she

told her mother, “I don’t know what are they talking about in class." Even though she

was only in the 4th grade, she had always done well in school; but here, she couldn't

understand anything in a normal American classroom and felt stupid. It was only after
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she was placed in English as Second Language courses the next year that she began to

feel better about herself. But language was not the only difficulty she faced:

The whole cultural assimilation process, finding new
friends, going to a new school, being different at first, and
just picking up on everything slowly. It takes time to sort
of get to know your environment, people I knew. So, it
was a little hard at first.

Another young woman related other problems that she and her sisters encountered while

living in New York and going to a local school:

New York wasn’t a picnic because we were on government
assistance and lived in a really bad neighborhood, very
dangerous. I remember not wanting to go to school like 4
days out of the week; you know, and it was just a challenge
for me to face the day, because I knew somebody at school
was going to beat me up. I mean, that was just the reality
of my life.

Other critical points that stimulated additional transitions occurred due to

experiences of loss of family members, often parents or spouses, and decisions about

where to live. One woman's husband died of cancer about 10 years after they arrived in

the United States and this again threw her life into chaos, forcing her to take on additional

responsibilities and move to be closer to her family. Another woman got divorced and

likewise had to figure out new ways to live in America.

For a number of Afghans, resettlement was not very “settled.” Thirty percent of

the participants had moved to the Bay area from another part of the country. One young

woman described her family’s pattern of resettlement as "jumping back and forth

between San Francisco and New York."

The reason behind this moving is mainly family, because
the way that is for all of our families fleeing all of the
sudden from Afghanistan. My dad’s side somehow all
ended up in California. My mom’s side all ended up in
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New York. So, this is the main reason for us jumping back
and forth between the two. Whatever opportunities arose
that’s where we kind of go towards, my parents would go
towards.

Individuals’ experiences of resettlement and their pattern of settling are reflected in the

history of the local Afghan community.

Community history or the formation of an Afghan community

The first Afghan refugees began arriving in the Bay area during the late 1970’s

and early 1980s. They settled in various areas of Contra Costa and Alameda counties,

including Alameda, Concord and the Hayward-Fremont area. As more families arrived,

local Afghan businesses appeared and the first mosque in Hayward was opened. For men,

the mosques became social as well as religious spaces, as men could come to the mosque

to discuss current events, politics and common problems. Afghan women had no real

place to gather; instead mothers with small children would meet in parks and share

picnics and problems. These small gatherings were mainly family based and there was

little contact with women outside their extended families. One woman explained that

occasionally “you would see someone from your old neighborhood at a wedding or a

funeral and you could talk, but that was all.”

Throughout the 1980's the influx of Afghans continued, some arriving as new

refugees and others relocating from various parts of the country to be nearer family, for

more opportunities and for better weather. The Afghan community continued to grow in

number and diversity. Early refugees came primarily from Kabul and spoke mainly Dari

but very soon, people were coming from various parts of the country, such as Kandahar

and Herat, speaking both Dari and Pashtu. There was a fair amount of moving around

that occurred during this time as Afghans searched for jobs and cheaper housing. One
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family moved to Modesto, 100 miles away, in order to find affordable housing to

purchase, while still working in Hayward. It was only when the commute became

unbearable that they moved back to the tri-city area of Fremont, Union City and

Hayward.

Gradually, those who lived in the South Bay began to congregate in and around

the city of Fremont. This was partly because Afghans found cheaper commercial space

and opened up businesses in the Central Avenue area of Fremont. This area has remained

a focal point for Afghan businesses and is now referred to as “Little Kabul.” The growing

numbers and diversity of Afghans living in the San Francisco Bay area helped to

produce a politically and socially divided community. Men socialized through the

mosque and via sports but there was not as much interaction between the different

political groups in the community. The women, who see themselves as apolitical,

indicated that they were so busy working and raising their children that they had little

time for any kind of socializing outside their families.

Time has not diminished the difference among the various groups in the

community and they remain polite but distant. Although the young professional Afghans

stated that they thought that politics separated the older generation, the young Afghans

believed that politics did not divide them. However, several participants indicated that

differences in the community were transmitted to Afghan youths and formed the basis of

disputes among them. One young woman remarked that she wished she could go to an

Afghan event without a fight breaking out. She said that “it’s usually guys in their 20’s

who get into these fights,” and that there is a lot of “family politics that go on among

them, which causes the kids to hate each other because the parents hate each other.”
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All of these histories help to describe the contextual environment in which

participants live and participate. Ancient and modern history is used to construct their

identities as Afghans and forms the basis of women’s involvement in human rights and

women’s empowerment. Their reasons for participating and helping others are related to

women’s personal histories both in preflight and resettlement experiences. Recent history

brought these Afghans to the San Francisco Bay area and initiated the development of the

local Afghan community. However, history structures and is structured by cultural

systems, which brings us to the second large domain, culture.

In our culture

If history frames the formation of the Afghan community then culture

describes the functioning of the community within its historical context. Culture

was articulated in many ways during this study, sometimes preceded by

statements such as “you know, in our culture” and other times more subtly

through their actions in different situations. Two phrases used frequently by

participants when addressing something cultural are Being Afghan and the Afghan

Way. Although most of the discussions around culture reflected “Afghan”

culture, the integration of American cultural norms is evident in their descriptions

of how things are now in the U.S. social environment, which I have called cultural

transitions.

Being Afghan

When participants talked about how they participated and why they took

this action and not some other one, they used the phrase Being Afghan. The

meaning of this phrase emerged through observations and direct questioning.
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Being Afghan has several linked categories: family oriented, hospitality, being

passionate, pride, and preserving the culture.

Family oriented

A number of participants stated that the Afghan culture was very “family

oriented” and observations clearly demonstrated the centrality of family in

Afghan life. Afghan family is not just the nuclear one most common in the United

States. When they talk about family, it includes parents, grandparents and siblings

but also uncles, aunts, nieces, nephews and cousins. There is a closeness in these

extended relationships that is not evident in the American culture. Indeed, a

number of those who migrated to the Bay area from other states came to live

closer to family members.

The traditional family structure is patriarchal, with the husband/father the

“bread winner” and head of the household. The wife/mother may be “allowed” to

work outside the home but her primary role is to keep the house clean and cook

and care for the children and her husband’s parents. One woman said: “in the

traditional sense, Afghan family would be that the elderly parents are at home,

and the kids take care of the parents.” One young Afghan described her parents’

family roles in Afghanistan:

Because the typical Afghan dynamic is that the father is the
breadwinner, head of the family. His word is law, and
nobody questions that; there’s no “who are you to tell me?”
“And, I have my own mind, I have my own life.” None of
that even comes to play. My mother, she was the
housewife. She was obedient, she served her in-laws but at
the same time, she brought up her kids, that was just her
role. She liked doing that and didn’t want to be anything
else in Afghanistan.
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Being Afghan is about “devotion to one’s family” and individual needs/wants are

expected to give way to furthering the goals of the family. However, Being

Afghan is also about establishing relationships and making connections. These

relationships and connections, built primarily on kinship, are the means to achieve

goals. Therefore, fostering such connections, particularly with important people,

is critical to the success of Afghan families as these connections provide one’s

social status and important strategies for getting family needs/goals met.

Marriage is not about love between the individual partners but a contract that

provides security and that is part of the process of building connections. One

young woman explained the situation in Afghanistan like this:

In Afghanistan a woman got married because it was
something they had to do and for economic reasons, as
there wasn’t a lot of opportunities for a woman. Mates were
chosen for economic reasons, for building family ties or to
make stronger family ties.

Public behavior of family members reflects strongly on the reputation and

name of the family, so protecting the family’s name and honor is important in

establishing and maintaining relationships and connections. As such, girls’ and

women’s behavior should be controlled and family problems are kept within the

family. Men are expected to support the family financially and not misbehave in

ways that will bring shame, such as drinking, taking drugs or gambling. Women

are expected to be modest, respectful, keep a clean house and raise children to be

respectful of their elders. Family honor tends to rest primarily in the way females

behave and providing appropriate hospitality is part of protecting that honor.
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Hospitality

Providing hospitality to a guest arriving at one’s door is important to survival in

tribal societies and Afghan culture is still very much connected to its tribal roots.

Although all of the Afghans with whom I participated are very generous with

their time, energy and kindness, hospitality is not really about generosity; rather it

is about presenting the proper public face and being a good honorable Afghan.

Hospitality was manifested in several ways in the study. At the coalition

office and at every event, large or small, tea and some form of food were always

provided. All meetings in which people came to the office were preceded by

tidying the meeting space, making tea and putting out cakes, cookies or some

other goody. Lunchtime was generally a group affair and food was shared, with

much encouragement to take more food.

One young woman chose to be interviewed in her home town at a local

coffee shop. When I arrived, she insisted on buying me tea and when I protested

she said, “no you are in my town, I provide the tea.” I expected to be invited to

interview Afghan women in their homes but only five of the 16 interviews were

conducted in participants’ homes. Through observations and discussions it

became apparent that having someone in your home required a thorough house

cleaning and cooking Afghan food, both of which are time consuming. Having

Someone come to your less than clean house brings shame on the family and is,

therefore, avoided. All of the women interviewed are incredibly busy and for

many of them, being interviewed in a public place was preferable as they didn’t

have the time to provide appropriate hospitality in their homes.
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Hospitality also seems to be related to pride. In sharing one’s home and

food, men are showing their effectiveness as breadwinners and women as keepers

of the home. For non-Afghans, hospitality also allows one to demonstrate great

Afghan cuisine of which they are justly proud.

Pride

Being proud of one’s heritage and traditions is integral to being Afghan.

For one woman, being Afghan is about pride in their uniqueness, their

shortcomings as well as their strengths:

If I would just pin it down to one thing it would just be the
sense of pride. We think we are so great and it sounds just
arrogant but we are proud of our arrogance. Yes, we can be
obnoxious, we can be totally dominating and somewhat
disrespectful to other people and think we’re like the best
thing no matter how many terrible things happen to us; I
realize all of our shortcomings but I’m not ashamed of
them at all; we are just who we are, we’re just extremely
arrogant and full of ourselves and I’m proud of that.

Pride also has to be protected. One man stated that wives have to know that

Afghan men have pride that shouldn’t “be trampled upon.” Pride also leads to

problems with leadership. One woman indicated that there were certain ways of

leading that were not acceptable among Afghans: “for us, really, we don’t like

being told what to do. Our leaders can’t just be dictators, they have to be really

very diplomatic.” Pride is also manifested in another category, being passionate.

Being Passionate

Being passionate was observable in many interactions as different

Afghans discussed issues and ideas about family, community and what needs to

be done. Discussions and arguments were often intense and at times became
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rather heated as individuals tried to convince others of the rightness of their point

of view. One woman described meetings of the Society of Afghan Professionals

this way:

People are just so passionate about every little thing. Our
meetings are so animated and people are so passionate that
an outsider coming in would be like ‘wow;’ either they
would be impressed by our passion, or just they would just
think, ‘these people are crazy.’

One Afghan remarked that culturally and Islamicly, “decisions should be

made in consultation” and reaching consensus was an important goal. However,

another person stated that Afghans, in all their passion, “can’t accept that it's OK

to disagree.” One thing about which many are passionate is preserving the culture

but they don’t always agree on how to do this.

Preserving the culture

For some Afghans, particularly the young, preserving the culture includes

maintaining one’s language, understanding and respecting the history and

embracing Afghan art, literature and “authentic music.” For the older generation,

preserving the culture encompasses the above aspects but includes traditional

Afghan values such as being respectful to one’s elders and behaving modestly at

all times. Additionally, preserving the culture is not becoming too Americanized

and forgetting your roots.

Preserving the culture also means becoming educated. Perhaps because all

of the participants are themselves relatively well educated, education of their

children, both boys and girls, is highly valued. As such, parents who arrived in

this country as young or older adults have made sacrifices so that their children
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can go to college and they are proud of their children's successes in college.

However, Afghans also talked disparagingly, while shaking their heads, about

children of family members or friends who did not go to college, saying “how can

they succeed here?”

Young professional Afghans have used their American educational

strategies to expand their knowledge of Afghan history and culture. They

recognized that their Dari and Pashtu language skills were not at an adult level so

they have actively worked to create language courses for Afghans to learn to read

and write Dari and Pashtu. Additionally they have found scholars to conduct

seminars on Afghan history, art, literature and culture.

Being Afghan demonstrated the positive aspects of Afghan culture, family

closeness, hospitality, pride, passion and the desire to preserve the culture.

However, Afghan Way tended to be used to describe the more negative

components of the Afghan culture.

Afghan Way

When community members were frustrated with other Afghans’

behaviors, they would say, “it’s the Afghan way.” Afghan way seems to

encompass four categories, doing things the Afghan way, being stubborn, not

asking questions, and lack of trust.
-

Doing things the Afghan way

When young Afghans talked about not doing things the Afghan way, they

Specifically addressed certain practices, such as not being on time and doing

things at the last minute. One young woman stated that her organization had
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guidelines for seminars that included starting on time, “we’re notorious for being

late,” and keeping on topic. Additionally, she expressed her group’s frustrations

when working with older Afghans, saying that “we all have busy schedules, we

can’t just do things at the last minute. They need to be more organized.”

From the perspective of Afghan Woman’s Association International

(AWAI) and the Afghan Coalition participants, doing things the Afghan way

included personally calling and inviting Afghans to come to particular events.

The general consensus was that they could send out invitations to Americans and

expect them to respond and come but for Afghans, you had to call them to get

them to come. However, they did not always plan for this in their projects so

turnout at some events was not what they expected. For example one woman told

me that she had arranged for a local Afghan doctor to come to talk to the women’s

health group about cholesterol but “no one called them (the women) and so only a

few showed up.”

One AWAI woman provided a dissenting voice. She stated that the

assumptions that women would not come unless invited just before the event were

true “before” but for women who have been here for awhile, she thought that

“they can plan and will come if they know in advance.” She believed that many

women are now employed and like younger Afghan women, they have difficulty

coming “at the last minute.”

Doing things the Afghan way is articulated in contrast to doing things the

American way but this aspect is not often voiced; however, the American way is

reflected in their discussions of needing to be organized and professional. On the
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other hand, there is also resistance to doing things the American way that is

reflected in holding on to Afghan ways of interacting that some referred to as

being stubborn.

Being stubborn:

Being stubborn closely reflects previous categories of passion and pride but

represents more negative aspects of them. One woman articulated this category this way:

I think in a way the stubbornness is there in them. Once
they say something they stick to it, they stick to it. You
have to argue a lot; you have to prove to them that the sky
is blue, it’s not purple. To see the purple they’re going to
argue and they are going to do whatever they can to say it
is, and you have to show them; they’re stubborn like that.

This stubbornness leads Afghans to go their own way and may contribute to some of the

division in the community. Some participants indicated that Afghans tend to hold on to

“grudges” that may be covered up with politeness but are not forgotten or forgiven. Being

stubborn may also be related to Afghans’ unwillingness to ask questions or admit they

don’t know.

Not asking questions

One woman articulated this cultural aspect saying:

Afghans are kind of shy to ask for help. It’s very very
difficult for them to ask or to tell someone ‘I don’t know’

and there is nothing wrong with that. But their egos don’t
let them ask, which is wrong. But in their culture, they
grew up that way.

This participant situates this unwillingness to ask questions in the way older

Afghans were raised and implies that younger Afghans are less shy in asking questions.

However, in our interview she stated, not asked, that she had heard that the Afghan

Coalition had received “a lot of money” from the city of Fremont to provide services to
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the community. I responded that yes, they had received some money but that most of it

went to pay for rent, utilities and phones. She then said, rather surprised, “They pay rent?

I didn’t know this.” Her seeking information was unusual but it was interesting that she

could have asked this question at the coalition office where she sometimes helped to

answer the phones. Instead, she asked me, an outsider, for the information. This brings

me to something not voiced but evident in observations, that asking questions is

somewhat confrontational and one-to-one confrontation is something that most of the

Afghans seem to avoid. Afghans will get up in a group setting and indirectly or

sometimes directly challenge or confront another Afghan’s stance or position but are

uncomfortable having to tell someone to his/her face that he/she is wrong or

inappropriate. Some participants indicated that they did not confront others from fear of

bringing shame upon the person and his/her family.

Not asking questions may also underlie another somewhat negative aspect of the

Afghan culture, variously called “backbiting” or “spreading rumors.” According to

several participants, Afghans will hear something about someone or some organization,

take it as fact and rarely will ask the necessary questions to verify the truth of the

situation. As with all rumors, the initial piece of “information” becomes exaggerated in

the retelling and in this way rumors spread and grow.

Money is often one of the main foci of rumors and the amounts involved are

generally inflated. The Afghan-American Entertainers Association (AAEA), a member of

the Afghan Coalition, recently received some funding from an American organization to

put on a big cultural event of Afghan poetry and “authentic Afghan music.” The purpose

of the program was to raise money for future programs and to begin rebuilding the
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Afghan National Theatre that was destroyed in the civil war. The amount received by the

AAEA was approximately $20,000 but rumors in the community multiplied that amount

by ten. Additionally, there was a large turnout of Afghans who came to hear some very

famous musicians play and sing. Community members, therefore, assumed that AAEA

had made a great deal of money from this program. Members of AAEA, who had agreed

to receive small stipends for their performances, now wanted some of the “profits.” One

Afghan said, “They say this is their due. It’s the Afghan way.” Truthfully, not only was

the amount received from funders grossly exaggerated, but many of the attendees came

for free. Despite the apparent “success” of the program, AAEA barely broke even and

tensions over money seriously strained relationships in this organization.

Not asking questions and the prevalence of rumors are connected to the last

category, lack of trust. However, trust and mistrust are also embedded in Afghan history

and may reflect more generally a way of living in the Afghan-American culture.

Lack of trust

The issue of trust is fairly evident throughout the observational and interview

data. Afghan organizations have worked, with varying success, to “build trust in the

community.” But as one woman stated “Afghans don’t trust easily.” Lack of trust is

probably a long-standing aspect of Afghan culture but it has certainly been exacerbated

by recent history. One woman talked about what happened to her mother after her father

was taken away and killed by the communists:

We had a big house with servants. Many had been with the
family for 20 years. They just left, left her alone. Maybe
they were just afraid.
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Although this story was told calmly and she provided possible excuses for the servants’

behavior, it was clear that even after all this time, she still felt pain and distress over her

perception of the their perceived betrayal of her family.

Another woman connected the lack of trust evident among community members

directly to what happened during the war saying:

It’s hard for them to trust others because they felt like their
trust was gone with the war. Trust was such a big factor in
Afghanistan at the moment where brothers would tell on
brothers, and fathers would tell on sons, and it was just so
chaotic and the trust was gone.

This quote is supported by previous stories of flight where Afghans were afraid to tell

anyone, even family members for fear of being turned in to the authorities. These

descriptions of not trusting even one’s own family is reminiscent of stories of Nazi

Germany where children were encouraged to turn in their parents and fathers their sons.

Yet it contradicts tribal norms, which support standing with you family against all

outsiders.

However, other reasons not to trust are evident in the study. One participant met

an Afghan woman from a different community group who indicated that she was

interested in working with the Afghan Coalition and so he talked with her about some

possible plans to work together. He felt that she was truly interested in the coalition’s

projects and a good collaborative relationship was possible. Later, some of what he told

her came back to him in a very negative rumor, causing him to say “she had her own

agenda and you can’t trust her, you can’t trust anyone.”

Being Afghan and Afghan way predominately reflect the Afghan culture but what

about the American or Afghan-American culture? Interactions with the American culture
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has prompted cultural transitions that impact participatory practices among Afghan

women of both generations.

Cultural Transitions

Some Afghan cultural values and practices have been challenged in the U.S.

context, while others remain unchanged. Family relationships and connections have,

perhaps, been the most impacted areas in this process. These transitions are evident in

gendered roles and adjustment patterns, changing family/kinship dynamics and

generational differences/conflict.

Gendered role and adjustment patterns

A number of the participants indicated that Afghan men, in general, had more

difficulty than women did in adjusting to the American environment. One young woman

talked about the difficulties experienced by her father in adapting to life in America. Her

father had been a very prominent, wealthy man in Afghanistan and was “well respected,

everyone looked up to him.” Not only was he the head of her household, he was the

oldest son so was “like a father figure” to his brothers and sisters. He also had a social

network of colleagues and friends with whom he could interact. She said:

He had all of this and then he comes here and he’s just a
person and the social fabric he had is no longer there. He
just did not want to adjust, he didn’t want to learn English,
he didn’t want to learn how to drive, he just wanted things
to be the way they were and it could never be. So, he had a
really really tough time and it took him a long time to
adjust.

Where men faltered, women “blossomed” since the new culture challenged

women to take up additional responsibilities and at the same time provided them new

opportunities to do something different with their lives. This process prompted role
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changes that put increased strain on family relationships. One woman told about how her

mom changed in the new society:

Back home, my mom was just a housewife, taking care of
us kids. She didn’t even go grocery shopping since we had
servants who would go to the store for us. All of the
sudden, she just had this opportunity to take on these
responsibilities and she just jumped right in there and took
care of everything. She had to go grocery shopping,
furniture shopping, she had to make sure we had our
doctor's appointments, did our homework, went to school
on time and she made sure that our bills were paid on time.
All of the sudden she was in the leading role and that
completely changed the dynamics of our family.

Adjustment patterns also included losing contact with relatives that exacerbated

the stress people experienced with resettlement. One woman remarked that her father’s

siblings were “dispersed all over the country” and this made his adjustment more

difficult.

Changing family/kinship dynamics

Although many of the participants moved to the Bay area to be closer to certain

family members, family, particularly extended family, are dispersed throughout the

world. One man jokingly said that he had family on every continent, “well maybe not

Antarctica, but everywhere else.” One participant’s uncles could not get into the United

States so they ended up in Canada. Another woman said that she had siblings in Sweden,

Germany, England and Afghanistan as well as other parts of the United States.

Maintaining kinship connections had become increasingly difficult in this diaspora and

Some of these relationships are beginning to break down.

Young Afghans remarked that through the internet and cellular phones, they have

become more connected to cousins and aunts and uncles than they were before, but the
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older generation is less adept at using these technologies and seek more traditional ways

to keep in touch through letters and periodic visits. One young Afghan also indicated that

as life in the United States becomes busier, she has less time to keep up with her family,

particularly her cousins. While growing up, she and her cousins use to “hang out”

together and she told a story of how they all got into trouble because they were suppose

to be going to Afghan language classes and instead used the time to get “slurpies” at a

local 7-11 store; but now she does not see much of her cousins:

I think the Afghan family dynamic is changing; Afghan
family has historically been very close, cousins are in touch
with cousins, uncles and nieces and second cousins and in
laws, they’re very close to each other traditionally. Now,
with everybody working 40 hours a week, and going to
school, Afghan families are kind of losing connection with
each other, they are communicating with each other less,
and they see each other less.

There is also a realization that their previous image of Americans “not knowing their

cousins and not spending time with their families” does not necessarily reflect the lack of

valuing of these relationships but more a reality of the fast paced life in the U.S. As one

young woman reflected:

I’m living this life, this busy life, and it doesn’t allow any
time for that. It isn’t so much that they left it purposely,
you know, the connection with each other. It’s that it
happened when they got so busy and there’s so much
responsibility and so much of this and that going on.

Additionally, family connections no longer have the same importance they had in

Afghanistan. Although family relationships continue to provide important emotional

support, kinship ties do not bring one financial security or social status in the new

Society. Education, professional occupations and economics important in Afghanistan
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have taken on greater significance in the American culture. Marriage as a means for

developing connections has also lost its power in the local community.

As previously noted, women in Afghanistan married for financial security and to

develop or cement family connections. Additionally, husbands were expected to be at

least social and financial equals of their wives’ families. In other words a woman married

a man who had at least the same level of education and social status as she did and rarely

married outside her social class. However, in resettlement, these patterns have changed.

In areas where there are few choices for Afghan mates, women have married “beneath”

them and sometimes this causes problems. One woman recounted the story of her cousin

whose father was a general in Afghanistan. She married a man who was more middle

class in Afghanistan and whenever they had a disagreement he would say “I am not your

servant.” Although the woman tried to make the marriage work, it ultimately failed and

they divorced.

Divorce, which is rare in Afghanistan, is increasing in the United States. One man

stated that “Afghans abuse the American system to get divorced” and there is still a

consensus that families should try to remain together. One might think that younger

Afghan women, who are more “Americanized,” would be the ones divorcing and this is

partly true, but older women are increasingly getting divorced as well. Afghan women in

the U.S. have more opportunities and seem to be less willing to stay in a bad marriage.

They are also more cognizant of their rights in American culture and are willing to

exercise them for their own protection or happiness. One man remarked that “in

Afghanistan, a man divorces, everyone knows he’s a bad man. But here, everyone

divorces, its common.”
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Young Afghan women are also choosing not to marry as young as their mothers

did. Although my young participants ranged in age from 21-31, none have ever been

married. They have chosen to finish school and get settled in their careers before they

start looking for a husband. Making these choices would not have been possible in

Afghanistan and many of these women acknowledge that they might have difficulty

finding an appropriate mate when they are ready to start a family, as they are considered

less “marriageable.” Afghan women now are also not looking for marriage with someone

who will financially support them or strengthen family ties. One young woman explained

the attitude among Afghan-American young women:

We want to get married because we fall in love and we
want to be with somebody compatible, or on equal ground
with us. A lot of us that are still in our late 20s or early 30s
and not married, I think it’s very intimidating to some guys.

Additionally, young women state that they plan to continue to participate in the

community after they get married. Indeed, they want spouses who were similarly

committed to community work but, interestingly, none of them talked about possibly

marrying any of the young professional men who were involved in the community

through their organization.

Other aspects of traditional marriage are also changing. In Afghanistan it is the

boy's mother who looks for a bride for her son and meets with the girl’s mother and

female relatives to discuss the compatibility of their children. However, in the new

environment, this practice is falling by the wayside. One young woman decided to marry

an Afghan man who lived in Canada but the mothers of the couple did not meet until

after the couple became engaged.
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Perspectives on marriage and choosing marital partners are somewhat contested

areas in the local Afghan community. Older Afghan women are working to understand

and support young Afghan women's perspectives but it is challenging. Older women

want their daughters to be happy but some expressed their belief that traditional values

around marriage make for more stable and happy relationships than a desire to find love

and these differing views of marriage can be a source of generational conflict.

Generational conflicts

Both generations of Afghans talked about generational difficulties.

Participants talked about the double standard of strict control that was applied to

girls and not to boys: “Girls are expected to go to school and come straight home

but boys can go out with other boys or work at the flea markets or whatever.” One

young women said "I didn't understand why I couldn’t go to the mall with my

friends." She didn’t know why her parents were so strict with her and this made

her angry. She hated being Afghan because it made her different from others in

her school.

The double standard has had some interesting consequences in terms of

marriage in this community. Because girls have fewer outlets for their time and

energy, they have generally performed better in school than boys have. More girls

attended college and gone on to graduate education than boys did in the

community. Given the expectation that husbands should be at least as well

educated as their wives, their higher educational achievements has reduced the

pool of eligible mates. Yet things are changing in the face of what educated

women want. One young woman showed this in her discussion about a potential
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suitor, a man she had met and liked. Her father was concerned that the young

man in question was less educated than his daughter was and that his still being in

school made him a "bit iffy" as a husband. However, her father was willing to go

along with her choice despite his misgivings.

Several women discussed the fact that now as adults they better

understand their parents’ situation but still see poor communication as one of the

problems in Afghan parent-child relationships. One young Afghan stated that part

of the problem was language. In all of the women’s households, they had to speak

Dari or Pashtu with their family members. However, their Afghan language skills

are “basic,” making it difficult for them to talk with their parents about more

complex issues. One woman articulated her difficulties:

I couldn’t communicate with my parents as I was growing
up because I didn’t know that Dari words could express
what I feel. I spoke with them in Dari, but just very basic,
you know, like maybe second or third grade. I couldn’t tell
them, I want to find myself....how do I say that? It sounds
so stupid if I translate it literally. For the longest time, I
didn’t know how to explain that my major was English
literature so (I would say) “I’m studying English.” “But, you
know English, why are you studying this?’ I couldn’t
explain it, I didn’t know the word for literature.

Parents who speak some English also have difficulties as they have problems, at

times, expressing themselves adequately in English and they also fear their

children are losing their native language.

Religion is also a contested area amongst different generations of

Afghans. As a whole, all participants define themselves as Muslim but the way

they practice Islam varies. Coalition members fasted during Ramadan and took
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off time to make the visitation rounds necessary during the two Eids. One man

does evening prayers in the office and has led special prayers at events celebrated

during Ramadan. However, most state they prefer to pray at home before and

after work.

The men and women working with the coalition, for the most part, dress in

non-revealing western clothes but do not maintain Islamicly defined modest dress.

In other words women wear short-sleeved blouses over skirts and men short

sleeved shirts. Community members coming to the coalition office seeking

assistance are more varied in dress. Gray haired women often come dressed in the

long tunic over pants with a light scarf on their head but younger women come

dressed in hefab or in western clothes.

Women’s status and rights in Islam, particularly in light of the Taliban’s

interpretation of Shari’a law, were much discussed in casual conversations. One

book, written by a research participant, on gender equality in Islam was heralded

by some community members as supporting women’s rights but condemned by

other religious leaders as a challenge to Islamic law. Women participants,

however, are using this book’s perspective to demonstrate the rightness of their

involvement in the community as opposed to those who claim that Islam relegates

women to the private world of home.

For the young women involved through the Society for Afghan

Professionals, religion is not an issue they discuss much. Although they adhere to

family traditions around religious holidays, not all of them fast during Ramadan

and one woman said that only recently have SAP members discussed the
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possibility of celebrating Eid together. Most of the participants wearjeans and

short-sleeved tops but a few have also dressed in sleeveless dresses during hot

months. Although they struggle against the double standard of male and female

behavior, they seem to take women’s rights as a given within the American

culture and do not really engage in discussions about Islamic traditions. This

attitude has put SAP members in conflict with others in the Afghan community,

including other young Afghans.

As noted above, older Afghans tend to adhere, at least outwardly, to

Islamic Afghan traditions but many young Afghans, like SAP members, do not

take up Islam in their everyday lives. However, through observations and stories

told, it is clear that some young Afghans have become quite religious. On several

occasions participants discussed the fact that young men related to their friends or

extended family have become involved in a Mosque with a young charismatic

leader. These young men have immersed themselves in Islam and they have lost

their jobs because they spend so much time at the Mosque in prayer and

meditation. Young women have also taken up Islam and manifest this decision by

wearing hejab. One daughter of a participant is married to a traditional Afghan

man and she dresses in he■ ab. When asked if this dress was demanded by her

husband, the participant said, no, her daughter chose to dress this way prior to her

marriage. Wearing hefab and intensive involvement with the Mosque seem to be

a way these young people are claiming their Afghan-Islamic heritage in contrast

to becoming too Americanized; yet these American educated women continue
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their struggle for women’s rights in the Afghan-American community and in

Afghanistan.

These cultural transitions all reflect the intersection of two cultures,

Afghan and American. Young Afghan women, not surprisingly, have taken up

American values in their ways of living but older women have also been greatly

impacted through their experiences of resettlement in the United States. Although

many of the participants worked in Afghanistan before fleeing, their husbands

remained the primary breadwinners and their pay was additional income for the - ------

family. In the U.S., women’s jobs and pay have become integral to family º º
* ... *

survival and women from all walks of life have been forced into broader public - - -
* - * *

interactions. These aspects have changed family dynamics and power structures -** * * *-

and shifts in family structures have impacted community relationships as well, g-a-----ºf -

since women have learned to function in public spaces formerly dominated by : ---
-

males. : -
-

Conclusion ... --

Participation does not take place in a vacuum; rather it emerges from a

particular interactive community context that produces participation and provides

its meaning. The context of participation is revealed through two interconnected

domains, history and culture. History as context encompasses the whole of

Afghan history from ancient to recent. Ancient and modern history situates

participants within a broad scope of world power relations and is integral to their

Self-definition as Afghans. Recent history frames participants’ personal histories,
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resettlement experiences and the formation of the San Francisco Bay area Afghan

community.

Culture, particularly Afghan culture, is produced by and produces Afghan

history as it is connected to both their tribal and religious past. Culture is

explicated in three main categories, Being Afghan, Afghan way and cultural

transitions. Being Afghan and Afghan way represent two faces of the same coin.

Being Afghan encompasses five categories: family oriented, hospitality, pride,

being passionate and preserving the culture. Afghan way includes four categories: . º -: *

doing things the Afghan way, being stubborn, not asking questions and lack of
-

- :
* … *

trust. Cultural transitions reflect the impact of Afghan and American cultural º -

interactions and are explained through three sub-categories: gendered role and - º
adjustment patterns, changing family dynamics and generational conflicts. --------

History and culture help to explain the way in which Afghans in the San º
-

Francisco Bay area live their lives and the context from which women’s -

community participation is practiced. Both of these large domains describe the ----- - -

general conditions under which women’s participation as a transition emerged but

not the specific conditions that led to women coming together to participate in

their community. The next chapter focuses on identifying these specific

conditions as well as exploring the outcomes or patterned responses of women’s

community participation.
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CHAPTER FIVE

"NOW WE KNOW": TRANSITIONS AND PATTERNED RESPONSES

Afghan history and culture, as demonstrated in the previous chapter, defines the

context from which Afghan women’s participation emerged and continues to thrive in the

San Francisco Bay area community. The purpose of this study is to determine the impact

of Afghan women’s participation on themselves and their community. To do this, one

must explore the changes or transitions that have occurred since women first began
*******

participating in their community. Using the Transition Theory as a framework, this . . . . **
* - - -

- ----º

chapter will describe the nature of the transition that has occurred, the specific conditions --
º * --> 2.

of the transition, and the patterned responses or outcomes at the individual, organizational
-

-

and community level, paying particular attention to community members’ perceptions of - -

- - - - - - - , -a - * *-* -

what indicates positive change in community.

Nature of transition -----.

Afghan refugees have undergone multiple, simultaneous and sequential -"
--- *

transitions beginning with being forced to leave their homes and country and resettle in a • *-* * * *

foreign land. Moving to be near family and friends in the San Francisco Bay area initiated

a transitional process at the community level that led to the formation and expansion of

the local Afghan community and the identification of one area of Fremont as “Little

Kabul.” The community’s transition experience is also multiple, simultaneous, sequential

and on-going as Afghans continue to come from different parts of the United States,

Europe and refugee camps, while others leave. During the time of this study, several of

the respondents and their families have moved to the Sacramento area in search of

cheaper housing, particularly those wanting to purchase a home. One key informant told
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me that there are now close to 1000 Afghan families living in and around Sacramento,

forming a new Afghan community.

Participation of community members stimulated a transitional process within the

overall resettlement/community formation processes. Early participation of older women

in the community seems to be a critical point for both individuals and the community as it

ultimately led to the formation of three active, women directed, community-based

organizations, the Afghan Women's Association International (AWAI), the Afghan

Elders Association (AEA) and the Afghan Coalition (AC). The Society of Afghan

Professionals (SAP) emerged from the participation of young Afghans, both women and

men, in the community.

Two precipitating events or actions brought older local women together in 1992 to

begin participating on behalf of refugee women in Afghanistan and ultimately to help

local Afghan women. The first action was involving themselves in community based

research. Two of the women explicitly connected their initial entrée into community

work to the ethnographic research conducted by Lipson and Omidian. The women acted

as interpreters and key informants in research concerning health needs of the community

and the needs of Afghan elders. This experience brought these women into contact with

community members with whom they established trust and credibility and with other

Afghan women who were working in the community through school, health or social

service based programs. This research also helped them to uncover some problems faced

by women in their community.

The second precipitating factor was the activism of one woman. Many of the

women began describing their beginning participation by saying, "when Ayisha came and
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invited me to help, I came." “Ayisha” was seen as the main catalyst for the formation of

AWAI but her activism was triggered by a particular encounter with another Afghan

woman. Prior to forming AWAI, Ayisha had been thinking about returning to school for

Some type of health related degree saying: "In Afghanistan I wanted to be a doctor

because I see they have a role that makes a difference, but I didn't pass the test." In 1992,

she was planning to quit her job and go back to school but then an unexpected meeting

changed the direction of her life:

I met a lady from Afghanistan, and invited her to my house.
It was terrible those times, in 1992. I listened to what she
said. She's wonderful with her stories. When she talked she

inspired me. From that night, I wanted to help Afghan
women refugees.

Ayisha went on to say that she had never seen "anyone, as a woman, who could make a

difference" and didn't think that women were that "serious." The lady from Afghanistan

became a "role model" for her and she discovered that she could do something as a

WOIT1a11.

There is a way. She can do it as a woman. We can make a
difference in a way, saving lives and do a lot of things,
even if far from the country.

This local Afghan woman was so inspired that she invited women to meet and

discuss possible ways they could "do something" for Afghan refugee women. She

gathered together women that she knew either through family ties or her own work in

social services. She also invited the two women who had been involved in community

research. Joining forces with these two experienced women was a strategic move as

Ayisha had little participatory experience. The women met in their homes and restaurants

and from these first meetings, Afghan women's community participation was born.
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Young Afghan women followed a different way to participation as they did not

articulate any particular precipitating events that engaged them in participation. Rather

they discussed their needs to be part of an Afghan group and identified critical points

related to their joining specific high school or college based groups, where they could "be

with our own kind" or be involved in programs to promote "awareness" of Afghan culture

and history. However, several participants stated their involvement with the Society of

Afghan Professionals was based on the vision of two women who created a space for

young Afghan professionals to become involved in their community.

The nature of the transitions initiated by women’s participation is situational and

on-going. Their transition processes emerged out of historical and cultural conditions that

engendered women’s interest in helping others in their community but the broad socio

historical context only describes the basic backdrop to women’s community participation.

What specific conditions prompted women to step out into the community and become

activists?

Specific conditions of participation

Since many of the older participating women have lived in the United States for

over twenty years, they could have begun participating earlier or later than 1992. Why

did they begin participating at that particular time? What conditions had to be present for

the women to work collectively in the community? Two transitional conditions emerged

from the data: the availability of community resources and readiness to participate.

Community resources

It is clear from various stories that the refugees who fled early in the crisis had

few resources available to them to facilitate their resettlement transition. Although
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assistance programs existed, many did not know how to access them and they struggled

alone, learning their way through the system in a piecemeal fashion. All of the women

who had come to the San Francisco Bay area before 1985 reflected on the lack of

available resources to help them adjust to their new lives. As the community grew, earlier

refugees could provide advice to "newcomers" but this was an informal and unorganized

method of information distribution.

At the time the women first began participating in the community, approximately

10-20,000 Afghans lived in the Fremont area, but they were somewhat scattered and

isolated. One woman stated that when she came, the community: "was kind of closed,

especially in Fremont and Hayward. It’s mostly closed and collected to each other; they

stayed more inside the culture, especially the women at home." Afghan businesses were

evident, and for women, the existence of Afghan grocery stores were a blessing as one

woman explained:

It was important, being able to buy groceries, the ones that
I had all my life in my country. I was able to buy in store
just like 5 minutes from my home. I could go buy halal
meat (meat that had been slaughtered according to Islamic
tradition) and as a Muslim, that was a big relief.

Several more mosques had formed in the area and men were able to go and meet there to

pray, and "talk politics." Two big banquet type halls had been built so Afghans now had

places to hold weddings and large family celebrations. However, there was still no place

for women to meet except at weddings and funerals.

Several Afghan community based organizations had been formed but they

were limited in scope. These organizations helped Afghans with visa and immigration

problems and some social ones as well, but often for a fee. Other organizations, such as
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the Afghan Soccer league, were trying to deal with community concerns about Afghan

boys being involved with gangs, but these efforts were sporadic and not well coordinated.

Prior to women's involvement in the community, there was limited culturally appropriate

resources available to Afghans and community-based research demonstrated that there

were a lot of unmet needs in the community.

A newspaper in Dari and Pashtu was available and there were various local

Afghan radio and later TV programs. One young Afghan woman talked about how she

and two other Afghan women started a different kind of weekly radio program for the

Afghan community:

The whole point of it (the radio program) was not to be like
other Afghan programs. All the other Afghan programs
were very serious, a lot of politics. We wanted to do
Something that was fun, geared towards the young, but one
of our biggest goals was to make the older people
understand our point of view and to see where the younger
people were coming from. We were pretty successful and it
lasted about a year and a half.

Politics and what was going on "back home" was very much a part of community

discussions. The struggles in their homeland after the Russians pulled out helped to

further divide the community politically as different groups supported different

mujahedeen leaders. As such, community groups continued to lead somewhat separate

lives with limited interactions between disparate groups.

Although information on services for refugees was available, "it was American,

not Afghan." Some Afghans, particularly women, were now being employed by various

social service departments to provide language specific services to Afghans but they were

constrained by the limitations of their job descriptions. For example, those working in

schools addressed issues between Afghan families and the school system and those in the
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welfare department worked to get clients financial assistance and food stamps. Yet

community members, especially “newcomers,” were faced with a multitude of related

problems including housing, transportation, finding jobs, health care and legal problems

over visas and immigration. There was no place to which community members could turn

to help them deal with the combination of problems they faced. Also absent in all of this

were community based programs or organizations to help women or elderly with their

specific problems.

Women had not been previously active in the community but in 1992 this

changed. How did this change come about and why this year and not before or after?

From the data it was clear that prior to their coming together to actively participate, the

women needed to be ready to get involved.

Readiness to participate

Women's stories suggest that the Afghan women, from both generations, who are

now participating, had to reach a certain place in their resettled lives before they ventured

out into the community: "I was busy with my life, taking care of my family, working,

trying to survive, you know." Although they socialized to a certain extent with other

Afghan families, most of their connections were through family ties or close neighbors.

They had struggled to learn English and vocational skills, to find jobs, to help their

children with school and to get medical help but now they "knew how to live." As one

older woman explains:

The reason I did that at that time, it was a good time for me
because before I was so busy with adjusting to the life
myself; There was so much to do to adjust, so I didn’t have
free time, even though I was interested. So when the
Women’s Association started and I was invited by Ayisha
that was a good opportunity for me to join.

*****
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The invitation to form a women's group that was interested in "finding a way" to help

women in Afghanistan came at a time when Afghan women were more settled in their

lives and therefore more able to participate in their community.

Young women also needed to be ready to participate but their readiness was

based on a desire to reconnect with other Afghans. A number had first become involved

in college based organizations such as Muslim or Afghan Student Associations where

they had put on programs, raised funds for projects and engaged in various "awareness" ******

programs. Upon graduation, they focused their energies on finding employment. Once . .

settled in their new jobs, they began to miss the community connections and involvement .
they had in college: “Once graduating, I missed no longer having the group, the º º :
organization. Here I was working 40 hours a week, not really keeping in touch with a lot *** -- a

º:
********

of people.”
*

By the end of the 1990's, there were a fairly large number of young Afghans who º

had graduated from college and entered the professional workforce. Two women looked º |-

around their community and saw that there was no association for young professionals. º ~ º

These women were concerned about losing contact with Afghans and thereby losing their

culture; they came together and formed the Society of Afghan Professionals (SAP). The

initial focus of their organization was to support each other with professional and family

problems, improve their Dari language skills, particularly reading and writing, and to

work to preserve the culture for young Afghans. The existence of this organization was

important to young Afghan professionals who wanted to get involved in their community.

One woman explained how she and a friend were working together after graduating from

college and decided to investigate SAP:
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We decided that we would check out SAP and see if we

can get more involved since we were both out of school
and ready, as professionals to head out into the world. I
attended a few SAP meetings and then the involvement that
was always a part of me, the longing for involvement, it
kind of took over, and I got sucked in and became a full-on
SAP member.

Readiness to participate requires a certain stability in women’s lives where they

are not focused on their own and families’ adjustment to a new social world. Readiness,

coupled with an interest in participating, encouraged women to seek ways to get involved

in their community. Evidence of community needs and the lack of community resources,

particularly for women, opened up potential opportunities for women’s involvement in

their community. Interactions between women’s readiness to participate and the void in

culturally appropriate services for Afghan women effectively created Afghan women’s

community participation. However, what changes has women’s participation produced in

the local community?

Patterned responses or outcomes

Many changes have occurred among the women who participate, both in the

community organizations that have emerged since the beginning of their participation and

in the Afghan community itself. An overarching theme, “now we know,” captures the

way in which the women reflect on the impact of participation on their lives and what has

happened in the community. This theme also underscores the meaning of participation in

their lives.

Now we know

When Ayisha was asked about the evident difference in language used by pilot

study participants around the issue of domestic violence, she responded, “well, now we
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know, you know, resources.” Most of the older women frame the transition process

initiated through their participation within the context of knowing/not knowing and

frequently used the expression "now we know."

In participation, Afghan women of both generations stated that they learned a lot

and the knowledge and skills they have gained in the process has been personally

rewarding. A number of stories were told about what they learned in the process of

participating but one stands out as it reflects their first foray into community organizing.

The first project that Afghan women attempted to carry out was collecting goods to ship

to Afghanistan. They thought it was a good idea but no one had ever done this before

and they were unprepared for the community's response: "Everyone wanted to bring

things, even one bag of flour or rice, they wanted to bring.” Originally they had no space

to store the things being donated and had to find a series of "places" to keep all of the

things people brought. Among the things people had donated were many pairs of shoes

but everything was thrown together into a big pile of stuff that kept being moved. When

it came time to box everything up for shipment, the women spent several days trying to

match up the pairs of shoes: "We didn't know to keep them together but now we know."

Young Afghan women talked about how much they have learned in their early

experiences of participation in school and how that instilled in them a desire to continue

to participate. One woman stated that she and some friends had started an Afghan student

association in her community college but joined an established Afghan club at the

University: “My second year, I became the president of that organization, and I guess

that is where it (participation) started. I learned a lot from that experience.”
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Learning has often been experiential, acquired through trial and error. However,

they have also gained knowledge through interactions with others more skilled in

community development and organization. They actively seek knowledge and feel

compelled to share what they have learned with their community. It is evident that

knowledge and learning is highly valued, both for their own personal growth and to

provide assistance to other Afghans.

Learning is also on-going and is conceptualized as a lifelong process: “We all

need to learn; I’m still learning. We’re not supposed to stop.” Participatory learning has

been fulfilling for the women and is one of the primary reasons that they continue with

community work. However, it also provides meaning in their lives and a way to

articulate the value of their continued involvement. These women can demonstrate to

others how much they have learned and the ways this knowledge has been used to help

others. Indeed, knowledge and learning frame many of the transitional outcomes evident

at individual, organizational and community levels.

Individual level responses

Women's initial participation was "very much successful" and this "encouraged"

them to continue to participate. Through their early participation women learned to

fundraise and effectively advocate for Afghan women in local, state, national and

international arenas. The women began to "raise their voices" to bring "awareness of

Afghan women, that they are in bad shape." Local women have taken up the issue of

Afghan women's rights to state and national politicians seeking support for Afghan

women. Laila stated that she began participating in the community after being asked to

go to Sacramento to talk about "some Afghan women's issues.” Khadija, a family friend
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and active member of Afghan Women’s Association International (AWAI) told her that

an Afghan woman needed to go to Sacramento to talk to 12 senators about the “plight of

Afghan women.” After thinking about it, Laila decided to accompany Khadija to

Sacramento and she said that “we had a really positive result from that (experience).”

Based on that interaction, when Khadija asked her if she could become involved with

community work, she agreed to join AWAI.

In this process, these Afghan women have become identified as community

activists to whom one can turn for assistance. They have also gained some new skills in

their transition, including assessing needs, finding and accessing resources, and

organizing events and projects. The Widow's Project, begun in 1996, is an example of

how far these women have come since their first entrée into community participation.

The Widow's project came about because a newly arrived Afghan woman

approached Soraya, an AWAI member, seeking help for herself and her family. In their

conversation, the new refugee mentioned that "she was really worried" about her sister,

who was a widow with seven children living in a refugee camp in Pakistan. The newly

arrived woman was "worried that she can not afford to help her sister." Soraya took this

problem to other AWAI members and these women raised some funds and sent them to

this widow. This problem started several women thinking that the war had created a lot of

widows and that "they don’t have any income and they have children, how can they

survive?" Nejma was able to more personally relate to the lives of widows as she was

widowed herself. She told a personal story that got her thinking about the needs of

Afghan widows living in refugee camps. After her husband died she moved with her two
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kids to Fremont to be closer to her family and she recounts an experience that occurred

soon after settling into the new environment:

One night, it was like a month after my husband died, I
went grocery shopping with my son, who was 7 years old
at that time. I went to get gasoline and then somehow I
locked the key inside the car and I told my son to go and
ask the man at the gas station to help us because it was
getting dark. He went but he was taking forever and then he
came back with a long face, and he didn’t tell me anything.
And I said, 'well, is he going to come and help us?' And I
could see that something, like hurt him, and he finally said,
'the man is telling me why don’t you call your dad?" It was
so painful to hear him and to see him. I kept that within my
mind. It was a very little thing, but I was lucky I had my
kids going to school, they were safe, and I had a job and we
lived in a country that was so advanced; everything was
going well. But I kept thinking about the widows in
Afghanistan, or in Pakistan, that their main concern would
be, how can I feed my children?"

Two AWAI women, Soraya and Nejma, have taken on the responsibility for this

project from its inception and transformed their concerns for widows into a small but

functional sponsorship program that has connected over 300 widows with sponsors in the

United States. In the process these women and their helpers have learned to solicit

donations and sponsors from both Afghans and interested Americans, develop brochures,

handouts and posters to take to various events and talk to people face-to-face about the

project.

These women have also worked to bring some of these widows and children to

the United States for a safer life. In fact, one widow's story was written up in a local

newspaper because an AWAI woman had reached out to a department store's Christmas

giving program. Through her moving letter of the plight of this widow, the family

received a number of household items as "gifts." More recently, the co-founders of the
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Widows' Project have started two projects for women in Afghanistan, one directed at

literacy and one at vocational training.

The Widows Project connected local women as sponsors for widows in Pakistan

and Afghanistan, but its impact was felt mostly by those widows who were sponsored. It

did not address the needs of local Afghans, particularly women. Although women’s

participation began through a project that focused on Afghan women "back home,"

several women remarked that there was only so much they could do from a distance. The

women began to look at their own community to see what was happening. In their first

project it seemed as if all groups, despite the community’s political divisions, wanted to

come forward to donate or help. Afghan refugees' needs struck a common chord and the

women began to think about other ways to “bring the community together.” They also

were concerned about the youth in their community and that they were "losing their

culture." From these discussions, they formed a committee of both women and men to

put on the first community-wide celebration of the Afghan New Year, Saal-e-now: "We

wanted to show the youth that we have a special day too, as Afghans." They organized a

place for the celebration, got donations of supplies, found musicians who were willing to

perform and advertised the event in the community. The women were shocked when

5,000 Afghans showed up to celebrate together. Several young Afghans indicated that

this was a significant event for the community as Afghans put aside their differences and

came to enjoy themselves together.

The women began to realize that their involvement in the community was having

an impact on the community. At this point, AWAI women began to turn their attention to

the difficulties faced by local Afghan women, especially those isolated due to language,
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lack of transportation or their husbands' wishes. Family issues, primarily problems

between Afghan parents and their more Americanized children, and domestic violence

stood out as areas where women needed help and it is in the area of domestic violence

that some marked changes are evident. Previous research carried out during the formative

years with AWAI showed that Afghan women were beginning to look at the issue of

domestic violence but the language used indicated hesitancy and fear about how their

involvement in "family problems" would be perceived by the community. However, in

the pilot study, the language around the issue of domestic violence was not timid, hesitant

or fearful. Ayisha told how she personally taught a woman to drive against the wishes of

the woman's husband. Another AWAI woman spoke passionately about her assistance

with domestic violence victims, even using her house as a temporary safe haven. Her

statement, "this is America, not Afghanistan, where women are abused and keep silent,"

clearly showed her lack of fear in dealing with this issue.

This study supports the above observation that older Afghan women are no longer

worried about getting involved with “family” issues like domestic violence as they have

become much more adept in navigating social and health systems and are very willing to

assist others through the bureaucratic maze. Although they understand and respect

cultural norms that constrain them, they are not afraid to step in to help an abused

woman. They are adamant that abuse is not acceptable and they will help women leave,

find safe housing and get education that will lead to a job so they can be financially

independent and "be self sufficient."

Participation has encouraged some of these women to become more "organized"

from a western perspective and begin to use technology to enhance their participatory
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skills. Some are using computer programs to develop handouts for fundraising, maintain

their financial books and communicate through e-mail. Others are finding more

technologically adept young Afghans to do these things for them and several stated that

they would not use e-mail, saying "I am too old to learn this now." These women are also

adopting western perspectives, particularly on issues of human and women's rights.

Women's participation itself challenges the cultural expectations that a woman's place is

in the home.

Young Afghan women have many of the skills that the older women are

struggling to learn, namely western organization and technology. However, they are

learning a lot about leadership and being diplomatic within their own community. Fatima

remarked on how important it was not to injure the pride of the Afghan men in her

organization, "you have to be a real politician, diplomatic." She went on to explain:

Because men, Afghan men, even if they are brought up
here, if I like berated another guy, even though I was fully
justified, they wouldn't like me much. They have issues
with women you know. You have to be firm but oh so
charming so they don't know what hit them. But being
diplomatic and straightforward, that's my style.

All of the participants expend a great deal of time and energy participating in their

community and this has taken its toll on their health and social and family lives. Older

women openly talk about their headaches, back pain and fatigue due to the stress of

trying to balance all of their responsibilities, but they do not explicitly discuss the impact

of their participatory work on their families even though it clearly does intrude on family

interactions. They have had to juggle their participatory commitments with their roles as

Afghan wives and mothers and this is difficult as most Afghan men “don’t help their
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wives in the home.” However, older women do state that they remain involved because

their husbands “allow” them to do so.

Young Afghan women speak more directly about the impact their intense

involvement with the community has had on their family and social lives. One woman

stated that initially she immersed herself in community work becoming a “community

addict.” Others indicated that they had lost touch with good college friends because of the

time spent participating. Regarding the impact on family relationships, one woman

admitted that her intense involvement in community projects caused her to be “missing in

action:”

So, my family said that for a year and a half I was MLA;
you know, they would hear about me once in a while from
other people but I didn’t have time to sit and tell my family
what I was doing because there was so much to be done.

From its inception, community participation has impacted Afghan women's lives.

Early successes in community organizing has encouraged them to take up new projects

and community issues with increasing confidence. Their assertions that "We showed

them that woman can make a difference," are amply justified. Indeed, “making a

difference” is often used by the older participants to express both their perceptions of the

impact of their participation on others and their reasons for continuing to participate.

Nejma explained it this way: “When I work here with Afghan community and see how

much my little help makes a change in their lives, it is very rewarding.”

In the process of participating, Afghan women of all ages have developed new

skills and discovered new resources in the community and in themselves. One woman

stated: “I didn’t know I could do this, talk to people about our problems, but I can.” New

* --- *
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skills, emerging from their interactions with the American culture have been integral in

their development of bicultural identities.

Bicultural and Transnational identities

The whole resettlement transition process coupled, I believe, with their

participatory experiences, has engendered subtle changes in the older Afghan women

leading to a blended, bicultural identity, even though they rarely define themselves as

Afghan-American. They know when to be Afghan in Afghan spaces and are careful of
-**-

their reputation in the Afghan community. For example, when they go to an Afghan --- º
event, all of the women come wearing chador (a head scarf), but most do not cover their º

heads at work or in their daily activities. At the same time, they have taken on some º º

American values, particularly around issues like human/women's rights, speaking out, - - -

being organized and violence against women. They are anxious to take what they have * *-* *

learned to help others. One woman said: "I learned so much about the (American) society º
-

that is going to be a benefit for Afghan people back home." Ayisha, an AWAI member,

was elected to be a voting representative for California Afghans to the Loya Jirga held in

June 2002. Her activism produced this opportunity and she was able to take what she had

learned participating in her community in California to a different forum in Afghanistan.

Similar to the older women, young Afghan women have forged their own

bicultural identities but they also articulate more explicit transnational identities. They

strongly claim their Afghan heritage and Afghan homeland but still hold on to their

American connectedness. One young woman explained her self-defined “identity crisis”

by saying:

I can’t forget that I’m Afghan, you know what I mean?
Technically, I have dual citizenship because I was born in
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Afghanistan, and it is funny that it still comes up today
when people ask ‘are you Afghan or are you American?”
I’ve grown up in America but my heritage and looks are
Afghan. I call Afghanistan my country but, of course,
America, I consider this as equal. So, I am in a sense split
between the two, but I can never just claim one or the other
because I’m equally dedicated to both and my passion is
equally there for both to where I can’t just ignore one side
of who I am.

Unlike older women, young Afghans directly discussed their Afghan-American

identities and feel that one needs to find a balance between the two cultures in order to

live successfully in their bicultural world. Fatima explained what finding that balance . . . tº

means to her, contrasting Afghan and American cultural values: …
- *

I think the biggest part is the fact that I’m so independent. i -
If I were in Afghanistan, I probably wouldn’t be and I . º
probably wouldn’t have had the opportunity to be in the -
position that I am, or get the same education that I have º
had, or choose not to be married. I’m still very much * * *-* - -

Afghan, I identify myself as an Afghan, I’m involved in the **

Afghan community, I speak Dari, I identify with my ---,-
" -

Afghan heritage and culture. But, by the same token, I --
have my own home and I don’t live with my parents, which -
is very rare, and I’m financially independent, which is ----- **

really rare. I don’t think that once you’re mature, or you’re -- º
in college, I don’t think dating it’s a bad thing. You need to
get to know the person you’re going to end up with but
that’s not an Afghan thing. So, just finding that balance, I
think I’ve taken the positive and left out the negatives. I
didn’t need to have a lot of boyfriends and I didn’t get into
drugs. I took advantage of what was here for me, the
positive aspects. But, I’m extremely devoted to my family,
I am there for my nieces and nephews and I want to make
sure that they know it’s OK to be Afghan.

Young Afghan women are also much more aware of living in or between two

worlds. One woman explained:

I'm Afghan-American. I have my family and Afghan
friends but I was raised here so I take the American culture,
I respect it, I follow it and I enjoy it. But I keep my Afghan
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side to, I have to be in both (cultures). I know when I have
to be Afghan and when I need to be American.

Both generations of Afghan women have become more politically savvy vis-à-vis

American lawmakers and powerbrokers but the older women have a more innate

understanding of power relationships in the Afghan community as they have lived and

worked in the community longer than young Afghans. Additionally, young Afghans

consider the older generation “too political” and they try to not get “sucked in” to

community politics. However, both generations of Afghan women are now better at

negotiating for what they need in both Dari/Pashtu and English and have become “full

on” community advocates and activists. They are recognized within their community as

being willing to help and are now becoming known outside the community.

As such, Afghan women have become, to varying extents, leaders in their

community. Young women seem willing to embrace that role as they see the need for

women’s leadership. One young woman, when talking about her first experiences with

community participation, explained: “That was when I realized how desperate the Afghan

community was for people to lead it, to represent it, to organize it, to help it.” However,

some older women would probably be uncomfortable with the title of community leader,

preferring to call themselves advocates. Yet it is their participation and collective

leadership that led to the formation of several active community organizations.

Afghan organizations' responses

All the organizations in this study were created out of women's participation in

their community and their evolution mirrors some of the changes experienced by the

individual women. The organizations described in this section, beginning with the first,

are: the Afghans Women's Association International (AWAI), the Afghan Coalition
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(AC), the Afghan Elders Association (AEA) and the Society of Afghan Professionals

(SAP).

Once the older women recognized the needs of local women, they decided to try

to do something to help. However, their ability to impact the problems was constrained

by AWAI's limited financial resources. AWAI's funding was based on donations that

formed a less than reliable foundation for developing projects or programs. They had

obtained some office space but as all of AWAI women had families and most worked,

regularly staffing the office was difficult. However, they realized that they needed some

stable form of funding, as well as providing tax deductions for those who donated, and

they applied for non-profit status. With this legitimizing status, they began to look for

sources of funding for several pressing issues, elder women's isolation, women's health

and domestic violence. In this process, the Afghan elders project was started and this

early effort ultimately led to the formation of AEA.

The creation of the Afghan Coalition (AC) began in 1996 at a wedding when the

president of AWAI and the head of the Afghan Soccer League talked about the idea of

developing an organization that would have community organizations as its "members."

These two active Afghans believed that by combining forces "we could be stronger, you

know, than separate." They decided to call this umbrella organization the Afghan

Coalition but they could not put this idea into action until 1998 when the City of Fremont

offered them office space at the newly formed Family Resource Center and a grant to

provide information and referral services to local Afghans. This grant made it possible

for the AC to pay the office rent and a part time office manager.

4.
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Prior to the formal founding of the Afghan Coalition, AWAI underwent an

upheaval that effectively split the organization. Politics, or what was happening in

Afghanistan, was the stated basis for this rupture. Several women in AWAI supported

the Taliban leaders and others, including the group's president, thought that the Taliban's

policies were oppressive for women. This disagreement led to the pro-Talib women

leaving AWAI. One of the women who left had been most concerned with elderly

Afghan women's issues and after leaving, she addressed the problem of isolation of the

elderly on her own, in a limited way. With the help of other women who were also pro

Talib, she slowly found assistance from different sources to develop a program for

elderly women. She has now created a weekly program where upwards of 100 elderly

Afghan women come to exercise, pray, socialize and learn new things. In this process,

Adila founded the Afghan Elders Association, which recently received non-profit status.

This program has become a very important resource for elderly women.

The emergence of the Afghan Coalition (AC) took the Afghan community to a

new level of community participation. In conjunction with AWAI, the Afghan Coalition

began to get some grants for different programs, mostly directed towards women and

refugee health issues and family and youth programs, including those aimed at reducing

domestic violence. Gradually, they acquired sufficient funding to hire the office manager

full time. There is now a stable, staffed place where Afghan refugees can get assistance

for a wide array of problems. Yet, what makes this unique and important in this

community is not just that coalition staff members and volunteers provide culturally

appropriate assistance but that they recognize and address the multidimensionality of

refugee needs. Prior to the formation of the AC, refugees had to seek assistance from
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bureaucratically defined separate programs for housing, education, job programs, and

welfare. The AC staff are able to provide help more holistically and deal with various

problems simultaneously. Additionally, they understand the special needs of newer

Afghan refugees and are willing to provide unique assistance to those who come to them

for help. For example, one woman who comes to the coalition office at least three times

a month wants to visit her sister in Washington D. C. this summer but cannot manage to

save any money for the airfare She came to the coalition with her problem and one staff
*** --

member went with her to the bank to set up a special savings account that requires a co- * - : *

signature from one of the coalition staff, making it more difficult for the woman to dip º:
-- *

into her savings except in an emergency. This type of personal assistance would not be -

available from American programs but is important for some Afghans. º
*

In early 2001, the executive director of AC, who had been volunteering twenty or ******

more hours a week to make the AC a viable community organization, quit her job to º
-

concentrate on finding funding and developing programs to help local Afghans. The .*-
--

Afghan Coalition applied for its own non-profit status so that it would not have to use º
*

AWAI's tax number. Over time, AC has demonstrated a marked increase in the number

of people served through the following activities: information and referral, mental health

case management, women's health and support group and community wide seminars,

workshops and dialogues that explore health and social issues, interfaith/intercultural

issues, civic participation and democracy building. In 2001, the AC served 1400-1600

Afghans in such areas as information and referral, crisis management, domestic violence

and health education. Last year the coalition served 2854 Afghans, including 1453
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assisted with needed information and referral to different local, state and federal services.

One AWAI woman stated that:

Since I came, 23 years – this (AC) is the strongest
organization; I think its the only one that has brought the
community very close, very together, helping them to get
empowered and with resources, all these things that
newcomers need to start with their lives. For the ones that

are already there, helping them to learn more, to grow. The
Afghan Coalition, especially in the last 2-3 years, with all
these small groups under one thing, they’re helping each
other.

ºn

However, developing programs has also become a problem for the AC in its * - : *
-*** -

relationship with member organizations. As an umbrella organization, one of the goals of
-

º:
--- º

the AC is to support and assist its members in their capacity to acquire funding for their -

programs. A recent meeting held to discuss problems over grant funding clearly showed . º
º

that some member organizations see the AC as a competitor, not a facilitator: "How can ------

the coalition be an umbrella organization and also get grants and run programs? It should º
* →

be in a supporting role for us." The dual role of the coalition has made the situation _* *

confusing and fueled rumors in the community about the organization. One "newsletter" º .
**

that was circulated stated that the AC is a private company whose officers are under

investigation. Although the allegations are untrue, the attempt to smear the reputation of

the AC was believed by some community members.

The president of the AC stated that the board members had worked hard to

establish trust in the community: "We don't hide anything, not our books, nothing."

Despite these efforts and the fact that a large number of Afghans have sought and

received assistance through the coalition, negative rumors about them persist. Nejma

stated:
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I hear stories that people, there are some negative people in
the community, that they always back bite or something;
they say, you know, that the AC is always doing this and
that. Especially about money, that’s one thing in our
community that they (Afghans) are not trusting about.
Some people were saying like 'they’re taking all this
money, and what do they do with it? Do they really use it
for the community, for the people, for the needy?" So, I say
to people who ask this, 'if you’re a concerned Afghan, if
you really care for your community, for your people,
instead of backbiting come and see for yourself." Because
Some of them, they just hear something negative and then
they judge the whole situation which is very wrong. I
encourage them to just come and see what they are doing. **a-

This is the country we live in, its not like Afghanistan *** * *

where you didn’t have chance to complain. Here we have - *- :-

freedom and democracy and you can come and see for
yourself what they are doing.

Nejma's perspective was echoed by a young Afghan man at a community meeting in
-

which lack of trust was an issue being discussed. He said that he too had heard rumors

but came to see for himself and he left knowing that the AC staff members are "honest !

and hard working for the community." º
The Society of Afghan Professionals (SAP) also began in 1998 and initially had º .

-

few members. The founders were interested in creating an organization that could - - -

support young professional Afghans and promote Afghan cultural events. One of the

founders explained their focus: "Not just music, though music is great, we wanted other

things, like art or literature." They also started Dari classes for their members as many

spoke Dari but didn't read it well. These classes brought them into contact with the AC as

they were looking to find a place to hold their evening classes. The president of SAP met

the president of the AC at a party and asked him about the possibility of using a room at

the Family Resource Center. He agreed to find them a place to hold their classes and later

invited them to join the AC. After much discussion and assurance that SAP would be an
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independent organization, in January 2000, SAP became a member organization of the

AC.

Like the coalition, SAP has expanded its areas of interest but kept a focus on

cultural programs for local Afghans. They have just completed their 3" annual Afghan

Art Exhibit. They have also expanded their Dari classes and added Pashtu classes.

Finally, they are trying to promote youth leadership building programs and have gone to

various colleges and high schools to talk to students about their future and the resources

available to them in the Afghan community.

All of these community organizations, predicated upon active participation of

community members, have become important resources for the community. All of the

organizations have developed programs to address perceived needs and interests at the

community level and have increased access to culturally appropriate services. Several of

the organizations have received funding from outside the Afghan community and others

are working to put themselves on a more secure financial basis. In this process, these

organizations are seeking to become "more organized, more professional." In other

words, with the exclusion of SAP, these organizations are wanting to function more like

American organizations but it is difficult to meet the cultural expectations of Afghans

within an American organizational framework.

Community level outcome indicators and responses

At the community level, changes are more difficult to directly discern. However,

in comparing participants’ descriptions of the community when they first came, how it

has changed and how they would like it to change, four indicators of community change
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emerged: having and using resources, working collaboratively, being united and being

connected to other communities.

Having and using resources

There is disagreement among respondents on whether there are more or fewer

resources available to community members now than in the past. Certainly, there are

fewer American agencies providing resources for refugees in general and Afghans in

particular. However, most of the respondents stated that there were many more resources

provided by Afghans than existed through the 1980's. Afghans are serving more Afghans

in diverse ways. Elderly Afghan women involved in the weekly programs are less

isolated and through the program are learning how to get around on their own. They are

taking their knowledge and using it to help/encourage other elder Afghan women to

access resources. Increasing numbers of Afghans are getting assistance through various

programs funded through the Afghan Coalition. Afghans have also been able to attend

important cultural events including art exhibits, literature seminars and an "authentic"

Afghan musical night.

The increase in Afghans seeking assistance from the AC or participating in

various programs is evidence that local Afghans are aware of and using some of the

resources available to them. As one woman in the pilot study (Lindgren & Lipson, 2004)

remarked: "let’s face it, they know where to call." But is it is also clear that their outreach

messages to the community are bearing fruit, particularly in the area of spousal abuse,

physical and/or emotional. One recent story demonstrates how well community members

are taking up the AC messages. A young Afghan woman who spoke little English came

to the coalition office with her two children after her husband had abandoned her, telling
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her that she and her children would starve. A coalition member explained that this was a

common threat used by Afghan men to control their wives. The young woman stayed at

home for two days and when her husband didn't return, she managed to get herself down

to the coalition office. Although she could not read, she listened to local Afghan radio

and TV programs and knew that the coalition would help her and so she came, all on her

own. The coalition staff was able to get her welfare assistance in her own name, stave off

pending eviction and get her emergency food vouchers. A week or so later, her husband

came down and told the coalition that it had all been a mistake, a misunderstanding, and

that he was going to be taking care of his family now. Ayisha laughingly said, "he

learned that these threats don't work here now."

A stated goal of women's participation is to help Afghans to be self-sufficient and

"stand on their own two feet," and many of the services provided are aimed toward that

end. However, some Afghans use this linguistically and culturally appropriate assistance

more as a way to resist having to deal directly with their own problems. For example,

one older woman comes to the coalition office virtually every week wanting them to take

care of some problem. According to AC staff, she knows how to fill out the various

assistance forms but she prefers to have it done for her. Another woman frequently

comes to the coalition because she needs a job. The AC staff have found her work three

times but she has lost the jobs. Recently she lost her job again and immediately started

calling the coalition to help her find a new one.

Working collaboratively

One woman highlighted the importance of Afghans working collaboratively to

reduce duplication and achieve greater goals:
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I know there’s a lot of different organizations and they
usually just tend to work within their organization. Right
now, I see a lot of like repetitive events, or projects. I really
haven’t seen a lot of like intra-organization projects. But I
think when I see an event, and I know some different
organizations were involved, then I would say that the
community has changed.

Her assessment appears to be accurate. Although there is some collaboration between

member organizations of the Afghan Coalition, there is little or no coordination with

other community-based organizations or in the community as a whole. Each group tends

to work on its own projects and several times there have been multiple community events

being held the same day. Even Afghan Coalition organizations could improve their

collaboration.

One of the problems that seems to impede their working collectively is the desire

to be independent. Each community association wants to make its own decisions, but in

maintaining their separateness, they do not communicate well with other organizations,

which leads to "repetitive" events or projects. This lack of collaboration among

community member and organizations may be related to political divisions in the

community.

Being united

The image of the local Fremont community is that of an active and unified

community and it is this image that draws some people to the Bay area from other parts

of the United States. One young Afghan explained why she and her family moved up

from Southern California:

Because they are more close knit here, rather than more
spread out. We just liked it, we liked the people, we liked
the fact that everyone was close knit, there were more
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Afghans, there’s more involvement and the community was º
closer. sº

In some ways the community is united in its efforts to help Afghans as evidenced by a L.

story of a young mother with two children who arrived unexpectedly from Vermont. This ( /

refugee family had been settled in Vermont for six months but needed more assistance
º

than could be provided there, particularly around the problems of language and

transportation. After hearing about the Fremont Afghan community, she packed up and f

moved her family across country and arrived literally on the doorstep of the Afghan *º-
s

coalition. Through the coordination efforts of the AC staff, the community rallied around º
her and within four days, she had emergency aid, a place to live, basic furniture and her º º: /º

children enrolled in school. . º
- - - - - - - - - - - *** -- [-*-

Despite the image of unity, the community remains divided and the divisions sº-ºº: - -* =

continue to be around politics and what is happening in Afghanistan. These divisions are º
not based on ethnicity or tribal descent exactly but there is some evidence that the º .. -- r

differences are being manifested around the language spoken in the home, Dari or Pashtu. º Z/(

However, the impact of these divisions on the community is not clear, as community --- 7.
members working through various community based organizations have managed to

-

collaborate at times despite their differences for the good of the community as a whole.

Additionally, the New Year's celebration that was first started by Afghan women N º

continues to grow, drawing more families every year, and group affiliation does not º
appear to hamper Afghans enjoyment of the festivities. º

Connecting to other communities Dys
A number of participants alluded to the importance of making connections with E

other communities, local, national and international. One active woman stated that seeing º
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the Afghan community connected to other communities was a dream that was yet to be

realized:

That (being isolated) is one of our big problems at this
time. The Afghan community, especially the older folks,
they’re not connecting with other communities. They don’t
feel comfortable to be around them, they don’t understand
English and so they are not getting close to other
communities. A couple of times I told the Afghan
community that you have to get involved with the
American community; getting involved with other
communities is going to help you and that half of your
stress is going to go away if you get involved. You’re going
to learn a lot, half of your problems are going to go away
and you are going to know what to do.

From her perspective, connecting to other communities, particularly American ones,

would help local Afghans to deal with their problems but she sees three problems faced

by Afghans, particularly the "older folks," language, transportation and culture.

It is evident though that some Afghans, particularly those involved with

community organizations, are more connected with other communities. Through

advocacy, fundraising and seeking out possible funding sources, local Afghans have

reached out into the larger American community and made some connections, which

have benefited the community as a whole: "I noticed a lot of difference in Afghan

community. They learn a lot through being very involved with American community or

other communities."

Active community members are also connecting with political leaders and

powerbrokers in the region but lack of unity constrains the Afghan community's ability to

effectively advocate or lobby for community issues. Not being able to generate a voting

block is just one of the problems. I discovered recently that a number of Afghan

Americans, particularly among the older generation, are not even registered to vote and
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several volunteers and I spent three hours one day helping older Afghan women and men

fill out voter registration forms. To improve the political clout of the Afghan community,

one of the current foci of the Afghan Coalition is to teach community members the

importance of voting, get them registered and encourage their turnout at the polls.

Connecting with other Afghans nationally and internationally is also considered

by some participants to be a good indicator of positive community change. At this time,

both the Afghan Coalition and the Society of Afghan Professionals are connected to

Afghan organizations in other states. SAP, in particular, has formed an expanding

relationship with several other young Afghan organizations to produce an annual Summit

meeting so these different groups can build relationships and share ideas and resources.

They maintain these connections virtually through a moderated listserv and plan to

continue these annual meetings.

Conclusion

Afghan women's participation in their community has initiated a transition

process within the larger resettlement transition and like resettlement, participation is an

on-going transition. This chapter used the Transition Theory framework to answer one of

the main questions of this study; what has been the impact of Afghan women's

community participation? The nature of participation as a transition, specific conditions

of participation and patterned responses or outcomes at three levels, individual,

organizational and community were identified. Additionally, four community level

indicators derived from the data, having and using resources, working collaboratively,

being united and connecting to other communities were explored.
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It is clear that positive changes have occurred at all levels of investigation but as

Afghan women's participation is an on-going transition, determining its impact is at best

partial and contextual. However, discerning the impact of women's participation in this

community was difficult because of an overwhelming event that disrupted the lives of

participating Afghan women, their organizations and the Afghan community as a whole.

September 11, 2001 stunned the United States and indeed much of the world, but for the

Afghan community, the destruction of the twin towers and the subsequent bombing of

Afghanistan has changed their personal, communal and participatory lives forever. As

such, the next chapter will describe Afghans' experience of September 11" and its impact

on those who participate, their organizations and the Afghan community.
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CHAPTER SIX

IMPACT OF SEPTEMBER 11TH ON THE AFGHAN COMMUNITY

The events and aftermath of September 11, 2001 significantly impacted the San

Francisco Bay area Afghan community. Using the image of a pendulum with the center

or neutral part of the arc representing relatively stable community functioning, the

extremes of the arc reflect crises that significantly disrupt this stability, shifting the

community onto a different trajectory. For Afghan participants, becoming a refugee,

flight and resettlement reflect this extreme swing of the pendulum that moved them into a

whole new world. September 11" constituted another such pronounced swing into a

changed world.

Prior to September 11, the community, its members and organizations, seemed to

have reached a sort of neutral/stable position in the pendulum arc. Although they

continued to be concerned with events in Afghanistan, they had found a place where they

could comfortably live. Community organizations had emerged and were trying to deal

with community problems from various perspectives and "newcomers" had places to go

for assistance in resettlement. However, the community remained focused on itself,

having only a few connections with the larger community primarily through social and

health services contacts. Divisions, primarily politically based, were present but mostly

visible from within the community and did not seem to impede the community members

from getting help when needed nor coming together to celebrate Saal-e-now, the Afghan

New Year.

September 1 1" and the subsequent bombing of Afghanistan was a catalyst that

stimulated a major transitional process within the participants and the community as a
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whole. However, over the last two and a half years, it appears that the pendulum is

moving back from the extreme towards the center once again. Within this pendulum

swing, there are three main themes that describe the process and impact of September

11". Initial shock, regrouping, and returning to center (see Figure 1). This chapter

describes these three themes and their categories and reflects on the potential lasting

impact of this experience.

Figure 1: The crisis pendulum

Extreme

Disruption

Initial

Shock

Regrouping
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-
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©
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-- Disruption

* ~ Refugee,
`--> Flight

Resettlement

Initial shock

The Afghans in the Bay area were as stunned as other Americans with the attack

on the twin towers. They, like other Americans, "shared in the sorrow and outrage over

these terrorist attacks." However, they had come to the United States to be safe from

bombs and war and now their safe haven felt threatened. For some it brought back bad

memories of their own experiences of trauma and flight. One participant had been in a
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plane that was hijacked from Pakistan, and he described his feelings for those trapped on

the planes:

I was flying from the Afghan refugee headquarters in
Karachi to Peshawar and the communists took the plane.
We were hostages for 13 days. It was a bad experience. The
terrorists shot and killed a gentleman in front of us. That is
why September 11" affected me right away. It brought me
very down for several days, I really got ill. It refreshed my
memories and I could feel for the passengers on those
planes.

The Afghans had fled their country to find security but, like many around the nation, they

were feeling insecure and unsafe.

Being afraid

The attack on the trade center demonstrated America's vulnerability and generated

a great deal of anger. Once the hijackers were identified as Al-Queda and representing

Muslim extremists, community members began to feel that their religion had been

"hijacked." But they also feared anti-Muslim backlash. The linking of al-Queda to the

Taliban in Afghanistan increased the Afghan community's concerns:

I have to say, because Afghans were involved, the country
was involved, the religion was involved and it was just a
slap in the face for us to feel that people are going to think
we were involved in any way with what happened.

At first, I was concerned about it. Others were afraid. We
are Muslim and I wear a scarf. Maybe they don't like us.
But, thanks God, nothing bad happened.

One young woman wrote about the sadness she felt watching shopkeepers put away

Afghan symbols that they had proudly displayed since coming to America. She felt that

Afghans had to deny their heritage in this new age of fear and insecurity.
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A young Afghan-American woman expressed the community's anger and

frustration with other Americans' responses to the event:

In some ways I can say the Afghan community was so
embarrassed, because they just felt like they did something
wrong; at the same time, they also felt very disappointed
because the United States is a country that has many free
resources available. They have libraries and computers
where you can read, you can educate yourself. But then I
look at how ignorant we are in this country about other
countries and other cultures. We can’t distinguish between
a Sikh and a Muslim; that to me was just mind blowing, I
could not believe it. I could not believe you can’t
distinguish between a different religion and we have hate
crimes going on.

The community based organizations, primarily the Afghan Coalition and its

member organizations, recognized this fear in the community and held a memorial

gathering at one of the mosques. Using their contacts at the city of Fremont, they brought

together a variety of community leaders including police chiefs, fire chiefs, mayors from

all local communities and city councilpersons to talk with the community. The

community groups had never previously put on this type of event so they were breaking

new ground:

Before the community was afraid, what is going to happen,
how is the government looking at us as Afghans. On the
Memorial Day, mayors, police came and said you are the
same as other Americans, don't be afraid. It was wonderful.

Unifying or separating

A number of the participants stated that this process helped to unify the

community and one young woman stated:

Obviously 9/11 had a huge impact in our community; I
think it’s funny, just as much as unified Americans in
America as far as the whole flag raising thing goes and
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everything; to me I think it’s Afghans that are closer— it
actually did affect our community, it brought us closer.

Several also remarked on the important role that Afghan organizations played in the

immediate aftermath of September 11":

And I felt that, I really did, you know, with Afghan
Coalition and all these other organizations, holding
September 11 events and holding these meetings, it’s
fabulous because we learn so much from another. We’re

community, you know? We’re here, we’re being involved,
we care, we care about one another, you know. And it was
a very important to express. To know we care, we do.

Yet there were dissenting voices who indicated that September 1 1" actually

separated the community more. There were disagreements in the community over what

should be done politically and militarily. One woman addressed the convening of a

"town meeting" where elders in the community sought to draft a letter to President Bush,

condemning the terrorist acts and giving permission to bomb the Taliban. She felt that

she stood alone in resisting the language in the letter:

I didn’t feel that the Afghan community needed to give
them permission to bomb our people. I felt that a lot of the
people who were standing with the Taliban were still our
own Pashtuns, our own Afghans. I felt very strongly that
there are other ways to go and get the people who are
making the decisions, the Taliban leaders, without
punishing the 18 year olds, 19 year olds, who are in that
army because they’re getting 2,000 or 3,000 Afghanis a
month to feed their family.

This perceived separation fell along language lines rather than ethnicity per se. While the

Afghan Coalition organizations were holding their community meetings, Pashtu speaking

community members were meeting separately:

Pashtuns were having their own meetings and they weren’t
inviting anybody who even spoke Dari, you know. There
were a lot of Pashtuns who speak Dari as a language, but

***
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they’re Pashtuns — ethnicity-wise and people were not even
inviting them if they spoke Dari. They were only inviting
Pashtuns who speak Pashtu, to talk about what think they
should do in the community.

Pashtu speaking Afghans also seemed to feel more afraid post September 11"

than Dari speaking community members did. Considering that the Taliban are Pashtun

and the media kept talking about the Pashtuns as the supporters of Al-Queda, this

heightened fear was not unwarranted. However, this fear was intensified by threats

received by outspoken Pashtun Afghans. One young woman described a telephone call

she received from a community member she did not recognize who threatened "to take

care of" her if she did not stop publicly defending Pashtuns. She said:"I was kind of

scared to be a part of the community at this point. They were treating me as a Talib."

Based on this data, it appears that September 11" caused different segments of the

community to come together for support and discussion but it may also have enhanced

previous divisions. While tensions and fears around what was happening in the United

States and Afghanistan helped many Afghans to coalesce within their own groups, it

showed them that they needed to reach out to the greater American community.

Opening up

Prior to September 11", the community looked primarily inward. People were

concerned with their own problems and concerns and were not connected to other ethnic

communities in their region. Although those who participated through the community

based organizations developed relationships with certain people in social and health

service agencies, they did not involve themselves with issues impacting the community at

1thlarge. September 11" changed their ways of interacting with other communities: "We got

together a community meeting and recognized that we need to get out there, to tell them
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we are not terrorists." Participants stated that they began lecturing about the history of

Afghanistan "to tell them that things are not what they think." They held a press

conference in Berkeley: "it made a difference. It changed the minds of non-Afghans."

Initially, their outreach to other communities in the region was to reframe the

image of Afghans by making a distinction between Afghan and Taliban: "What

happened, that was not us. They (the Taliban) are uneducated and they don't know."

Opening up became even more important after the decisions to take the war on terror into

Afghanistan.

Bombing of Afghanistan and the Fall of the Taliban

The bombing of Afghanistan added another dimension to the crisis facing the

community. They were just recovering from the shock of the attacks on New York and

Washington DC and then they had to deal with the Western bombing of Afghanistan in

the war on terror:

It hurt us a lot, and then to know that Afghanistan, being
involved in this, they’re being bombed again; here we go
again, another war, another couple of million people are
going to die. They (the Afghan Community) face trauma
as it is, they’ve been through enough pain, they’ve been
through it all.

The fall of the Taliban stimulated a significant shift in the way the community interacted

and had a great impact on participants and their community organizations.

Connecting and supporting

The bombing of Afghanistan brought community members new fears, less for

themselves than for their relatives still living in Afghanistan. Community members

showed their concerns about other Afghans by checking on each other:
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We were trying to be in the community support to one
another. We wanted to kind of say 'yeah, we’re hurting too
and you guys are OK and we're OK.' We asked did
anything happen to your family, are you guys OK?

Although all of the participants spoke about how difficult it was to watch what

was happening to their beloved country, the young Afghans talked explicitly about

connecting and seeking support from each other. One young Afghan discussed what

happened in her organization during the first few months following September 11" and

the bombing of Afghanistan:

I remember the first meeting of SAP (Society of Afghan
Professionals), post 9/11. I think we had the largest
attendance ever, we had so many new faces. All these
people came and were just looking for the sense of warmth
and comfort from being amongst their “own kind,” you
might say. Just looking for answers and looking for
comforting because of what happened, the direness of the
situation and everyone’s uncertainty as to what was going
to happen next.

Community based organizations, like SAP, were visible groups to whom

Afghans could turn for solace and security. However, they were also the most

visible Afghans for the media and politicians to seek out for news bites.

Being thrust into the spotlight

With the bombing of Afghanistan, national and international media attention was

trained on the local Afghan community. Journalists from around the world descended

upon this community and Fremont became famous for its "Little Kabul." Pictures of local

Afghan businesses ended up on the pages of newspapers in France, Germany and Japan.

All of these news seekers wanted to talk to community leaders/representatives. Prior to

9/11, the heads of the various community based organizations did not really think of

themselves as community leaders per se; rather they saw themselves more as advocates.
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The respected elders in the community were perceived as the real leaders who could

speak for the community.

After September 11", attempts were made to get elder local leaders to represent

the community but they seemed unwilling to meet with the media on behalf of the

community. The heads of the most visible community based organizations, the Afghan

Coalition, AWAI and SAP, were basically thrust into the spotlight, becoming the de facto

spokespersons for Afghanistan and the local community. One woman said: "I didn't want

to be a leader, no. But the media, they came to me, because they knew me and knew I

would tell them what was going on." As such, the larger American community and to a

certain extent the Afghan community began to look towards these Afghan organizations

for leadership in this new and uncharted territory.

This increased visibility led to the selection of two local Afghans as participants

in the Loya Jirga, or national council, convened in Afghanistan in July, 2002 for the

purpose of choosing an interim government. An Afghan woman who has actively

participated in the community was chosen as a voting member of the council to represent

the views of Afghans in California. She said that the experience was "wonderful" and she

learned a lot. She was surprised at how much everyone wanted to work together and that

urban leaders were concerned about nomads and southerners about northerners. She

returned to report to the community and seemed to be somewhat optimistic about the

future of Afghanistan. However, she also talked about meeting with a gentleman who

had been a provincial governor before the 1979 Russian invasion. This former governor,

whom she described as a "a good, gentle man" that she respected, encouraged her to vote

for a particular person to be appointed to a cabinet position. She thought the man the
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overnor was supporting would also be a good person but she said "no, he's not. He's a

ad man. Very corrupt."

Being thrust into the spotlight gave Afghans the chance to "make a difference" in

Afghanistan for the first time since the civil war broke out in the early 1990's. Interest in

Afghanistan brought a number of Western organizations to their doorstep and they took

advantage of this opportunity to both advocate for the needs of Afghan women and gather

donations for those suffering in their homeland.

Shifting foci º

For many of the Afghan women participants, especially those who came to the -

United States as young adults, their first engagement in participation was coming -

together to raise funds to help Afghan women living in refugee camps. Over time, the §
women changed their areas of interest/concern to the problems facing the local Afghan *** ºº

community. In the pilot study, the women spoke passionately about such issues as -- t º
domestic violence, supporting the families and preserving the Afghan culture, especially * `- º ,
for the youth. Similar perspectives were evident in the community-based organizations in ... 7.
which these women participated. - ar

After September 11" there was a marked shift in their foci of concern. Although

the women and community based organizations, particularly the Afghan Coalition and º
º

the Afghan Elders Association, continued to work on local problems, much of their ■ º
º

energy and passion were directed towards the needs of Afghans, especially women, in º
Afghanistan. Local women began looking for ways to help and many turned to existing ...)

-

organizations to offer their time and skills. The various organizations, including the [.-

Afghan Coalition (AC), Afghan Women's Association International (AWAI) and Society º
`--
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Afghan Professionals (SAP), were scrambling to try to do something to help "those

who most need our help" in Afghanistan. As in their early years, fundraising came to the

ore but this time it occurred in partnership with others. For example, the women came

ogether with the American Friends Service Committee, an international humanitarian aid

organization, and began a massive blanket and coat drive. One of the women interviewed

in the pilot study, who had not been in Afghanistan for over 20 years and had no

expectation of ever seeing her country again, returned, with three other local Afghans, to

Jalalabad and Kabul to distribute the blankets and jackets. They brought back pictures

and videos and reported on the needs of Afghans in Afghanistan.

This change in foci for older women involved in the Afghan Coalition and AWAI

was not unexpected but for young Afghans associated with the Society of Afghan

Professionals (SAP) the transformation was equally marked and more surprising. The co

founder of SAP was interviewed during the pilot study and it was clear that the focus of

her organization was on the local community, particularly young Afghans. One active

young woman explained the changes wrought in SAP after September 11".

I say, pre 9/11, it was a social thing where Afghans just like
being around each other because they had things in
common and it was fun. You don’t want to forget your
language either so it gave us the opportunity of
reconnecting with other Afghans and I think that people's
sense was that community involvement was more of a
social outlet than anything. But then, post 9/11 is when
everyone got serious, and we’re all like wow! We need to
do something that’s going to hold the community together
and especially with this whole reconstruction thing
happening in Afghanistan.

For young Afghans, "getting serious" meant jumping into fundraising and project

development with both feet. They worked with the Afghan Coalition to collect blankets
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nd jackets for Afghanistan and two young Afghans went to Afghanistan to help

listribute what they had raised. All of those people who had "come out of the woodwork"

after September 11" were put to work on multiple fundraising events and a committee

was set up to decide how best to use the money raised. The social element of SAP gave

way to intense and active humanitarian aid efforts.

Foci continued to shift as Afghans of all ages, but particularly the younger

generation, began to return "home" and could see for themselves the overwhelming

problems facing Afghanistan. Humanitarian aid, while still important, began to take a

back seat to more long-term projects in their desire to reconstruct Afghanistan.

Regrouping and reconstruction

After the initial shock, the Afghan community, its members and organizations, all

had to "get serious." The various organizations, especially the Afghan Coalition, were

inundated with calls from both the media and interested individuals and groups. Everyone

brought forward ideas of what needed to be done and community members wanted to do

everything. One woman said: "It was crazy you know, a lot of drama." This massive

amount of input and passion was overwhelming and those involved in Afghan

organizations began to realize that they had to step back a bit and "regroup."

Regrouping took on many faces, depending on the individual and community

organizations' positions but essentially reflected prioritizing/organizing, forging

partnerships/finding resources, and returning home/reconnecting. All of these processes

were directed at finding ways to help in the reconstruction of Afghanistan and to continue

to address problems locally.
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Prioritizing/organizing

After "being crazy," many of those participating in the community decided that

they needed to prioritize. The Afghan Coalition had been fielding a large number of calls

from people interested in helping and they were struggling to find the time to meet the

needs of their local community. Additionally, the coalition office had become the de

facto repository for young Afghans' résumés and the place that newly formed

governmental departments could come to find qualified professionals for positions in

Afghanistan. To meet both of these needs in a more organized fashion, the Afghan

Coalition decided to create a web-based organization called the Afghan Resource Center

that would be able to provide a variety of information and assistance. Although this was

a good idea and one that the organization tried to get up and running, it never quite came

to fruition because the coalition lacked the human, technological and financial resources

to make it a reality.

At the same time, the Afghan Coalition had to make some hard choices about

what they could realistically support amongst all of the ideas being brought to their

doorstep. For example one young Afghan had an idea for a local school based project to

collect school supplies and money to be sent to a school in Afghanistan, but he had no

idea how to deliver the supplies. He then switched ideas and started pushing to buy

prefabricated libraries and playgrounds from an American company. He had been to

Afghanistan and seen the needs of schools there and thought this would be a good idea as

the company would transport the products to Afghanistan. However, this idea did not

correspond to the data collected by another young Afghan about the most pressing needs

of schools and the coalition had to say no.
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The Society of Afghan Professionals was faced with a similar dilemma: "We

knew we couldn't do it all, so we had to decide where to put our energies and resources."

This process was not an easy one. As they strove to attain some sort of consensus or

acceptable compromise on what projects should receive their attention, new needs would

be identified. One woman talked about her own desire to help out an orphanage but not

having the resources needed to do everything:

The Orphanage, that’s something that’s so dear to my heart,
because I’ve visited there and I’ve seen the little kids and

I’ve heard them sing and recite poetry and they’re beautiful
children. It’s something so dear to me and I definitely want
to get something going with the Orphanage but we are just
taking on important projects; we're trying not to overwhelm
ourselves and limit our projects to the amount of resources
that we have, human and capital.

For both individuals and community organizations, areas of interest continued the

shift towards concerns in Afghanistan and the various organizations began to work

towards programs to rebuild Afghanistan and reconstruction became the goal. Afghan

Women's Association International (AWAI) used the Widow's Project as a springboard to

actively fundraise for two women focused programs, a literacy program for adult women

in Kabul and a vocational training program for women in Jalalabad. In this way, the

Widow's Project was transformed from a small sponsorship project to one that provides

direct delivery of services in Afghanistan.

The process of prioritizing and organizing was impacted by individuals and

organizations seeking collaboration with Afghan community organizations. This led the

various Afghan organizations to begin developing relationships with other organizations,

both in the United States and in Afghanistan.
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Forging Partnerships/finding resources

A number of individuals and organizations came to the AC, AWAI and SAP

asking to collaborate on projects for Afghanistan, including agricultural projects, training

Afghans to build seismically safer mud brick houses and teaching computer skills.

Through interacting with these people, Afghans began to forge new partnerships with

both Afghans and non-Afghans, which expanded the potential resources available but

also required new participatory skills. The micro-lending program is a case in point. A

wealthy and well connected Afghan woman, who had not been involved in the

community before September 11", came to the president of AWAI in March, 2002,

wanting to establish a project to help women in Afghanistan. Because this woman had

connections in San Francisco and Marin, she was able to get some significant donations

to initially fund a micro-lending bank and she and AWAI's president launched the

program at a special World Affairs Council event in April, 2002. The AWAI leader was

able to find a young SAP woman to take on the project and this young woman went to

Afghanistan to begin the project in September, 2002.

For the Widow's Project, local Afghan women developed connections with two

non-governmental organizations (NGOs) operating in Afghanistan. Through these

organizations, they were able to access important resources including a place to hold

literacy classes and acquisition of sewing machines for the vocational training program.

Using their previous connections and renewed interest in Afghanistan to reach out into

the larger community for assistance and donations, these women also began to seek new

opportunities to raise funds for their project and developed new skills along the way.

***
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Additionally, other American organizations emerged that wanted to be involved

in local community change, particularly from the perspective of civic participation and

ethnic/religious discrimination. One group was the Partners for Democratic Change

(PDC), which sought to collaborate with the Afghan Coalition to hold a series of

community dialogues. The PDC staff trained twelve Afghan volunteers in dialogue

facilitation and conflict resolution. Community members came together to discuss health

and social issues and pose possible solutions for the identified problems. Subsequent

meetings were held with community members, local health providers, social services and

politicians to devise workable plans to resolve community problems. These dialogues

engaged some community members in a democratic process that brought them, for the

first time, into direct contact with different local powerbrokers.

Afghans have also been reaching out to other ethnic communities, particularly

those communities that felt most threatened after September 11". They have forged links

with South Asian Indian, Pakistani and Iranian communities. The Afghan Coalition now

provides space for a Pakistani women's group to come together each week to study, pray

and do traditional handcrafts. To build upon this process, another American organization

that is involved in resisting discrimination and promoting social justice collaborated on

an interfaith/intercultural and civic participation project. This project has encouraged

Afghans to reach out and dialogue with different faith groups to try to come to an

understanding of each others' perspectives. Through this program Afghans have

connected with Hindus, Sikhs, Christians and Jews to discuss various topics of interests

including, life after death, diet and nutrition, and politics and religion.
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Similarly, young Afghans, through SAP, have also been forging different

partnerships, particularly in Afghanistan. In order to get up to date assessment data of the

most pressing needs in Afghanistan, SAP developed a relationship with Global

Exchange, an NGO that is working in Afghanistan. One young Afghan from the Bay area

went to Afghanistan to work with this NGO for 1.5 years and through her connections,

SAP members are collecting information to determine the best ways to address the needs

and to facilitate program implementation. This desire to help Afghanistan in its

reconstruction is being fueled by the numbers of Afghans who are returning home to see

for themselves the impact of war.

Returning home/reconnecting

Fifty-eight percent of interviewees have made at least one trip back to

Afghanistan since the fall of the Taliban and thirty-seven percent have made multiple

trips. Although family and property issues play a role in their return, most have gone

back for specific programs or with particular plans to try to help. One older participant,

who has been back twice to Afghanistan, plans to go again but said: "I can't come empty

handed. I have to bring something to help." As such, she is collecting science books and

videos to take back to Afghanistan on her next trip.

Older Afghans talk about their need to help Afghans struggling to overcome "24

years of war." A number of older women have returned multiple times to bring aid and/or

set up women's projects. They feel duty bound to take what they have learned living in

the United States and use it for the benefit of Afghans "back home." But returning home

is also very hard for them, especially when they see the destruction of their once beautiful

country. Older women talk about searching for their pre-flight homes and only finding

:
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rubble; for them, the Afghanistan they knew is gone. They feel overwhelmed in the face

of all the needs they see in Afghanistan but have returned with a renewed willingness to

rebuild their homeland.

Young Afghans are also returning home in large numbers and one participant

stated that at least fifty percent of SAP members have gone back to Afghanistan at least

once. For young Afghans, returning home is about reconnecting to their past and

recommitting to the future:

I’m so thankful that I’ve been back to Afghanistan now and
that I feel like I’ve reconnected to that side of who I am for

once in my life. I mean, I’ve already had this longing to
get a better sense of who I am in my community. But, now
that I’ve actually been to Afghanistan and I actually know
that it exist and I’ve touched the ground, you know what I
mean? It’s a completely a different feeling now. I think, if
anything, it’s even more pushed me to stay involved and to
make sure that I’m, just staying along side the community
and doing everything I can to ensure success in the future.

Young Afghans have taken the opportunity to physically reconnect to their heritage and

this experience has helped to make their families' stories of home more real. However,

there is some ambivalence about returning to Afghanistan to live. One young woman

returned to her home city for the first time since she left at the age of four. She spent

three weeks there with the thought that she might stay longer, but came back: "Although I

love my country, I realized that I can't live there."

This ambivalence is also evident in older adults many of whom seem to be

seeking the best of both worlds. A number of the women have stated that they would like

to live half the year in Afghanistan and half the year in the San Francisco Bay area.

Conversely, one participant expressed a dilemma faced by other families in the United

States. She would like to return to live in Afghanistan but her children do not want to
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live there: "So what can I do? My son said he would like to visit but doesn't want to live

there. So I live here."

The processes initiated as part of regrouping continue in the next phase but reflect

an even less hectic atmosphere. Community members and the community as a whole

seems to be coming to terms with the events of September 11" and returning to a more

stable place characteristic of its pre-9/11 existence.

Returning to center

Over the last six months, the community has calmed down somewhat. As one

participant put it: "There is a lot less drama." Although the concerns about Afghanistan

remain, there has been less frenetic activity around reconstruction and program

development. Fewer people are coming from Afghanistan to present to the local

community and fewer Americans are coming to get sound bites or partner with the

community. The crisis that brought much of the community together has faded a bit and

people are again focusing more on "living their lives." There seems to be more reflection

about the situation and less action for its own sake as the pendulum returns to a less

charged, more stable atmosphere. Returning to center includes reflections on the impacts

of September 1 1", lessons learned, participants' frustrations/loss of hope, and future

challenges.

Reflections on the impact of September 11 th

In reflecting on the events of September 11", a number have made statements

similar to this one:

Of course it was a horrible tragedy and for all those
families. But for Afghanistan, it was good. It brought world
attention to Afghanistan, especially the plight of Afghan
WOInCn.
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Even the bombing of Afghanistan, although very painful, has been seen by many as a

good thing as it brought down the oppressive rule of the Taliban and opened up

Afghanistan for possible reconstruction. However, the optimism that was evident in the

community presentation about the Loya Jirga in July, 2002 has given way to a more

pessimistic realism. There is a real sense that Afghanistan has once again been

abandoned by the world and this makes community members angry and frustrated.

Yet the work of reconstruction continues to occupy their minds and hearts and is

seen as an important opportunity to help their country. One young Afghan stated:

It opened up a whole new world, I think, to the Afghan
youth here in the Bay Area particularly, because now we
can actually go back to Afghanistan. Now we can actually
partake in reconstruction projects. Prior to that, with the --

Taliban being there, especially as a women, I never even s
dream of it. I mean, I did dream but that’s all it was. I never ---

even thought it would become a reality.

Several of the young Afghan participants have changed their educational focus from

finance to international studies or law, stating that they are preparing themselves to work

in Afghanistan. Five of the young Afghans that I have formally and informally

interviewed have given up their jobs in the United States to work full time on projects in

Afghanistan. Others are taking up new government positions in the short term to try to

supply needed expertise and teach others important skills. Several young Afghans have

been bouncing back and forth between Afghanistan and California trying to work on

reconstruction projects while maintaining their businesses/jobs in California. In effect,

they are doing their best to use what they have learned to rebuild Afghanistan. But what

have Afghans learned in this crisis stimulated transition?
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Lessons learned

As noted in the previous chapter, several Afghans indicated that a good indicator

of positive change in the community was becoming connected to other communities in

the San Francisco Bay area. Some community members and community based

organizations have learned the importance of being connected to other communities as

they have broadened their areas of interest from health and social problems to the socio

political arena. New projects that emerged post 9/11 have brought Afghans into contact

with state, local and even national leaders, have engendered new awareness about the

value of civic participation. Efforts at increasing the political clout of the community may

be bearing some early fruit as approximately 40 Afghan-American women and men voted

for the first time in the recent gubernatorial elections.

The Afghan community has also made connections with different faith-based

groups in the greater community. Several of the participants stated that the

interfaith/intercultural programs were "wonderful" and they learned a lot but relatively

few people have attended these programs. In most cases, there have been fewer than

thirty attendees and only 15-20 are Afghans. Unfortunately, the funding for these

programs is disappearing as Afghanistan ceases to be the 'flavor of the month' for

American funders. Without funding, there can be no continuation or expansion of this

learning to broader audiences.

The heads of the various community organizations have embraced their leadership

roles in the community and they have learned to use the media limelight to try to "make a

difference" in the lives of Afghans, both locally and "back home." These leaders have

expanded their skills, particularly in the realm of advocacy, public speaking, fundraising,
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grant writing and using technology. However, the leaders are not the only ones who have

blossomed in the increased visibility accorded to the community. A number of AWAI

women have taken on leadership roles in their projects and have become successful

1", these women would have been content to stay inpublic speakers. Prior to September 1

the background, letting their president speak for them. Now, they are advocating for

Afghan women on their own, "raising awareness of the plight of Afghan women" and

have learned to speak at various forums. One woman stated: "Before, I couldn't talk about

it, it was too emotional, but now, I can speak." They have achieved their own recognition

and have used this to raise money for projects near and dear to their hearts. One woman

traveled to Montana by herself to speak to a woman's group and raised approximately

$7,000 in donations for the Widow's Project. Additionally, these active Afghan women

are also learning to use PowerPoint in their presentations to create a more professional

public image and are working with young Afghans to develop a usable data base to track

and respond to donations.

Society of Afghan Professionals members continue to struggle with what they

want to do and what they can realistically accomplish. They are learning about both their

own untapped abilities and limitations. SAP members are learning to balance

reconstruction projects with local cultural programs as the local ones all but disappeared

in the intense aftermath of September 11". Recent additions to their website demonstrates

at least a partial return to their original focus on providing seminars on Afghan art,

history, literature and archeology.
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Overall, both generations of participating Afghan women have learned a great

deal, have made new and fostered old connections, taken on new roles and in general

expanded their social, political and community networks. But at what expense?

Frustrations/loss of hope

After the initial euphoria engendered by the defeat of the Taliban began to wear

off, political reality set in. As the U.S. geared up for the war in Iraq, Afghanistan was

pushed into the background and, one by one, community members who had been

optimistic became pessimistic about the ultimate future in Afghanistan. Their hopes and

dreams for Afghanistan are withering and dying. With this pessimism and loss of hope

for Afghanistan, frustrations and conflict are bubbling to the surface.

Political divisions that some believed disappeared after September 11" are re

emerging. Although different groups worked collectively on some reconstruction

projects, their common goal did not really mitigate their underlying problems that seem

to be directly connected to cultural aspects of lack of trust and not asking questions. One

woman stated that she thought that Pashtuns had gotten over the anger they felt

immediately after September 11", but observations in the community do not really

support this perspective. Indeed, it appears that, as one woman put it, Afghans: "are

returning to their corners." Hurtful and unquestioned rumors directed at both individuals

and groups are once again being circulated and they are creating difficulties for

participants who took on new leadership roles within the community. These divisive

stories, coupled with the increased visibility of these organizations, has lead to death

threats from both Afghans and Americans.
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Community differences also exist in relation to U.S. policy in Afghanistan.

Several participants stated that some community members view the continued presence

of American troops as an occupation that will be resisted. Afghan President Karzai's

government is seen as both a well-intentioned but ineffective and/or a puppet regime of

the United States. One participant noted that one of the problems is that for the first time

since Afghanistan became a country, non-Pashtuns are in important positions of power in

the new government and this does not reflect the customary order of things. Local

Afghans similarly have problems with the changing political face in Afghanistan, once

again reflecting that what happens in Afghanistan affects the local community.

Others decry the continued power of "war lords" in Afghanistan, both Pashtun

and Northern Alliance. Even those who have supported U.S. policy in Afghanistan have

become disillusioned and pessimistic. One man, speaking about the U.S. decision to pull

out its forces after creating an Afghan Army of 7,000 men asked: "What can they do with

only 7,000 in the army. Each warlord has more than that." A number of Afghan

Americans appear to be caught between the apparent goals of the United States foreign

policy and their desire to help their "homeland." One participant explained his

transnational dilemma:

Of course, I support America, I am American; but I think
what they are doing is wrong or misguided. They don't
understand Afghanistan.

There appears to be a general loss of hope for Afghanistan and the deflation of

their optimism seems to have sapped some of the long-term community participants of

their energy and drive. They continue to go through the motions, but the passion and

excitement that was observable in the first year of the study is diminished. Indeed, a
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number of the participants state they are tired and the stress seems to be taking its toll as

fewer Afghans become involved in community programs.

The future for Afghanistan seems much less certain than it did in the early

aftermath of September 11". However, the future for local Afghan community

organizations is also uncertain and poses some significant challenges for Afghan

participants.

Future challenges

The economic and political environment has changed a great deal in the last three

years and one of the greatest challenges facing Afghan organizations is resources, human

and capital. Funding sources are drying up as a tight economy requires more fiscal

parsimony on the part of foundations and governmental agencies, but the divisions in the

community are also having an impact. Prior to September 1 1", political differences and

community divisions were known within the community but mostly hidden from

outsiders and active community members and organizations were able to project the

image of a united Afghan community that wants to help its members. September 11"

increased the visibility and scrutiny of this community and its organizations, calling into

question the public image of Afghan unity.

The within and between images of the different organizations are themselves

being challenged post 9/11. The Afghan Coalition (AC), Afghan Women's Association

International (AWAI) and the Society of Afghan Professionals (SAP) all consider

themselves to be apolitical; however, responses to September 11" have strained their

positions of neutrality. The AC took on, as its responsibility, to provide space or a forum

for community dialogue on issues of reconstruction and government in Afghanistan. As

.
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such, member organizations of the AC hosted a number of people who came from

Afghanistan to discuss such things as civil engineering needs of Kabul, meeting

humanitarian needs in various provinces and the proposed draft of the new Afghan

constitution. Although the AC tried to keep the programs apolitical, concentrating on the

needs of Afghanistan, this was not always possible. For example, the director of urban

planning for the city of Kabul was invited to speak to the community by the Society of

Afghan Engineers and SAP, both member organizations of the AC. This gentleman was

expected to talk about the current state of water, sewage and electrical systems but he

began by talking about the political/governmental situation. His views were seen as

being pro-President Karzai, situating his whole discussion within a political framework.

This upset the president of the AC but there was nothing he could do to stop the

presentation saying: "Once he started, what could I do? He was our guest, I couldn't stop

him then." Because the AC hosted these types of programs, they were likewise perceived

as pro-President Karzai and therefore, "too political." However, some of the older

generation participants, particularly the men, have taken up reconstruction from a

political stance of nation building and have been actively concerned in promoting

democratization and/or a moderate Islamatization of Afghanistan.

Additionally, some segments of the community continue to confront the media

image that Afghan or Pashtun equals terrorist. This multiplicity of image problems is

impacting the different organizations’ ability to secure funding for the service projects

and funding agencies are reluctant to get involved in community disputes. As such,

Afghan leaders are actively engaged in the process of preserving the image of Afghans

and the community.
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Preserving the image

Preserving the image is evident in several arenas, depending on what image is

being protected. After a number of casual discussions in which community participants

talked about "the Afghan way," one woman repeatedly told me, "you know, not all

Afghans are like this. We are really nice you know." Other participants likewise were

quick to counter potentially negative impressions by attributing behavior to lack of

knowledge: "This is the way they are, they don't know. You have to teach them."

The image of one Afghan was taken up by different groups in various forums.

One community leader, Ayisha, when asked by a funding agency about the rumor that

there are two cultures and two communities, strongly refuted that perspective saying:

"No, we are not two, we are one Afghan. We have two, no, more than two languages, but

we are one Afghan." Interestingly, her view was echoed by leaders from a different

segment of the community that is often at odds with her organization, at a community

book signing for the novel The Kite Runner. These leaders were not using the image of

one Afghan to foster relationships with funders but to counteract the perceived negative

image of a particular ethnic group and to minimize historical power differentials among

ethnicities in Afghanistan.

Two groups attended this book signing, young Afghan SAP members, who

sponsored the program, and a group of older men. The novel’s overall story is about the

protagonist's mistakes, guilt and ultimate redemption within the context of growing up in

Kabul, fleeing to Fremont and returning to make amends during the time of the Taliban.

Once the author had talked about writing the book, the session was opened for questions

and, one by one, the older gentlemen rose to question the author's views. The message of

:
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the story was not the problem; rather the older men took exception to the portrayal of the

villain as Pashtun and the victim as Hazara. The older gentlemen had all brought

photocopies of certain pages with phrases highlighted and they all asked, similar

questions: "Why do you make the bad guy Pashtun or why do you make the victim

Hazara? We are all Afghans and you shouldn't do this." They were particularly upset over

the villain's statement: "Afghanistan is for Pashtuns." Several also seemed to be worried

that this book would incite more anger against Pashtuns in the American community and

the author's assertions that the book is only a story that has an historical context did not

appease them. Conversely, the younger Afghans, with one exception, supported the

author and his story and challenged the older men to read the whole book before

criticizing. The younger generation also took up the statement that we are one Afghan but

seem to feel that being Afghan required acknowledgement of historical differences in the

way ethnic groups were treated. Although there was no open conflict expressed, tensions

were evident between the two groups of attendees that reflect both generational and

political differences in the community.

Finally, active community participants are trying to preserve their political

neutrality in the community. As one woman said: "men are political, we just want to help

those who need." Both older women working with AC and AWAI and younger women

are taking a pragmatic approach to both local problems and Afghanistan reconstruction

by focusing on developing useful, practical programs to improve the lives of Afghan

women. Yet, they cannot fully separate themselves from the politics of Afghanistan and

the local community. Although both generations have tried to stay out of politics and

SAP's bylaws forbid the discussion of politics at meetings, they are being impacted by the
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political environment in which they are participating. Interaction with this environment º,

is creating tensions amongst some members that have surfaced at several recent

community meetings and may lead to further disruption within these community

organizations.

Several other challenges face the community that are related to connectedness

within and between communities. Despite the increase in connections made during the

period after September 11", there are indications that the community as a whole is again

looking more inward and becoming isolated. For example, the Afghan-American

Entertainers Association put on a big cultural event with music and poetry. This program

was sponsored by the Christensen Fund to promote cultural preservation and

understanding amongst various local communities. The program was well advertised in t

the Afghan community but they made little attempt to advertise outside the Afghan

community and few non-Afghans attended this program.

The Afghan community is also facing the loss of former connections with local

Afghans due to the relatively new process of migration out of the Fremont area. Although f

there are still families moving into Fremont area, a number of older residents are leaving

to find cheaper housing and/or jobs. Additionally, an increasing number of young

Afghans are heading to Afghanistan to directly participate in the reconstruction. Many º
*-

migrants from both generations are those who have actively participated for many years I

and this is impacting human capital resources of the local community. However, most of *

º, .* * ,
-

the participants and community organizations continue to try to keep their projects and º,
~ *

programs going. One participant articulated what many indirectly said: [--
–

Sometimes it’s tough but I try my best to help especially at *.
*

this time that the community needs help. As Afghan- º,

I
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American I feel it’s possible to hopefully build the bridge
between the countries, build the bridge between the people,
we can help each other a lot.

Conclusion

September 11" and its aftermath had a great impact on the Afghans living in the

San Francisco Bay area initiating an on-going situational transition that disrupted

previous patterns of community behavior. Using the metaphor of a pendulum, this

chapter explored the experiences and impact of this disruption on the local Afghan

community through three themes, initial shock, regrouping and returning to center.

The events of September 11, 2001 forced the community away from its relatively

stable community interaction patterns, where community organizations were focused

primarily on the needs and concerns of local Afghans, into a rather chaotic and

frightening world. Initial shock describes their experiences of being afraid, unifying and

separating, opening up, connecting and supporting, being forced into the spotlight and

shifting foci. Regrouping reflected the needs of the community to cease reacting to

outside stimuli and begin to decide how to convert this crisis into an opportunity to make

a difference back home. Regrouping includes three interconnecting categories,

prioritizing/organizing, forging partnerships/finding resources and returning

home/reconnecting.

Both initial shock and regrouping have been times of intense activity and

involvement for many community participants but this level of “drama” is not sustainable

over the long-term and the community is now returning to a more stable, pre-9/11 pattern

of functioning. Returning to center is explicated by four categories: reflecting on impact,

lessons learned, frustrations/loss of hope and future challenges.
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It is clear that September 11" had a major impact on the San Francisco Bay area

Afghan community. Women's participation and the community-based organizations they

created have played an important role in the community’s response to the events of

September 11" as they stepped into the breach to help the local community and forged

linkages with other communities in the region. Initial responses to the crisis moved the

community closer to the indicators of positive community change identified by

participants but these changes are moderating as the community's pendulum returns from

a chaotic extreme to a more stable center.

September 11" refocused the community on rebuilding Afghanistan and both

generations of Afghan women have taken up the challenge. However, community-based

organizations are facing some significant resource problems, financial and human capital.

One of the key resource issues is volunteering and this concept also emerged as an

important analytical theme. The next chapter will explore the concept of volunteering

within this bicultural community.
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Embedded in the concept of participation is the expectation that unpaid

community volunteers provide expanded, cost effective services to communities.

CHAPTER SEVEN

VOLUNTEERING AS A CULTURAL PRACTICE

Volunteering is an excepted American cultural practice that is integral to the continued

functioning of the non-profit economy. Afghan women and men in this study volunteered

their time, energy and skills to assist community members and to help the community to

function better for the common good. Indeed, all of the organizations in the study,

Afghan Women's Association International (AWAI), Afghan Coalition (AC), Society of

Afghan Professionals (SAP), and Afghan Elders Association (AEA), depend on

volunteers to do the community work of the organization. As such, volunteering was

initially taken for granted and not specifically addressed by the researcher; however,

volunteering emerged as a theme early in the study.

During initial participant observation and informal interviews it became clear that

a number of Afghans from both generations were actively volunteering on projects

benefiting both local community members and Afghanistan reconstruction. Yet two

contradictory assertions repeatedly came to the fore. First, all of the organization

members stated that they needed volunteers but had difficulty recruiting them. Indeed, at

least two grants awarded to the AC and AEA were predicated upon the recruitment and

training of volunteers to provide the services outlined in the grant, such as navigating the

healthcare system.

Second, participants frequently made statements that indicated that volunteering

was not culturally an Afghan norm. These statements included: "volunteering is not in the
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Afghan culture," "volunteering is not understood in the Afghan community" and

"volunteering is not usual, not normal in the Afghan community." As such, the

participants demonstrated that they understood volunteering within their bicultural world

and explicitly connected it to their cultural framework. The seeming inconsistency

between observed volunteer actions and assertions that volunteering is not Afghan

suggests that this concept needs to be explored within a cross-cultural context.

This chapter describes the meaning of volunteering to participants and the

typology of volunteering. It also articulates volunteering as a cultural practice and

identifies the challenges presented by volunteering for the participants and their

community organizations.

Meaning of volunteering

Meaning is constructed in interaction and concepts derive their meaning through

use, relationships to other concepts and actions associated with the concept. Interviewing

and observations around the concept of volunteering in the community produced

conflicting views and actions among participants, with several older women challenging

the statement that volunteering was not Afghan. Volunteering was most often used in

connection with the goal of helping others. Participants stated that volunteering was

“being helpful,” “helping in the community” and “helping those in need.” When the

researcher was introduced to community members as a "volunteer," she was frequently

thanked for "helping our community that most need help." One woman explained what

volunteering meant to her:

Volunteer, being a volunteer is just helping your
community. As a human being, if you have the time, spend
some time with other people and help them, I think that’s a
wonderful thing, a wonderful thing.
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This volunteering/helping was directly related to respondents' perceptions of

being involved, being active and participating in the community; indeed the different

phrases were used interchangeably by the participants. Yet volunteering has a particular

characteristic that was not evident when they talked about being involved or

participating. This characteristic relates to the unpaid nature of volunteering and defining

oneself as a volunteer highlighted the distinction between those who work in the

community as part of their job and those who do it "on the side" while also working at a

"real job" for money to survive. Several of the women differentiated their paid

community work, such as working for the school district, with their volunteer work

through one of the community organizations. One woman's comment, made while

holding her thumb and forefinger together for emphasis, reflects the importance this

characteristic plays in their conceptualization of volunteering: "I am totally volunteer. I

get not one penny." Unpaid work seems to also be a source of tension among some

community members who are participating in the community, which is addressed later.

Discussions and questioning about volunteering generally revealed that Afghan

women consider volunteering a good thing, as one woman stated: "I realize that when

you have the time and you can afford to do it, that it is a good thing to do." They

universally felt that volunteering had a positive impact on themselves: "I learn a lot doing

this" and "it makes me feel good inside, you know." Additionally, their voluntary activity

also helped their community. As with participation, making a difference was the goal of

their volunteering and a means of understanding the impact of their community work:

"We can make a difference you know" and "we can help them with their lives, so we

make a difference."
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Volunteering also provided a social outlet for women and a way for them to

interact in a culturally acceptable way. This was particularly true for older Afghans' early

participation and for young Afghans' pre-September 11" participatory experiences.

Volunteering or helping others made Afghan women feel good about themselves,

promoted learning, allowed for socialization and made a difference to their community.

However, observations on how people participated and women's descriptions of their

helping/volunteering in the community demonstrated the diversity of actions that

constituted volunteering.

Typology of volunteering

From the analysis of the diversity of practices, a typology of volunteering

emerged consisting of three categories: individual helping, Ashar or collective

volunteering, and structured volunteering. Each category identifies certain properties of

that form of volunteering.

Individual helping

A number of the participants indicated that they helped individual Afghans and/or

families on a one-to-one basis. Many of the women who have been active through the

Afghan Women's Association International (AWAI) and Afghan Elders Association

(AEA) began to get involved with community members through individual helping. One

older Afghan woman told a story of her first attempt to help a young woman who came to

her with a big problem:

She told me 'My husband is in jail and my children, I don’t
have anything to eat. I don’t know how to pay the rent.' So
I had to take her to the Equal Housing Program so they
would pay for rent. And I took her to the Welfare
Department and we put everything in her name, because he
(the woman's husband) was in jail. We went to the church
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here in Hayward and got $25 certificates for food, twice a
week, and I went with her to the store, got the food and
took her to her house. I did this as volunteer job, to help.

Another woman explained how she began to get involved through the school district and

how this translated into volunteering on an individual level in other ways through sharing

what she knew:

Even though my English was very very limited at that time,
they (school officials) thought I was much better than the
new arrivals. So, working in the school with families with,
you know, school problems I would also help them with
other resources, the ones that I knew. I'd tell them, 'OK,
you need to go there...there’s the welfare system and you
can go apply there.' I was just making some connections for
them. I had already gone through it myself; because I knew
about Welfare and Medical and Food Stamps, because I
was a recipient myself.

This type of volunteering continues to occur in the community, especially within certain

groups. Elderly women associated with AEA's programs regularly check on each other by

phone and find ways to assist with transportation, shopping and health care needs. Prior

to their involvement in the elderly program, these women were afraid to even make

phone calls, but now use phones to keep in contact with others in their group, thereby

reducing their sense of isolation. Women involved in the mental health project help each

other out with rides and babysitting, as some can drive while others have never learned.

One woman, remarking on people helping each other in terms of transportation said:

"Afghans in low income housing, they go outside of their apartment and find some

volunteer to drive them. That's our public transportation." One Afghan woman who lives

some distance from Fremont stated that young mothers who cannot get to Fremont come

to her with their family problems and she said: "I talk to them and try to help. If I can't

help them, I take them to the coalition myself."

===
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The goals of individual helping are directed at dealing with specific problems, and

resolution of these problems indicates a successful outcome. The pattern of helping is

intermittent, unorganized, and very much limited to the knowledge and skills of the

individual volunteer. Individual helping can have a significant impact on the individual

or family seeking assistance and its value should not be minimized. However, its effect

on the community is relatively small and producing a community level impact requires

individual helpers to come together and collectively volunteer.

Ashar or collective volunteering

Several of the older women who had lived at least some of their adult lives in

Afghanistan emphatically stated that coming together and volunteering was indeed

practiced in Afghanistan. One woman told a story of when her husband was working in a

region north of Kabul and the villages needed a reliable water system. With the guidance

of governmental engineers, village volunteers came together, donated their labor and

built a reservoir and water system that was used by all of the villages in the region. This

form of volunteering describes an Afghan cultural practice called Ashar. Ashar is when

neighbors and friends come together to help each other on some project, like a new roof,

and seems to be an extension of individuals or families helping each other when needed:

“You do this out of willingness in your heart to make things easy for your neighbor or

friends.” This term may be applied to any form of collective action or working together,

as one woman noted: “Even my father, he would use it at home. OK you guys, today’s

Ashar. We have to clean the yard.”

Ashar was defined by a community member as "collective volunteering" and it

involves taking action towards a common goal. Much of the participants' early
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community involvement can be viewed as a form of Ashar. When the older Afghan

women came together to found the Afghan Women's Association International (AWAI),

their first project was directed at collecting food, clothing and medicine to ship to needy

Afghans in Pakistan refugee camps:

We were collecting clothes, blankets, food, medicine, you
know and doing dinners, doing music programs, you know,
for fundraising. We just asked them to bring all these things
to the Mosque. They brought so much clothes and
everything that we didn't have place. Then the owner of the
Flamingo Palace, he gave us the storage. We took
everything there, but then it was so full that the Fire
Department give us a warning. So we had to take out
everything from there, and then we, all of us together, we
just wanted to find a container, to send all these goods to
Pakistan for Afghan refugees in the camp. Finally we found
containers and sent it. I know it was 80,000 pounds of
goods.

Subsequent AWAI efforts also reflect the practice of Ashar including: women coming

together to put together baby bundles and school kits to send to Afghanistan, making

food to sell for fundraising, organizing the Afghan New Year's festival and mother's day

celebration, and assisting at various events in the community. Ashar was also evident

when AWAI joined forces with young Afghans from the Society of Afghan Professionals

(SAP) to identify potential housing units for widows newly arriving from Afghanistan.

All of this collective voluntary activity is directed at specific goals and "the

results" are clearly evident. Women's early successes using Ashar were visible to the

Community, garnering acknowledgement and praise for their volunteer work. Like

individual helping, the pattern of Ashar volunteering is intermittent and time specific but

it is more organized, requiring collaboration and coordination of individual efforts. Since

more people are involved in Ashar, the possible responses to the defined problems are
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more varied. Pooled knowledge and skills expand the means to achieving positive

results. The impact on the community from this type of volunteering can be significant as

demonstrated by the continued celebration of Saal-e-now, the Afghan New Year. As one

young Afghan remarked:

It (the Afghan New Year's Festival) is one day that really
brings the whole community together and, it grows every
year, just grows and people look forward to it.

Collective volunteering remains very evident in women's participatory practices,

particularly among older women who volunteer through AWAI and AEA. It was also

clearly practiced in the first six months post September 11" as women were galvanized to

use collective volunteering in fundraising and blanket drives. However, another type of

volunteering began to emerge as AWAI initially shifted its focus from fundraising for

Afghanistan to advocacy and dealing with local Afghan women's problems. New

programs to address local women's needs required a more organized, on-going and

consistent form of volunteering similar to the way young Afghans volunteered.

Structured volunteering

While reflecting on Afghan patterns of volunteering, one woman stated that the

Volunteering that was occurring initially “was not in any structured way, like

volunteering here (the United States).” Structured volunteering is providing consistent,

on-going support in a variety of areas and as one Afghan said, it is: "doing everything and

always coming to help.” It also encompasses taking responsibility for a project and

following through on it. Examples of structured volunteering include: being an advocate

for specific problems, such as lack of health care for women in Afghanistan, creating and

maintaining websites, designing, producing and updating brochures, being active board
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members, leadership on committees, doing statistics, maintaining financial records and

simply showing up regularly to meetings and events.

Structured volunteering can be both individual or collective but it is not directed

at achieving a concrete, time limited goal; rather it reflects an on-going donation of one's

time, skills and energy that is reliable and dependable month after month, year after year.

The goals for this type of volunteering are broader, long-term and therefore more

nebulous. Structured volunteering is what is practiced by some of the women

participating with AWAI and SAP. For women working with AWAI, on-going,

structured volunteering is evident in their management of various reconstruction projects,

their continued advocacy and in their involvement as community dialogue facilitators and

health system navigators. For young Afghans structured volunteering is evident in their

efforts to expand their programs to promote Afghan art, literature and reconstruction, as

well as develop and maintain a website, moderate a national listserv and organize annual

events. Many SAP members have readily taken on responsible roles in the organization,

as one woman demonstrates:

The first year I was with SAP, I was basically an active
member and I took part in any projects I could; by the
second year I became the humanitarian committee chair,
and by the third year I became President, and here I am
today President of the Society of Afghan Professionals.

Young Afghans also demonstrate their flexibility and willingness to do "anything" in

practicing both collective and structured volunteering in their community involvement.

One woman stated that she did not turn away from any task: "whatever was needed, I did,

from mopping floors, sending out 30 e-mails a day or working with the summer camp."
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However, the young did not talk as much about their experiences in individual

volunteering as older Afghan women did.

The typologies of volunteering identify different patterns in the way Afghan

women volunteer but only partially articulate cultural components related to the concept.

How is volunteering valued and practiced in the Afghan-American community? Further

exploration of the cultural aspects of volunteering is necessary to answer this question.

Cultural aspects of volunteering

Individual helping and Ashar both seem to fit within Afghan cultural ways of

interacting and assisting others. Some respondents framed these forms of volunteering

around Zakat, one of the five pillars of Islam, which requires one to give back to the

poor:

The religion of Islam teaches, of course, Zakat which is,
you always, at the end of your fiscal year or what have you,
you always contribute back a portion of your earnings back
to the poor, the needy; always, that's part of being a
Muslim.

Although Zakat is usually seen as the giving of money to the poor, it can include giving

one's time. But performing Zakat is obligatory for good Muslims; it is not voluntary. One

respondent talked about volunteering as performing Sa'ada, which he described as

contributing to the welfare of others. Sa'ada is a voluntary activity that is seen as a good

thing to do and is considered rewarding in and of itself. From a socio-religious

perspective helping others on an individual or collective basis seems to be part of being a

good person and a good Muslim. As such, these forms of volunteering are valued within

the community. The praise accorded the Afghan women for their successes in fundraising

and creating the Saal-e-now (New Year's) celebration, as well as the recent cultural event
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produced by the Afghan-American Entertainers Association and the Afghan Coalition,

reflect the value placed on these forms of volunteering as a number of people were

willing to work together to make the programs "successful."

The skills utilize to perform the first two types of volunteering also fit within

Afghan cultural norms and behaviors. The women volunteered based on their household

skills such as cooking and putting on a big party, as well as other interpersonal skills,

such as establishing and using connections, familial and friendship, to get needed help.

In their first project, the women used a familial connection to get a place to store all of

the goods and they ultimately made the needed connections to get the goods shipped to

Afghanistan. For the New Year's festival, their contacts and connections were important

in getting local musicians to play at the first celebration. More recently one sees similar

patterns of skills, with some women doing the cooking for a big event, some coming in

early to help set up and decorate and others staying late to clean up. These forms of

volunteering and the skills employed are consistent with some older women's voluntary

"charity" activities in Afghanistan:

We had every Tuesday meeting with the President of the
Afghan Women Association (one of the Afghan Princesses)
and we try to do fundraising. Like in events, we sold also
art and crafts and people made some cookies and we sold
that, and the money we spent it for the hospital, children
hospitals, and women’s prisons and also we collected some
clothes and then gave it to the people.

Structured volunteering, on the other hand, does not seem to be a traditional

Afghan practice and is not necessarily valued by Afghans. Several indicated that the

devaluing of structured volunteering may be due to its lack of observable results. One
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woman compared the devalued perspective of structured volunteering to growing a rose

bush:

It's like planting a rose. They seed it, and garden
everything; they volunteer for it and let it grow, but they
don't see the end of the rose, they don't see it blossoming.
And to them the whole point of the volunteering was to see
the rose blossoming, and once they didn’t see it, then they
don't want to do it (volunteer).

Young Afghans, who have grown up in the United States, understand and value

this form of volunteering. They see volunteering among the young as a common practice

but something uncommon among the older generation. One young woman said: "The

Broup, you know, some of those in AWAI and Afghan Coalition, that are always

Yºlunteering but they are a rarity in our community." The reason for the lack of

Yºlunteering among the older Afghans may be that this form of volunteering is more an

^***erican practice and it is one that young Afghans have "chosen" to incorporate into

their way of life in California: "We know volunteering is good, we have seen it in school

*** <i in American communities."

For young women whose mothers are volunteering in the community, structured

YSP lunteering is understood and accepted as worthwhile use of their time. However, some

YS urn g women indicated that their structured volunteering was a source of conflict with

their parents:

Before it was just a big battle between me and my parents,
all the time. My parents were like baffled, ‘why are you
doing this? You're wasting your time. Go get a job and get
paid for it.’

I
- - - -

t vºv- =as only after sustained involvement produced some tangible results, such as SAP's

■■ r■ —h
- - - - - -Trier camp for kids or their poetry/literature evenings for the community, that their
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parents began to accept that on-going volunteering was a good thing for the community

and therefore valuable. One woman explained the change in her parents:

They're so supportive of me now, they don't question me as
much when I go to meetings and when I'm doing events.
Now they totally see the fruits of my efforts and they've
seen how hard I work and how much the community
appreciates the work I've done. So they're totally receptive
now to my work with the community.

The skills needed for structured volunteering also set it apart from other forms of

volunteering. Whereas individual helping and Ashar use cultural and gender appropriate

skills, structured volunteering usually requires American organizational skills including

verbal and written communication in English, office and financial management, systems

navigation as well as technical skills. Some AWAI women are struggling to acquire these

skills but for many women in the community, these skills are beyond their current

capabilities.

Another cultural practice that emerged around the issue of volunteering reflects

the way Afghan women come to volunteer. One woman, when discussing volunteering,

suggested that Afghans didn't volunteer because they were not asked:

I don't say, in the Afghan culture there has been no
volunteering; no, the culture didn't say 'no, don't do it.
Volunteering is not right to do". The culture didn’t say
anything. What happens in Afghanistan, nobody asks you
to be a volunteer. But it they did ask, definitely they’d love
to join; that’s why here, they are asking them and they’re
joining.

A number of the Afghan women when discussing how they came to volunteer with

AWAI stated that they became involved when the now President of AWAI "invited" or

"asked" them to help in one of the projects. Only one of the older women said that she
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had heard about AWAI and thought that what the organization was doing was important

so she offered her help without being asked.

Young Afghans’ entry into volunteering was not based on personal invitation;

rather they used different processes to come to volunteering with the Society of Afghan

Professionals (SAP). Participants stated that they had heard or read about what the

organization was doing and/or checked out the website. Based on this information, they

decided to go to a meeting to see if they wanted to be involved. Participants ultimately

began volunteering when they determined that SAP was doing important things in the

community and it would meet their needs to be involved.

Both generations of Afghan women state that they intend to continue their

volunteering practices as they recognize the value of their efforts on behalf of community

members. However, all of the community based organizations in this study are facing

significant challenges in maintaining the level of volunteering needed to provide services

to the community.

Challenges to volunteering

Within all of the discussion of volunteering, several issues emerged as critical to

the continuation of all of the community based organizations. These include the apparent

disconnect between organizational needs and volunteer resources available, tensions and

frustrations, and volunteer burnout recruitment.

Organizational needs vs. resources

Individual helping and Ashar volunteering are still practiced as useful forms of

volunteering in the Afghan community and there is also a cohort of predominantly older

women who continue to provide these types of intermittent assistance. However, the type
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of volunteering most needed now by the various community based organizations is the

structured form of volunteering. As the Afghan Coalition, the Afghan Women's

Association International and Society of Afghan Professionals have expanded their scope

and foci, they have shifted to become more "professional, more organized," and their

needs have, likewise, transitioned. Ayisha noted that after September 11, there were a lot

of women who wanted to help but they: "don't speak English that well, don't drive, can’t

use computers, so what can they do?" The community involvement of these organizations

require more interaction between the Afghan community and the larger American one

and the skills needed have become progressively more technical and, I would argue, more

American. Both the Afghan Coalition and AWAI are struggling to find funding sources,

create brochures, write reports, use PowerPoint, keep web sites up to date and write

grants, while SAP is seeking charity status in preparation to finding grants for their

projects.

As the volunteer needs of the organizations change, there are fewer and fewer

women willing and able to provide the on-going volunteer work needed by the

organizations. Although there are women who will step in to help organize, cook for or

clean up after an event, relatively few are taking on leadership roles or organizational

tasks necessary to make programs successful. Within AWAI, usually one woman

becomes responsible for all the work of a particular project and it is up to her to find

other assistance. For example, each of the two Widows' projects in Afghanistan are

managed long-distance by one woman and she is expected to do fundraising, attend

public events with their posters and present on the problems at various forums. Yet both

of these women are working full time and are technologically inexperienced, so all of
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their efforts to produce handouts, PowerPoint presentations and posters takes a lot of

time. They cannot turn to other AWAI women to help them since most AWAI women

are themselves technologically challenged. Instead, these women have turned to their

children and nieces and nephews for technical help.

The Society of Afghan Professionals also has problems with having enough

volunteers to carry out the work of the organization. Mina expressed her frustrations

thusly:

It’s really difficult; first because, just the pure fact that this
is not our full time jobs. We’re not like getting paid to do
anything. We completely volunteer to work on our “free
time.” It gets really frustrating sometimes, especially when
some of the members, they start slacking off a little bit and
stop attending meetings as often. A lot of the work is left
on the main officers, nothing more than about 4-5 people
carrying the weight of an entire organization and it gets
really hard.

September 11" has added to the stresses felt by these organizations as more and more of

their active, reliable volunteers have gone to Afghanistan for extend periods of time.

Similarly, the Afghan Coalition board is consistently having problems getting

enough board members at their meetings to constitute a quorum and AWAI's board has

not been meeting as regularly as it did in the past. Both organizations are having

difficulty finding new board members and getting on-going members to be active on the

board. As such, the work of the board tends to devolve primarily on the main officers

who also function as staff for the Coalition.

Some of the problems faced by the Afghan Coalition and AWAI are exacerbated

by the cultural expectation that volunteers will be invited or asked to help. Not only do

older Afghans need to be invited to work on particular programs, but who asks them is
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also important. If the President of the Afghan Coalition wants to have Afghan board

members come to the meeting, he has to call them personally to persuade them. One

planned event needed local Afghan women to come to advocate for the needs of women

in Afghanistan. The President of AWAI delegated the issuing of a personal invitation to

a new Afghan volunteer. However, some of the women contacted were upset that the

President had not personally asked them to come and they did not show up for the event.

With fewer volunteers to carry out the work of the organizations, those actively

volunteering are experiencing increasing demands on their time, energy and family life.

At the same time, decreasing resources are reducing the supports needed by volunteers to

continue their activities. The interaction between increasing demands and decreasing

resources is producing tensions and frustrations within the community organizations.

Volunteer tensions and frustrations

All of the organizations need "reliable" and on-going volunteer assistance but few

have it and this has led to observable conflict among volunteers. At a recent AWAI

meeting in which three non-AWAI outsiders participated, tensions between the women

were quite evident. One woman talked about what she was doing with her project and

indirectly indicated that she was not getting any help from other women. Several of the

Afghan women appeared to be angry at her implication that they were not doing

anything. Two women responded to both her and the outside observers saying that they

were willing to help but they had their own projects. They went on to say they were

volunteers too, struggling to do their paid jobs and carry out the work of their projects.

Some of the anger was also directed at the staff of the Afghan Coalition as they

are not seen as volunteers now. The Afghan Coalition has five staff members, three who
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are paid full time salaries and two part time. All of these people began through unpaid

volunteering and only now get some money for managing specific projects; however,

much of their involvement remains unpaid. For example, Khadija is paid to manage a

mental health case management project for over 70 clients, which is considered to be a

full time position. All of her work with information and referral, and AWAI

commitments are not paid but take upwards of 20 hours per week. Nevertheless, there is

still a sense that the staff are being paid to work in the community and everyone else is an

unpaid volunteer and this feeling is making some volunteers wonder why they should not

get paid for their service.

The meeting described above highlights the volunteers' feelings of being

overwhelmed, which is translated into frustration and anger. However, organizational

leaders are also frustrated with the response of some volunteers. A number of

conversations with one woman demonstrated her distress over the diminishing

involvement of some key women. Some of the older volunteers who had actively

participated early in AWAI's history are not volunteering as much as they had in the past.

Although I met some of the older AWAI women at community events and meetings, I

never saw them involved in organizing the events or even coming down to the office to

answer phones. However, there is a reality that needs to be addressed, the age of the

volunteers. A number of the older women are in their late fifties and early sixties and are

developing physical limitations. One research participant, who is 63, currently has

significant mobility problems due to back and leg injuries.

The decrease in involvement frustrates Ayisha, the president of AWAI, as she

feels that these formerly active volunteers prefer to shift the burden of work onto her. In
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one discussion she talked about what happened when she tried to get some women to take

on the responsibility of organizing the annual mother's day celebration:

They all expect to be praised for their work but they don't
want to do anything now. They say, oh Ayisha, you do it, I
don't have time now. So I had to do everything.

Ayisha is also frustrated with active volunteers who still need a lot of help from

her to fulfill their roles. I witnessed three sessions between Ayisha and Nejma related to

developing a PowerPoint presentation and even though it was in Dari, I recognized that

Ayisha was repeatedly demonstrating the same things. She is also disturbed that

volunteers are not taking advantage of opportunities to "raise awareness." Several events

in the community focused on health care needs in Iraq and Afghanistan but the volunteer

who is "responsible" for this agenda did not attend: "Health care for women is what she is

interested in, she should be getting the voice out, but she didn't go." However, my own

interactions with her as a volunteer demonstrate that she is not always very clear in

communicating her expectations. For example, she asked me to work on a brochure for

the Widow's Project and I used information and pictures she provided to create a mock

up, but after spending four hours working on it, I discovered that she had a very different

idea of what the brochure should look like.

The president of the Afghan Coalition is also frustrated with the lack of

volunteering on the part of important members in the community. He worked hard to

establish an Afghan Community Council that would oversee problems and solutions for

the local community. He actively reached out to respected leaders from different

segments of the community and persuaded them to come together and talk about forming
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a community council. Despite the agreement of key community leaders to form this

council, nothing has happened:

They expect me to continue doing it and I can't. No one
has even called to see why there has been nothing for five
months. They don't really care.

The tensions and frustrations, coupled with increasing demands on volunteers, has

made burnout an issue. Additionally, community organizations are having difficulty

recruiting new volunteers.

Volunteer burnout and recruitment

Both of the former presidents of the Society of Afghan Professionals stated that

they were "getting burned out" due to the high level of responsibility that fell on their

shoulders. Although they wanted to remain involved with the community, both stepped

back from their positions to recover from fatigue and to reassess what they wanted to do.

Other young Afghans have said similar things, that they are tired and over committed.

Older Afghan women do not use the term burnout to express their difficulties;

rather they discuss increased stress and lack of time to do everything. One woman said:

"I'd love to do more (in the community) but I just don't have the time now." Many of the

older women, especially those working in health and social services, are feeling insecure

in their paid employment due to on-going budget cuts. As programs and people are cut,

those still employed are taking on increasing workloads and responsibilities. One woman

who works in a community clinic said that she is seeing "a lot more clients, at least 30%

more this year."

Compounding the demands at work are the complex and time consuming family

roles that women of both generations must fulfill. Not only are women still the primary
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managers of the nuclear home, but they also have kinship obligations that must be met.

One woman told me that she had planned to talk to a women's study class of an American

friend/volunteer about Afghan women's issues. However, at the last minute, she had to

attend the funeral of her sister's husband's uncle. She explained: "I know my friend was

mad at me, but what could I do? This is family, this is Afghan."

Family issues can also interfere in other ways with women's volunteering. One

participant had worked for weeks to arrange an important fundraising event for Afghan

women and she was very excited about it, but she didn't show up for the event. Later I

discovered that she called the Coalition office the day before and said she could not come

to the event. Ayisha said: "I know it was her husband, he wouldn't let her come." Ayisha

went on to say that this problem "happens a lot, their husbands do not want them to go, so

they can't go."

In addition to having volunteers feeling overloaded, stressed and burned out,

Afghan organizations are having difficulty recruiting new volunteers, Afghan or

American. One reason for this has already been addressed, that many older women do not

have the skills needed to structurally volunteer in the bicultural environment. Young

Afghans do have the needed skills but seem to prefer to volunteer in their own

organizations.

Recruiting volunteers is difficult for both generations of Afghans, but in

observing interactions between older Afghans and potential volunteers, a particular

problem emerged in the way visitors are introduced to the organization and its needs.

First the interested volunteers listen to the wide scope of Coalition programs and projects,

which can be intimidating. Then they receive, in a lump, a laundry list of volunteer jobs
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from finding funding sources to website management. These volunteer jobs are not

broken up into manageable pieces and, therefore, seem overwhelming to the prospective

volunteer. During this study, several young people, both Afghans and Americans, came

to tentatively offer their services but left looking a bit stunned and were never heard from

again.

Conclusion

As volunteering is integral to the practice of participation it is important to

consider the way Afghan perceive volunteering. This chapter explored the concept of

volunteering within the Afghan culture and community through four categories, meaning,

typology, cultural aspects, and challenges of volunteering. Volunteering means unpaid

helping of others and is directly related to participants’ discourses on participation and

being involved. Typology describes three forms of volunteering, individual helping,

ashar or collective volunteering and structured volunteering.

Participants situate their perceptions and valuing of volunteering with a socio

religious context, clearly framing the practice as part of being a good Muslim and/or a

good Afghan. Individual helping and collective volunteering are perceived as culturally

appropriate practices and are valued by community members, while structured

volunteering is seen as an American practice that is not well understood nor valued by the

Afghan community.

Challenges to volunteering describe the problems facing participants and the

continuation of their community organizations and include three categories:

organizational needs vs. resources, volunteer tensions and frustrations, and volunteer

burnout and recruitment.
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Volunteering has a definite cultural dimension in the Afghan community, with not

all types of volunteering valued as Being Afghan. It has been critical to the participatory

activities of Afghan women but volunteering is being challenged as the needs of

community organizations change. Despite the continued presence of Afghan

volunteering in both generations of participants, the type of volunteering required by

organizations and funders is more American than Afghan and this is becoming a problem

for the Afghan community. Long-term, committed volunteers are feeling overwhelmed

and new volunteers are difficult to find, creating a situation of diminishing resources.

Community organizations that are providing services to local Afghans and those involved

with reconstruction projects in Afghanistan will either have to find a solution to this

dilemma or reduce their programs which will ultimately impact Afghans in both the

United States and Afghanistan.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

This study ethnographically investigates the experiences of Bay area Afghan

women's long-term participation in their community and seeks to determine the impact of

this participation on participants and their community. Field notes from 450 hours of

participant observation, over 75 informal interviews and 19 formal interviews with older

and younger Afghan women and a few Afghan men constituted the data used to describe

the phenomenon of Afghan women's community participation. Conceptualizations of

refugees, participation, community, and transition theory provided the framework to

explore the study's questions. However, September 11", the subsequent bombing of

Afghanistan and the fall of the Taliban have had an overwhelming impact on this local

refugee community and also dynamically altered the data derived from this study.

Summary of findings

The context of participation describes the general conditions from which Afghan

women's community participation emerged and continues to be practiced. Two large

domains, history as context and in our culture, provided the framework for understanding

the women's involvement in their community. History as context demonstrated the

importance of the whole of Afghan history in the ways participants situate their lives and

participatory actions and it included the sub-themes of ancient history, modern history,

recent history, personal histories, resettlement experiences and community history.

Recent history provides the basis for understanding pre-war Afghanistan, the reasons for

flight, the refugee experience and the formation of the local Afghan community. Personal
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histories describe women’s pre-flight lives, experiences of flight and are closely

connected to resettlement experiences.

Resettlement is full of struggles to survive in the new environment and learning to

adjust. Yet many participants also experienced a rather peripatetic journey that led to

their settling in the San Francisco Bay area. The Afghan community grew out of patterns

of settlement and personal histories as earlier refugees began to find their footing and

create Afghan commercial and social spaces. However, the community was politically

divided and somewhat closed and isolated with little contact with other communities.

Prior to the beginning of the women's participation there was little organization at the

community level, but some important ingredients necessary to creation of an Afghan

community identity were in place including: Afghan newspapers in Dari and Pashtu,

Afghan radio/TV programming, and a few community-based organizations.

Afghan cultural context is articulated in three sub-themes of Being Afghan,

Afghan Way and Cultural Transitions. Being Afghan encompasses the centrality of

family and family roles, the importance of hospitality, being proud of one's heritage,

being passionate about issues and positions, and the importance of preserving the culture.

Afghan Way is reflected in the holding on to cultural ways of doing things, stubbornness,

not asking questions or admitting one's ignorance and lack of trust. Cultural transitions

are described through women's perspectives on adjusting to the new culture and the

pressures of living in the fast paced world of the United States. Under this theme, gender

and generational differences are highlighted through participants’ discussion of gendered

adjustment patterns, changing family dynamics, and generational conflicts.
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The transitions framework was used to describe the changes and outcomes of

women’s participation at the individual, organizational and community level. It is clear

from the data that participants and the community as a whole, have undergone significant

transitions in flight and resettlement. Participation appears to be a transition within the

larger transition of resettlement and the nature of the transition, specific conditions of

participation, and patterned responses articulate this process. Participation was stimulated

by several precipitating events or individual actions and specific conditions frame the

emergence of Afghan women's participation in this community, including the lack of

culturally appropriate resources for community members, particularly women, and

women's readiness to participate.

Patterned responses or outcomes of participation were framed around knowing

and not knowing. Education and learning are dominant ways that Afghan women address

perceived problems from fundraising to domestic violence. Indeed, their first response is

often to teach the community or do a workshop so community members can learn.

Afghan women's transitional patterns of response are demonstrated through learning new

skills, increased activism and expanded foci of concerns. Additionally, through living in

the United States and participating in their community, Afghan women are forming

bicultural and transnational identities that are evident in their interactions in different

cultural spaces. All of the women are skillful at navigating in two cultures, knowing

when to be Afghan and when to be American, but it is the younger women who clearly

articulate their bicultural identities.

From the perspective of the community, perhaps the most important and concrete

outcome from women's participation is the creation of four active community based
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organizations that are providing culturally appropriate assistance to various segments of

the community. All of these organizations have undergone their own transitions, but have

managed to keep going and become important resources for the community, providing a

wide range of direct and indirect services to the community, including assisting victims

of domestic violence, reducing elderly women's isolation, and developing programs to

highlight Afghan art, history and culture.

Four community level indicators of positive patterned responses were derived

from the study, having and using resources, working collaboratively, being united and

connecting to other communities. Only the category of having and using resources clearly

shows positive outcomes and those are reflective of the community based organizations’

programs addressed above. Although these organizations have worked collaboratively at

times and are forming national and regional connections to Afghan and non-Afghan

communities, there is limited evidence that the community as a whole is acting

collaboratively or making connections outside of its own political groups. However,

September 11" challenged this community in a variety of ways, potentially masking the

changes stimulated by Afghan women’s participation.

1" and the subsequent war on terrorism produced a dramatic changeSeptember 1

in participatory practices of Afghan women, their organizations and the local Afghan

community. Prior to 9/11, this community appeared to be at a stable place in its

resettlement/community formation process. Although individuals still faced crises and

what was going on in Afghanistan continued to politically divide the community, the

community appeared calm and relatively self-sufficient. September 11" changed all of

that, plunging the community into a chaotic situation. However, over time, the
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community is returning to a more stable state and this process is articulated through three

phases, initial shock, regrouping and returning to center.

Initial shock is filled with fear, uncertainty, distress and frenetic activity. This

experience is described through multiple categories of being afraid, unifying or

separating, opening up, the bombing of Afghanistan, connecting and supporting, being

thrust into the spotlight and shifting foci. During this phase, individuals and community

organizations scrambled to reduce the impact of the events on the local community by

reaching out to the greater American community and spreading the message that

“Afghans are not terrorists.” Simultaneously, they partnered with any and all groups to

provide humanitarian and reconstruction resources for Afghans in Afghanistan. Women’s

previous participatory experiences and the connections they had made in the process

helped them to respond quickly and effectively to the crisis facing the community.

Afghan women and their organizations became places/spaces of support for local

Afghans to gather. However, this was also a time where perceptions on unity and disunity

came to the fore as some felt that the initial shock united them and others believed it

divided them even further.

Regrouping and reconstruction reflected the need of participants and community

organizations to “get serious” about helping in Afghanistan and humanitarian efforts gave

way to reconstruction. This stage includes categories of prioritizing/organizing, forging

new partnerships/finding new resources, and returning home/reconnecting. Participants

recognized that they could not do everything and needed to focus their energies and

money more effectively by prioritizing and organizing their efforts. New groups came

forward to partner with community organizations and these partnerships created new
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programs locally and internationally while offering additional sources of funding beyond

fundraising. Additionally, more than 50% of the participants interviewed have returned

to Afghanistan. For older women, it was a chance to reconnect with their memories of

pre-war Afghanistan and for younger women, it allowed them to directly connect to their

cultural/historical heritage.

Over the last six months, the community has become calmer with less “drama,”

demonstrating that it is returning to center. This phase is described through five

categories, reflections on September 11", lessons learned, frustrations/loss of hope, future

challenges and preserving the image. Reflections on September 11" encompass

Afghans’ perceptions on the impact of the event on the future of Afghanistan and the

ways they are changing their life trajectories to help in that arena. Lessons learned reflect

knowledge, experience and skills gained by participating community members in the

midst of dealing with the crisis, but these positive lessons are mitigated by their

frustrations and loss of hope as Afghanistan’s reconstruction drags on with little

demonstrable change and the community returns to its pre-9/11 “corners.” These lessons

and frustrations frame the future challenges facing Afghan participants particularly in the

realm of acquiring funding. A potential long-lasting legacy of September 11" and the

increased attention it brought to the community is the increased visibility of the political

divisions. As such, community members and particularly community organizations are

now actively engaged in the process of preserving the image of a unified Afghan

community.

Volunteering as a cultural practice was the last theme explored in this study and it

was discussed through four sub-themes, meaning, typology, cultural aspects and
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challenges. The meaning of volunteering for Afghan women is helping others in need and

it is closely associated with their conceptualizations of community participation and

involvement; however, volunteering is perceived as an unpaid practice that makes it

unique among the other concepts related to helping in the community.

Three types of volunteering were revealed in this study, individual helping, ashar

or collective volunteering and structured volunteering. Individual helping describes one

to-one assisting interactions between volunteers and people in need. Ashar or collective

volunteering is akin to neighbors helping each other as needed and both individual

helping and ashar are time limited and goal specific. Structured volunteering requires

on-going involvement and is not directed at a concrete goal.

Individual helping and ashar are Afghan cultural practices that are accepted and

valued in the community and utilize traditional gendered skills. Structured volunteering

appears to be more an American practice than an Afghan one and it is not well

understood or valued among Afghans, particularly the older generation. Additionally, it

often requires more American cultural skills such as organization and technology. The

different types of voluntary practices frame the challenges faced by the organizations that

depend on volunteers to do the work of the organization.

Early Afghan women’s participation reflected more the ashar type of

volunteering and there remains a cohort of women who are willing to volunteer in this

manner; however, what is most needed today by Afghan organizations is structured

volunteers and this has produced a disconnect between organizational needs and

community resources. Community based organizations are struggling to find more

volunteers but the lack of committed, on-going volunteers places increased pressure on
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those who do volunteer in a more structured manner, leading to tensions, and frustrations.

These frustrations, in turn, are contributing to volunteer burnout, further limiting the pool

of volunteers from which organizations can draw.

The findings in totality demonstrate a complex interaction between multi-cultural

values and practices, histories, Afghan women’s participatory volunteering and the

outcomes of women's community participation. Figure 3 (Appendix E) graphically

shows the context of participation engendered by Afghan women’s early participation,

which created community organizations and women’s current participatory practices.

Women’s activism has produced individual, organizational and community outcomes that

re-produce and re-construct women’s participation and on-going participatory contexts.

1", as an intervening event, impacted and continues to impact all aspects ofSeptember 1

this transitional process. Figure 4 (Appendix F) demonstrates identified factors that

facilitate and inhibit women's participation. However, certain key components uncovered

in this study deserve more in-depth discussion to further conceptualize the processes and

outcomes of participation. This chapter discusses five areas, transitioning socio-cultural

structures, bicultural volunteering and participation, trust and mistrust in the Afghan

community, community unity, and transition theory in evaluation. Implications and

suggestions for community health nursing and research will also be presented.

Transitioning socio-cultural structures and power relationships

The study participants juxtapose traditional social values and structures in

Afghanistan with transitional, bicultural ones in California. Young Afghan women's

articulation of "traditional" Afghan culture is supported by literature and research with

Afghans and other highly patriarchal cultures (Abu-Lughod, 1993; Lipson & Omidian,
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1997; Lipson, 1995; Lipson & Miller, 1994; Lipson & Omidian, 1996). Afghan fathers

interact in public worlds as the breadwinners and decision makers while women are in

charge of the private world of home (Dupree, 1989; Quinn, 1977). Family honor is vested

in the way Afghan women behave and proper female behavior is demonstrated through

modest dressing, limited interaction with men outside one’s family and providing

hospitality, which minimally requires a spotless house and good Afghan food (Zulfacar,

1998).

Afghanistan is still tribal in nature and family is central to the Afghan way of

living (Ansary, 1991; Bonner, 1987; Dupree, 1980). Kinship is an important social

structure as it determines one’s place or status in the hierarchical social structure and is

the primary means of succeeding in Afghan society (Omidian & Lipson, 1996; Zulfacar,

1998). Marriage is a key aspect in the kinship structure since it provides financial security

for women, ensures continuity of families and extends or cements kinship ties.

Becoming a refugee disrupted the normal flow of participants’ lives and forced

them to make some profound changes, but long-term resettlement in the United States

significantly impacted social structures and norms. Gangley-Scrase and Jullian (1998)

noted that resettlement is a gendered process and research on refugees and immigrants

demonstrate that women’s social and family roles change as they adapt to the demands of

a new culture. Participants’ perspectives that Afghan women have adjusted more easily

than men have to the resettlement transition is consistent with research on Afghans living

in Western societies (Lipson & Miller, 1994; Zulfacar, 1998). Adjusting to new realities

and expectations changed gender roles and, therefore, family dynamics. Although many

of the older women in this study had worked outside the home prior to leaving
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Afghanistan, their jobs and income were secondary to their traditional roles as wife,

mother and homemaker and their interactions in public worlds was limited.

Coming to the United States changed everything as women had to take up new

roles and new responsibilities, particularly in the public worlds of school, shopping,

health care and employment. Their income became critical to the survival of the family in

the new environment. Indeed, a number of the participants are the sole provider for their

families. Public and economic roles have shifted power relationships in Afghan families,

straining traditional family structures.

Gendered roles and women's power

In the process of resettlement, women have learned to function in the new society,

and have used the opportunities presented to them to expand their knowledge about

human/women’s rights and power. Indeed, older women in this study seem to equate

knowledge with power, or at least with the ability to “make a difference.” Afghan

women in this study have used knowledge gained through interacting with American

social and educational systems to claim their rights and power in the Afghan community

and their community participation is an expression of this power.

Young Afghan women have also incorporated American conceptualizations of

women’s roles and rights and their own experiences growing up in the United States to

forge independent lives. In this way they too are claiming the power to make decisions

about their education, employment and marriage. Both generations of Afghan women

participants have directly and indirectly challenged traditional patriarchal power in the

community, transforming the way the community functions, particularly towards women.

Women’s stance on domestic violence and their willingness to help victims leave their
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husbands and begin a new life demonstrate that they no longer fear the wrath of Afghan

men nor support men’s traditional right to control their wives.

Prior to September 11" women's actions and the power they exerted did not

attract the attention of the community in any major way as much of the assistance they

provided was to individual women and men. However, the media’s thrusting of Afghan

women's organizations into the limelight made their power visible and their challenge to

male power in the community more explicit. I would argue that September 11" increased

the power of Afghan women in both the Afghan and American communities, but it also

opened them up to a backlash evident in the negative rumors and death threats they have

received from within the Afghan community.

The changes in power relationships and roles in the family and the community has

increased the options for Afghan women, but it comes at a price. Research on women’s

work and feminist critique of women’s empowerment have demonstrated that although

new gender roles create and are created by changing power relationships, these roles do

not replace traditional women’s roles; rather the new roles are added on to socio

culturally constructed roles of wife, mother and homemaker. Older participants noted

that few Afghan men are willing to assist their wives in cooking, childcare or house

cleaning, but women are expected to fulfill the now critical role of breadwinner as well as

effectively run the household. Young Afghan women have different roles they must

fulfill including student, employee, dutiful daughter, connected kin and accessible friend.

Community participation has added the role of volunteer/activist to all of the other roles

participants enact and as women’s roles accumulate, participating Afghan women are at

risk for role overload (Facione, 1994).
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Pilot study results suggested that active Afghan women were coping relatively

well with their multi-role lives and were not excessively stressed by the demands of their

various roles. September 11" and the subsequent war on terror has increased the stress

and problems faced by Afghan women in their role as activists. The horrific events did

not create new roles for women; rather it opened up opportunities for women to actively

make a difference in the lives of women in Afghanistan. Increased opportunities has led

to expanding demands and responsibilities in their activist role, which has produced some

of the tensions and frustrations that are promoting volunteer burnout. Although

participants stated in different ways that they remain committed to their participatory

activities, many of these women are engaged in a struggle to find some balance in their

heavily committed lives. This process may be similar to what Parvanta (1992) identified

as the balancing act Afghan women enact in their negotiation of actions and values,

deciding what to continue and what to let go.

Differences in child and parent adjustment patterns are also challenging

traditional Afghan social structures. Many of the participants spoke about their concerns

that Afghan youth are losing their culture. The Society of Afghan Professionals (SAP)

was formed, in part, to preserve Afghan culture in the San Francisco Bay area

community. Although generational conflicts and parental fears that their children are

becoming too American is common in refugee and immigrant literature, what is

interesting about the young women in this study is how reflexive they are about the way

they fit into two social worlds.
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Border/Borderland identities

Young Afghan women were able to step back from their lives somewhat and

discuss Afghan-American family problems and the conflicts with parents that emerged

from being raised “Afghan” in the United States. In this process, they articulated their

self conceptualized bicultural identities, clearly indicating that they “chose” to take up

certain American values and retain specific Afghan ones. Framing of bicultural identity

development as a matter of choice defines identity formation as a rational and analytical

process very much in contrast to the philosophical and theoretical perspectives of

Heiddigger (1962) and Strauss and Corbin (1994), among others, who indicate that

identity is produced through embodied learning gained through interactions in social

worlds. However, it is clear from the study that these women believe that they have

consciously taken up positive aspects of both cultures while rejecting the negative ones.

Although young women talk about finding balance between their two cultural

frameworks, their discussions are more reflective of the concepts of border or borderland

culture/identity. According to Wellman (1997) borderlands are “unintentional,

multicultural spaces where disparate cultures meet” (p. 15) and border identities are

explicitly multi-cultural as they do not reflect assimilation of one cultural identity by

another; rather, “border identities depend upon people retaining their initial identities.”

(Wellman, 1997, p. 20). Neither generation of women has erased their Afghan identities

in resettlement, but it is the younger women that are actively engaged in retaining certain

aspects of their Afghan culture and taking pride in their heritage, while embracing desired

American values even when they are in contrast to Afghan values.
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Their borderland or bicultural identities are at times contested ground in the

transitioning Afghan community and two of the areas most impacted are kinship ties and

the role of marriage. Although all of the participants, both young and older women,

indicated that family was extremely important in their lives, extended family, or kinship

relationships are breaking down as women’s lives become increasingly fast paced, time

constrained and globalized. Most of the women acknowledged that they no longer have

the time to visit with or even talk with some extended family members and without this

contact, it is difficult to maintain these relationships.

Marriage has also become problematic in the borderland culture as fewer young

women are marrying and divorce is rising, even among the older generation. All of the

older women had arranged marriages that were based, at least in part, on kinship ties and

cultural expectations of social status equality. None of the younger women are married

even though they are in their twenties and early thirties and they state that they plan to

marry someone of their choosing, based on love and/or compatibility. Education and

professional position, rather than kinship, has become the criteria for a good match, but

finding an Afghan man who has at least an equal level of education as the woman is

difficult since advanced education is unequally distributed between genders.

Additionally, people from different social strata are marrying, leading to a breakdown of

the traditional hierarchical social system in Afghanistan.

Changing social roles, women’s expanding power and borderland identities are

related to Afghan women’s resettlement transitions rather than women’s participatory

practices. However, the changes in Afghan social structure produced by the intersection

of multiple cultural values and survival needs of refugee families set the stage for the
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emergence of women’s participation. Without the private to public shift that occurred in

Afghan women’s interactions with American social worlds, it is unlikely that participants

would have taken up the problems and concerns of less fortunate Afghan women. As

such, these changes appear to be necessary to the creation of Afghan women’s

community participation.

Volunteering in the community

De Tocqueville (1960), in his treatise on Democracy in America, noted that what

set American society apart from European societies was the abundance of voluntary

associations. Putnam (1995) considers voluntary associations critical to the civic virtue

of the United States, highlighting the fact that volunteering or volunteerism is very much

an American cultural norm. Although Putnam (1995) bemoans the fact that as a nation

we are volunteering less and doing more "bowling alone," it is clear that much of our

society, particularly the non-profit sector, would not function without the voluntary

efforts of individuals. As such, even though many Americans have never volunteered,

volunteering in general is seen as a good thing and a valued practice. Indeed, many

companies, in trying to connect to communities, expect some level of volunteering from

their workers.

There is a body of research literature that has explored American volunteerism

from the perspective of who volunteers, why people volunteer and what keeps them

volunteering. However, there is limited investigation of the concept or practice within

different cultural frameworks. Implicit in health and development literature is the

assumption that volunteering is universally practiced and valued (Arcury et al., 1999;

Aryeetey et al., 1999; Bentley, 1989; Booker, Robinson, Kay, Najera, & Stewart, 1997;
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Choudhry et al., 2002; Crabtree et al., 2001; DeSantis, 1997; Drevdahl, 1998; Geiger,

1993; Hildebrandt, 1996; Laverentz et al., 1999; McFarlane et al., 1994; Putnam, 1995;

Rifkin, 1986; Rifkin & World Health, 1990). This perspective underlies Primary Health

Care’s (PHC) original conceptualization of village health volunteers or community health

workers (Kahssay & Oakley, 1999; Kahssay, Taylor, & Berman, 1998). PHC planners

expected to train community members to become voluntary health promoters and

providers at village levels, thereby increasing rural populations’ access to preventive and

basic health care. The planners also assumed that the volunteers would be providing this

care for “free,” effectively stretching limited health care budgets. However, over time,

this model changed as it became apparent that expecting regular volunteering of one’s

time and knowledge did not reflect the rural and urban poor realities. Now, many

community health promoters or community health workers programs pay their

“volunteers” at least some form of stipend (Kauffman & Myers, 1997; Knudsen, 1995;

Maru, 1983; Patnaik, 1989; Ramprasad, 1988; Swanson & Nies, 1997).

Despite the lessons learned from community health workers programs, the

assumptions about community volunteering in health programs persist and public health

nurses are expected to generate voluntary community coalitions around public health

concerns such as injury prevention, smoking, lead poisoning and heart disease. Funders

for community-based organizations likewise continue to embrace the idea of volunteering

as a means of doing more good for less money. However, these assumptions fail to

consider some aspects of volunteering that emerged from this study.

First is the perspective that volunteering is volunteering, failing to recognize that

there are multiple types of volunteerism. The assumption embedded in this view of
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volunteering as monolithic is similar to the belief that passive participation produces the

same outcomes as active participation. Study findings demonstrate that there are at least

three types of volunteering, individual, collective and structured and that only two types

are considered to be “Afghan.” The cultural interpretation of volunteer challenges the

second assumption that volunteering is practiced in all cultures and is equally valued. It is

clear from this study that two types of volunteering, individual and collective, appear to

be acceptable and valued Afghan cultural practices, but structured volunteering is seen as

an American cultural practice. This does not mean that Afghans are not capable of

structured volunteering; rather, this form of volunteering has to be learned through cross

cultural interactions and its value needs to be demonstrated to Afghan community

members.

Finally, the belief that volunteering is cost-effective has been called into question.

Although it is probably true that volunteers can extend the impact of programs because

they are not paid and therefore keep costs down, planners and funders ignore two aspects:

the cost of maintaining and supporting volunteers and the cost to the volunteers

themselves. This study shows that active Afghan women are not only donating their time,

money and skills to the various community programs and projects, they are also

expending a great deal of energy and worry, as they continually carry the weight of their

voluntary obligations. All forms of volunteering, but especially structured volunteering,

can be very stressful and this coupled with time and energy commitments impacts

volunteers’ family relationships and health.

Participants situate volunteering within their complex borderland

culture/identity. Since volunteering is integral to their participatory activities, it is clear
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that this bicultural practice has produced significant benefits to the community. Another

complex cultural aspect that has framed their volunteering in a less positive way is

mistrust.

Trust and mistrust

Knudsen (1995) stated that one of the critical pieces in the refugee resettlement

process is that trust is on trial. Gold indicated that trust among community members was

an important aspect of refugee community functioning. Lack of trust among Afghan

community members and between Afghans and the greater American community was

identified in early research with this community and it continues to underlie many of the

problems facing participants and community organizations. As one participant remarked:

“Afghans don’t trust easily.”

Muecke (1995) noted that trust is socially constructed in refugee communities and

I would argue that refugee mistrust is both socially and historically constructed.

Participants in this study situated mistrust in the breakdown of relationships that occurred

in recent history. Their stories of flight clearly identified their fears of betrayal, even

from their family members. When neighbors informed on neighbors, brothers on brothers

and fathers on sons, “Trust was gone.” This experience seems to contradict traditional

tribal survival practices of supporting and being supported by kinship ties and the

extension of hospitality to strangers, both of which are predicated upon trust. However,

distrust may have deeper historical/cultural roots than the events of the last 24 years.

Since the founding of the Durrani Empire in the 1700's, Afghan history is rife with

betrayal even among kinship groups. Indeed, the succession of Zahir Shah to his father’s

crown appears to have been the first peaceful transfer of power since the founding of
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modern Afghanistan, as the new king did not have to fight his uncles for the throne

(Dupree, 1980).

Regardless of the origins of mistrust, it continues to be a pervasive aspect of the

San Francisco Bay area community. Knudsen’s (1995) research with Vietnamese

refugees demonstrated that mistrust amongst refugees is common and at least partly

related to the coming together of disparate groups who share certain characteristics, like

language and/or country of origin, but may have very different social, cultural and

historical backgrounds. The Afghan community brings together groups of people who

probably would have had only limited interactions in Afghanistan. The diversity of the

local community encompasses differences in ethnicity, language, education, class and

urban/rural orientations. Since their reasons for leaving Afghanistan are predominantly

related to connections to former governments and mujaheddin resistance, these

differences have become politicized in the transitioning community. As such, lack of trust

seems to have become part of the political landscape of the community and integral to

their ways of interacting.

Trust and mistrust are related to other Afghan cultural characteristics, most

notably pride and their unwillingness to ask questions or demonstrate their ignorance. It

seems that lack of trust also underlies the persistence of rumors circulating in the

community as Afghans appear to be willing to accept negative stories about other

Afghans without verifying the accuracy of the information. One woman indirectly

connected this acceptance of wrongdoing on the part of community members and their

reluctance to ask questions to corrupt government practices that could not be challenged
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in Afghanistan, but her plea to others to verify the facts does not seem to have had much

impact.

Despite the efforts of participants and the community organizations through

which they volunteer to interact honestly and apolitically with community members,

thereby building trust, mistrust appears as prevalent now as it was prior to women

beginning to participate. September 11" may have exacerbated feelings of mistrust

among certain community groups but it clearly brought the issue of trust out into the

open, at least among Afghan organizations and potential funding agencies.

Afghan women’s organizations have tried to stay out of the politicized

trust/mistrust fray by sticking to concerns that tend to be neutral, such as healthcare

access, housing and Afghan culture; but this study demonstrates what Omidian and

Lipson (1996) found in their research, that there is no truly neutral ground in this

community. Trust between community members appears to be an idealized state that

everyone wishes to enact but few actually do, while mistrust is practiced and it inhibits

community unity and collaboration.

Community unity: a realistic goal?

Being united is one of the indicators of positive community change derived from

this study but is it a realistic, reachable or even desirable goal? Literature on community

health and participation often assume that communities, by definition, are united,

monolithic wholes that will, therefore, act in consort for the common good. Despite

research to the contrary (Drevdahl, 1998; Hornberger & Cobb, 1998), this mythic view of

community continues to frame expectations of community health practioners, developers
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and funding agencies (Guijt & Shah, 1998). As such, creating a united community is held

up as a desirable, even necessary goal.

Participants in this study articulated their perceptions of the importance of

community unity, or being united, in counterpoint to the reality of a divided community.

Their desire to achieve unity is based on several socio-historical factors. Taking the

stance that “we are all Afghans” furthers the development of an Afghan national

consciousness and therefore an Afghan identity in disapora. While this identity provides

the basis for creating a sense of Afghan community or what DeSantis (1997) calls

solidarity, it also allows community members to explicitly define their otherness within

the diverse Fremont community. From an American perspective, a united community

wields more political clout than a fractured one and, as this study shows, funders are

reluctant to invest in divided communities. As such, it is in the best interest of the local

Afghans to present/preserve the image of a united Afghan community. However, I would

argue that community unity is both an unrealistic and potentially dangerous goal.

Study findings show that this community is diverse, multi-vocal and multi

perspectival, with competing agendas (R. Davis, 2000; Guijt & Shah, 1998; Gupta &

Ferguson, 1997; Hornberger & Cobb, 1998). Although there is some unity around certain

common concerns, there is significant dis-unity around other issues. As such, there is a

unity/disunity continuum along which the community traverses but, in comparing my

findings with previous research in this community, there appears to be little discernable

change in this area. Since over ten years of women’s participation has not produced a

united community, it is unrealistic to think the community will change any time soon.
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Even an overwhelming event like September 11" has done little to move the community

along the continuum toward unity.

Even though community unity appears to be an unreachable goal for the near

future, I would argue that it is, in fact, an undesirable goal for this or any community.

Unity implies a certain sameness in desires and objectives, a speaking with one voice on

community concerns. In striving for unity, one risks erasing diversity and multi-vocality,

all being subsumed under the rubric of common good. From the perspective of the

Afghan community, promoting unity at the expense of diversity might actually erase

what it means to be Afghan, since much of their passion, stubbornness and pride is

embedded in their holding on to different positions and perspectives. To prevent such

erasures, I suggest that willingness and capacity to collaborate should be the desired

outcome for community participation.

Unlike unity, collaboration does not erase or hide differences; rather it seeks to

work together despite differences and this objective is consistent with capacity indicators

found in recent community projects. According to one participant, collaboration also

seems to be consistent with Islamic expectations that decisions should be made in

consultation with others. Most participants in this study have shown their willingness to

collaborate with both Afghan and non-Afghan groups, especially after September 1 1*,

but as noted in the findings, there is room for considerably more collaboration.

Transition Theory as an evaluation framework

Both extant research and findings in this study demonstrate that refugee women

experience multiple, simultaneous, situational and developmental transitions in becoming

refugees and in resettlement in a foreign land. Afghan women’s initial coming together
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stimulated another transitional experience that has led to their on-going community

participation. Exploring the beginnings of women’s participation identified precipitating

factors and specific conditions necessary for this transitional process. It is clear from this

and other research that one should not dismiss the potential long-term impact of

community research or the importance of committed individuals in engendering

participation and making things happen. Also important is having the right conditions to

support women’s participation and the key condition was having enough women who

were at a place in their resettled lives where they were ready to participate. Had one

attempted to generate women’s participation earlier in their resettlement transition, their

life experiences would likely have inhibited their participation; but having learned to

survive and prosper in the United States, their experiential knowledge facilitated their

transition into community participation.

The usefulness of the transition theory in exploring the nature and conditions of

transition is evident but the component of patterned responses or outcomes poses a bit of

a problem for this study. It is clear that the older participants have experienced a great

deal of change since they first came together in 1992. They have learned new or

expanded previously learned skills in organizing, fundraising and advocacy and have

developed connections with the greater American community at local, state and national

levels. Younger Afghan women have likewise undergone some changes through their

participation in the community, particularly in learning how to navigate in the multiple

worlds of Afghan community, American community and non-profit organizations. The

changes noted are consistent with research on the impact of participation in

refugee/immigrant communities; yet how do these changes mesh with Meleis, et al’s
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(2000) articulation of positive transitional outcomes of skills mastery and integrated fluid

identities?

Transitional patterns of response or outcomes

One could argue that learning and expanding skills reflect skills mastery, but I am

not sure that participants would agree with that assessment. Certainly, from the

perspective of English, none of the older generation would say that they have “mastered”

the language; rather they state that they continue to struggle to speak better English.

Although the participants’ bicultural or borderland identities do seem to reflect fluid

integrated identities, as noted previously, their transformed identities are based upon the

resettlement experience rather than participation, per se. From the perspective of

community, how can one apply mastery and changed identity to community level

outcomes? To address these problem areas, I suggest using two constructs from

Bourdieu's Theory of Practice.

Bourdieu, a French sociologist, believed that one needed to return to practices to

understand how social worlds structure and are structured by the ways people live their

lives. His theory is articulated through three interacting constructs of habitus, fields and

capital, which he grounds in power structures and relationships that are embedded in

historical contexts. However, this discussion will focus only on habitus and one form of

capital, social capital.

Habitus is a “system of durable, transposable dispositions, structured structures

predisposed to function as structuring structures that generate and organize practices.”

(Bourdieu, 1990). These dispositions are constituted in practice and oriented towards

practical functions. Habitus is embodied history with internalized practices that provide
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options, strategies, ways of doing things and making decisions that are acceptable within

one’s socio-cultural framework. Like culture, much of habitus is taken for granted, but it

frames the way individuals interact and function in their everyday worlds. However,

habitus is not static; rather it is a generative matrix that allows one to respond to

experiences and change as needed.

Being forced to move to a new country challenged Afghan women’s habitus and

it may be that one’s ability to adapt to new social worlds is related to the flexibility of the

generative matrix of habitus. Children of refugees raised in the new world have a

different habitus from that of their parents that is produced in interaction between the

social world of their Afghan parents and American social worlds. These differences are

evident in their conceptualizations of social structures, such as marriage, and the

strategies they used to navigate their world.

Young Afghan women used technology as a taken for granted strategy to keep in

touch and get things done easily but older Afghan women struggle with making

technology work for them. On the other hand, older women know how to interact with

and protect the pride of Afghan men and use this knowledge as a strategy to work within

Afghan cultural structures while younger women are just learning how to utilize this

approach. In Zulfacar’s (1998) research comparing resettled Afghans in Germany and the

United States, she identified kinship as an important part of Afghan habitus and

articulated the complex relationships inherent in that structure. Kinship relationships are

historically and socially constructed and fostered through such interactions as marriage

and making alliances and kinship habitus is key to both survival and success in

Afghanistan. Study findings suggest that even though participants talked about family ties
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rather than kinship, the concept of kinship continues to play a role in Afghan habitus,

particularly in the older generation, as a number of the women who first came together in

1992 had some form of kinship ties. Kinship ties in the United States still provide social

support to Afghans and remain a means by which some Afghans get things done in the

community. Nevertheless, I would argue that for both generations, kinship is less

important as a means to success in America than in Afghanistan and that, as one

participant noted, kinship ties are being replaced with community connections developed

in participation with others. Indeed, it appears that the skills and philosophy embedded in

the practice of creating and fostering kinship ties are being transformed by local Afghans

into a broader approach, making and maintaining connections.

Participants actively seek out and maintain connections that might be useful to

them or their community much in the same way that kinship ties were formed and

fostered. These connections are used to help introduce them to other possible

connections, forming larger networks of people they can call upon for assistance. Thus

connecting and forming relationships represents the production of a "new" strategy from

traditional Afghan habitus and it is also related to another concept in Bourdieu's theory,

social capital.

Social capital: Bourdieu describes social capital as the development and

accumulation of social relationships and/or valued relations with important others. He

sees all forms of capital as types of power that can be used to maintain or improve one's

social status or position (Bourdieu, 1977). Social capital is therefore a resource that can

help one achieve one's goals within a particular social world. Community participation in

health programs is thought to produce social capital at the community level and, in health
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literature, it has been defined as resources gathered from a “web of cooperative

relationships” (Veenstra, 2000), networks facilitating collective action for mutual benefit

(Woolcock, 1998, p. 155) and that which encompasses information, trust and norms of

reciprocity inhering in one’s social networks, which can lead to mutually collective

action (Kawachi, Kennedy, Lochner, & Prothrow-Stith, 1997; Vimpani, 2000).

Zulfacar (1998) demonstrated that Afghan kinship ties, albeit changed in exile,

still acted as social capital in the new cultural environment. My findings support,

somewhat, her perspective that kinship relationships may be important in the

reconstruction of social status within the local Afghan community and they certainly

contribute to the webs of social networks among participating women. However, kinship

relationships do not translate into social capital within the greater American community.

Making connections, on the other hand, creates potentially redeemable social capital in

the form of networks of contacts to which one can turn for assistance. Thus, the

transformed Afghan habitus of forming connections with non-kin Afghans and non

Afghans produces useful social capital, which in turn reinforces the efficacy of the new

Strategy.

Bourdieu’s theory describes individual habitus, but I would argue that

communities also have habitus. Acceptable modes of behavior and strategies for living

are structured by interactions with others in one’s community but these interactions

structure the habitus of the community as well. As such, communities have internalized

ways of behaving and strategies for functioning and, if they want to survive, they need a

flexible generative matrix to respond to internal and external changes.
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Early participation by Afghan women, particularly their initiation of a community

wide celebration of Saal-e-now (Afghan New Year), seemed to bring the divided

community together and may indicate a change in the community's ways of collectively

interacting. More recent programs to promote such events as community dialogues may

also show new community strategies but this interpretation of changed community

habitus needs further articulation for it to be useable as a community indicator.

A better outcome for community transitions is the increase or decrease of social

capital. Putnam (1998) indicates that participating in voluntary associations builds social

capital and the mere existence of such organizations in communities constitutes social

capital that the community can draw upon. From this perspective, social capital is

consistent with the community indicator ‘having and using resources,’ but if one looks at

social capital as a web of networks, then it reflects the indicators of connecting and

collaborating.

To determine the impact of participation, I propose considering perceived changes

in habitus strategies as individual outcome indicators since: 1) they are more visible to

researchers or evaluators than changed identities are, and 2) they are broader than mere

skills as they encompass the multiple ways we interact and function in complex social

worlds. Resettlement began the process of changing women’s habitus by demanding new

strategies to survive. Women’s participation in the community challenged traditional

Afghan strategies of male community involvement, i.e. political involvement, as women

took up activism as a practical way to help Afghan women. All of what they have learned

has led Afghan women to develop new strategies and/or modify older ones and this can
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be seen in their activities within their community and between the Afghan community

and the American community.

At the community level, women’s participation has produced significant social

capital in the form of voluntary community organizations. Additionally, increased

connections between different communities and the development of new partnerships that

occurred after September 11" expanded the social capital of the community organizations

and therefore the community as a whole; but these components seem to be diminishing as

the community returns to its pre-9/11 center, demonstrating that social capital is dynamic

and can wax and wane. Community characteristics or practices that help create social

capital seem to exist as some form of a continuum moving between two poles, for

example: connectedness/isolation, and collaboration/division. However, socio-cultural

aspects can also impede the production and maintenance of social capital and what

hinders this community is mistrust.

Conclusions and Recommendations

Community participation has long been viewed as critical to the success of

community health and development projects and healthy community projects are striving

to increase community member involvement, especially among ethnic populations. This

ethnographic study sought to fill an identified gap in the literature by exploring Afghan

women’s participation in their resettled San Francisco Bay area community using

transition theory as a conceptual framework.

Findings demonstrate that Afghan women’s participatory activities initiated a

transitional process, impacting both participants and the community. In the process of

participation, women have acquired bicultural skills and created a new role for
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themselves as community activist. Community organizations, produced by women’s

participation have become important resources for Afghans. However, the community is

struggling to function amidst political divisions and the impact of September 11".

Implications for community health practice and policy, future research and study

limitations are presented.

Participation and community health practice and policy

Findings from this study suggest several implications for community health and

development policy. First, it is clear from the study that the conceptualization and

implementation of volunteering cannot be taken for granted. Health and development

professionals need to articulate the type(s) of community volunteering expected in

projects and programs and then assess how volunteering fits within the cultural context of

the target community. Any disconnect between needs of the project and cultural

conceptualizations of volunteering will have to be addressed to achieve a successful

outcome. Similarly, understanding the cultural meaning of volunteering will help health

professionals foster volunteering and identify capacities required to actually implement

the project.

Second, community health professionals and funding agencies need to question

their assumptions about community, particularly from the perspective of unity. The

expectations that unity reflects a successful community runs counter to the rhetoric on

embracing diversity, risking the leveling or suppression of differences and conflict, and

inadvertently enacting what DeSantis (1997) calls convergent stereotyping. Rather than

striving to create a united community, community health professionals should facilitate
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the development of collaborative capacities among community groups as recent healthy

communities and development literature suggest.

The third implication relates to using transition theory and the ideas of habitus

and social capital in designing and evaluating community health programs. Over the last

ten years, community participation in public health has come to mean the formation of

community coalitions around federal or state mandated health priorities. However, true

coalitions emerge from community concerns as evidenced by this study. Instead of

creating new coalitions, public/community health professionals need to assess community

resources, the readiness of community members to take up participation, their cultural

habitus and their foci of concern to see if participants could be integrated into health

related programs. Additionally, they must also be prepared to assist these groups in a

multitude of ways.

For the Afghan women who first came together to participate, knowledge

development, particularly around navigating systems and using technology, was critical

to increasing their capacities to meet the needs of the community. As such, public health

nurses need to assess evolving knowledge deficits and provide learning experiences to

reduce trial and error and facilitate skills development, such as writing for and managing

grants, fundraising, and organizational skills.

Similarly, I would suggest that community health professionals consider the value

of transition theory, habitus and social capital in understanding the transitional context

and identifying relevant outcomes of community participation. Evaluating changes in

habitus strategies used by individuals and differences in social capital could produce
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indicators of change that would allow comparisons across communities and projects (see

Appendix G).

Participation and future research

This study demonstrates the usefulness of the transition framework in exploring

the experiences and impact of Afghan women’s participation and suggests expanding the

model in the area of patterned responses. However, more research is needed to

investigate how traditional habitus strategies are transformed and how new strategies

emerge. Additionally, it would be interesting to see how participants’ new/transformed

strategies learned in the American context perform in Afghanistan. Since a number of the

participants are now returning to work on Afghan reconstruction projects, exploring these

questions is possible.

One area of this theory not well explored in this study is nursing therapeutics.

Investigation with health and social service professionals needs to be developed to

uncover effective ways to facilitate the transitional process and hopefully produce healthy

community responses. Explicitly exploring what helped these women in their learning

process and what hindered them would be quite useful in, perhaps, creating an

intervention study to stimulate participation or strategy changes.

Four community level indicators emerged from this study, some of which are

related to the concept of social capital. These indicators and Bourdieu’s concepts need

further examination. Focus groups of both participating community members and

recipients of assistance could be used to explore the relevance of the derived indicators

and determine if they can be transformed into a community survey to capture broader

perspectives on the impact of women’s participation.
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Trust/mistrust also needs further elucidation. This study shows that it underlies

some community problems but how does it affect individuals? Does community mistrust

prevent members seeking needed assistance from community organizations or from

American organizations or agencies? How can trust be fostered in this community?

Volunteering from a cross-cultural perspective also deserves more attention. This

study challenged assumptions of the universality of volunteerism and articulated three

types of volunteering, but are there more? Only a few properties of the forms of

volunteering were addressed. What other properties distinguish between different

voluntary practices? Additionally, How do other ethnic communities view/practice

volunteering? Who volunteers in ethnic communities and why do they it? Finally, how

can volunteering be promoted in ethnic communities and how can volunteer burnout be

mitigated?

Finally, conducting research in the local Afghan community post September 11",

provided a unique opportunity to investigate individual and community changes that

occur after a significant transitional stimulus. This study was able to build on previous

research to help describe the changes this event wrought but it remains unclear what the

lasting effect September 11" will have on this community. Returning to the community

after two and again in five years could provide valuable insight into how communities

transition after a traumatic event and perhaps identify ways in which community health

professionals can facilitate healthy community transitions.
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Appendix
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Appendix B: Maps

Map 1: Map of San Francisco Bay area
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Appendix C: Information Sheet

Afghan Women’s Experience with Community Participation

Dr. Juliene Lipson, , RN, PhD, professor of nursing at the University
of California, San Francisco, and Teri Lindgren, a doctoral student in
nursing, are doing a study about Afghan women's involvement in their
community. We are interested in learning about your experiences with
community involvement and how these experiences have influenced your
life and health.

You will be interviewed in English by Teri Lindgren, in a place that
you choose. The interview will take about 1–2 hours of your time. You will
be asked questions about your past and present involvement in the
community and how this has influenced you, your family and your
community. The interview will be audiotaped with your expressed
permission or detailed notes will be taken by Ms. Lindgren during and after
the interview. The audiotapes will be destroyed once the study is complete.
Choosing not to be audiotaped will not affect your participation the study.

The information you give us will be identified only by a code number
so that no one but the interviewer will know exactly what you told us. Your
name will not be mentioned to anyone else nor will it be used in any
publications from the study. However, the general kinds of things you talk
about may appear in reports that can help American health providers give
better care to Afghans in the U.S.. Personally, you may or may not find that
being part of this study is helpful to you and there will be no financial
compensation for your participation.

Your participation in this study is completely voluntary. Whether or
not you choose to participate will have no effect on your involvement with
health or social services in any way whatsoever. No one except the
researchers will know who decides to participate. If you find that any of the
interview questions are bothersome or difficult, you can refuse to answer
them. You can also stop the interview or withdraw from the study any time
you wish.

If you have any concerns about this study, you can call Dr. Lipson at
(415) 476-3981 or Teri Lindgren at (415) 504-7892. If you have concerns
that you do not want to talk about with Dr. Lipson or Ms. Lindgren, you can
contact the Committee on Human Research at the University of California at
(425) 476-1814, 8 am-5pm Monday through Friday, or you may write to
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Appendix D: Interview questions

Basic interview questions

1) How did you end up here in the San Francisco Bay area? (probe: Tell me your

story of leaving Afghanistan and coming to the U.S.)

2) How did you start to get involved? (probe: why then and not before or later?)

3) What did you do when you first started to participate?

4) What are you doing now? (probe: How are you participating now?)

5) Why do you do participate?

6) Describe the Afghan community when you first came here. (probe: what kind of

help was available to you? How did you find out about resources?)

7) How has the community changed?

Added questions

1) How has September 11" changed the community?

2) I have heard many people say that volunteering is not Afghan. What do you think

about this statement?
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Appendix E: Context of participation and transitional changes

Context of Participation Women's Participation Transitional Changes

History Early Volunteering Women

*: ■ -Increased skillsc ersona -Expanding foci-Community
- -

-Activist role
Women’s Activism

Organizational
Culture

- --E ding f
-Being Afghan Community Organizations º
-Afghan Way -Community Resource

-Cultural Transitions -AWAI
-AEA Community
-AC -Unity
-SAP -Having/using more resources

September 11, 2004
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Appendix F: Facilitators and Inhibitors of Participation

Facilitators of

Participation

Being Afghan
-Family oriented
-Pride
-Passion

-Preserving the culture

Cultural Transitions
-Gender role transition

-Changing family dynamics
-Generational differences

Conditions of participation
-Readiness to participate
-Learning in resettlement

Desire to help
-Islamic

KEX

Women’s

Participation

Early
Participation

On-going
Participation

Inhibitors of Participation

Afghan Way
-Holding on to old ways
-Being stubborn
-Not asking questions
-Lack of trust

-Rumors

Demands of volunteering
-Time

-Organizational needs
-Skills
-Frustrations/tensions

September 11th
-Intense activity
-Loss of hope
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Appendix
G:

Suggestedmodifications
to
Theoryof

Transitions(Meleis,
etal.,2000)

Natureof
TransitionConditions:FacilitatorsandInhibitorsPatterns

of
Response

Transition

Personal

HistoryIndividualOutcomeIndicators

Meanings

TypeCulturalbeliefsandattitudesExpandingskillsSituational
*

PreparationandknowledgeConnectedness
DevelopmentalReadiness
to

participateChangedhabitus-strategies

HealthOrganizational

[H]<HPCommunityOutcomeIndicators

PatternsCommunity“HPSocietyCollaborationMultipleHistoryStructuresConnectednessComplex
º

ValuesSocialCapital

SimultaneousRelatedPropertiesAwarenessEngagement

ChangeandNursingTherapeutics

Difference
K.K.D

TimeSpanCriticalPointsandevents
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Appendix H: Interviewees demographics sº

Age in

Group In Years Marital Children | Flight US
(M) Status (M) (M) (M)

No. Age at Years in Res. in CA ■ º
(M) -- *.

Older 11 37–63 8 married 1-4 19-43 4-26 4–23

Women (50.2) 2 Widowed (2.55) (28.3) (17.9) (17.2)
1 Divorced

Younger 5 22-30 5 Single O 0–9 11-22 4-20

Women (26) (4.85) (18.8) (12.4)

Men 3 || 51-54 || 3 Married 0–4 || 27–34 20-23 10-20

(52.7) (2) (31.3) (21) (16.7)

(N=19) 2 º'
Sºº
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Appendix I: List of Abbreviations

AC--------------Afghan Coalition

AWAI----------Afghan Women’s Association International

AEA------------ Afghan Elders Association

SAP------------ Society of Afghan Professionals

UNHCR------- United Nations Higher Commission for Refugees

UNICEF-------United Nations International Children’s Emergency Fund

WHO----------- World Health Organization

List of Foreign Words

Chador----------- Head scarf worn by women

Halal------------- Allowed or permitted Islamic food or practices

Hejab------------- Conservative Islamic dress for women showing only face and hands

La ila illallah----Profession of faith for Muslims

Loya Jirga------- Traditional tribal counsel used to choose interim government

Saal-e-now------- Afghan New Year celebration

Sayeed------------ Related to the family of the Prophet Muhammad.
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